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FOREWORD 

This  final  technical  report  covers work performed  under Contract  No. 
F  33615-67-C-1434  from 1 March  1967  through  31  January  1968.     It   1» published 
for  technical   information only  and does not  necessarily  represent  the recomnen- 
dations,  conclusions,  or approval of the Air Force.    The manuscript was released 
by  the  authors  on 31  January  1968  for publication. 

This contract with Battelle Memorial Institute of Columbus,  Ohio was 
Initiated under Manufacturing Methods Project  140-7,  "Design Development  for  a 
Hydrostatic Extrusion Press".     It was  administered under the technical direction 
of Mr.  Gerald A.  Gegel of the Metallurgical Processing Branch  (MATE), Manufacturing 
Technology  Division,  Air Force Materials  Laboratory,   Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base,  Ohio. 

This project has been accomplished as a part of the Air Force Manu- 
facturing Methods program,  the primary objective of which 1» to inpleoent,  on 
a timely basis, manufacturing processes,  techniques and equipment for the eco- 
nomical production of USAF materials and components.    The program encoi^asses 
the following technical areas: 

Metallurgy - Rolling,  Forging.  Extrusion,  Casting,   Conposlte«, 
Powder 

Chemical - Propellant,  Casting,  Ceramics,  Graphite,  Nonmetalllcs 

Fabrication -  Forming,  Material  Removal,   Joining,   Coi^onents 

Electronics -  Solid State, Materials and Special Techniques, 
Thermionics 

Suggestions concerning additional Manufacturing Methods efforts 
required on this  or ot^ier  subjects will  be  appreciated. 

The program was conducted at Battelle by the Metalworklng Division 
with Mr.  G.   E.  Meyer,  Research Metallurgical Engineer,  as project engineer and 
Mr.   R.   J.  Florentino, Associate Chief,   as program manager.     Others contributing 
to the program were Mr.  A.  M.  Sabroff,  Chief, of the Metalworklng Division and 
Mr.  F.  W.  Boulger,  Senior Technical Advisor of the Department of Process and 
Physical Metallurgy.     Those  contributing  to the stress  analyses of ultrahlgh- 
pressure containers,  stems,   and dies were Dr.  J.  C.  Gerdeen,   Senior Research 
Mechanical Engineer,  Dr.  F.  A.  Simonen,  Research Mechanical Engineer,  and 
Dr.   L.   E.   Hulbert,   Chief of  the Advanced  Solid Mechanics  Division. 

Under subcontract,  Bllss-Barogenlcs,  Inc.  of KeunC Vernon, New York, 
contributed to the design and costing of the hydrostatic extrusion press and 
related equipment.    Personnel at  Bllss-Barogenlcs who participated in this 
program were Mr.   F.  G.  Bogglo,  Production Manager, Mr.  A.  Moos,  Press Designer, 
Mr.  N.  Kramarow,  Assistant  to the Vice President,  and Mr.  A.   Zeitlin, Vice 
President. . _       /) 

u 

H. A4>0ohnson, Chief 
Metallurgical Processing Branch 
Manufacturing Technology Division 



ABSTRACT 

nr^rf ^  The overall objective of this program was to develop a design for a 
production hydrostatic extrusion press.  The press was designed to usftwo 

U-l^h H|Ur%eXtl"U1
8^n COntainer8'  0"e container would have bore dimensions 

50 oS oir ?h.X H    inCheS l0n8' Capable of ^^»tandtng a fluid pressure of 
Ion« . A ,? 0 er Contalner wo"ld ^ve a bore ft-Inch diameter x 36 Inches 

ioufd be u«d t COntain .flUld " Pressure8 up t0 A50-000 P8i- A s*"Sl* P"" 
^ oemtt n^d / n"^ ate either contaln" or ""th containers simultaneously 
.. ff?^ /i   ^   luid extruslon-  The designs were carried out in 
!nrt     ^      t0 Permit  a Cl0Se eB^™t*  to be made of the construction 
^alua ^ th C08t:i

O
K

f
1
the Press' ^  aPProach to this design study involved 

«X th.th:-rri^^ IT'AT*pre88 concepts before arrlvin8 at the 

tori*«      / llt'rature  survey  supplemented with visits  to high-pressure  labora- 

Ind co^onent."^^  "'I^K
11
' 

eVfllUate P^ential  hydrostatic  extrusion concepts 
.uppU^nd  for^  e0 bVPPlled  ln  thlS  8tudy-     A 8urvey waB ™** of material 
^rllJl foxing companies to establish  the  availability of large high- 
•trength components that would be required to construct  the large high-prfssure 
container»  designed  in this program. 8    pressure 

both  a  1? tn^,K00'tO«ny^n8tatIt  Pxtrus,on Pre9s "as designed to pressurize 
450 OM L     fl  ^   '     50,0()0 P81'  n,ultl-ri"8  container and a  6-lnch bore, 
would b.^'   "uld-"uPP0"ed container.     The  6-lnch bore,  450.000 psl container 

»d usl«  n   «HU^ y PlaCln8 the <,-lnCh  llner Wlthln the  ^^"ch container 
' system on til    r      ?""""« "P to 250,000 psl  to  support  it.     A dual  ram hydraulic 
fl.Hd! T. It    P rUl    be USed t0 comPres8 b°th the 450,000 psl and  250,000 psi 
w« SeslLed  f^V ^   i? ! SUltable P"P°"i°n-     * materials handling  system 
Zr      A^f?    ^e P"88.^^ COuld """^  load "P t0 ab°"t  35 billets per 
extr,'.,.^ ,Bodlflcatio" of  the hydrostatic  extrusion press was made  so  that,   the 
Contaln^Tf88 'T      ^"f   ^ co™*nti™»l   ** «ell  as hydrostatic  extrusion. 
Container» of various designs,   stems,   and  dies were  stress  analyzed extensively. 

convenM«™? eC0nO,ni^  co">Parlson was  made  between  hydrostatic  extrusion   and 
shZs      ™J Processing  for various materials  and   for production of tubes  and 
atfMr'.v^  Vn\y8v     lndlcated that   'here were  important  areas   in which hydro- 
static extrusion techniques  could produce close-tolerance products  at   a  lower 
cost  than conventional  processing.     Aluminum  alloys  could be extruded  at   a  faster 
rate using hydrostatic  rather than conventional  extrusion techniques  and  this 

are  the nrnd.^M   "T"10"  C°8ts      0the.   areas  that may permit  cost  reductions 
are  the production of  thin-wall,   seamless   tubes  and  the re-extrusion of  shapes 
to  thin sections. r 

This  document   is  subject   to  special export 
controls  ar.d each  transmlttal  to  foreign 
governments or  foreign mationals may be made 
only with prior approval  of  the Manufacturing 
Technology   Division  of   the  Air  Korce Materials 
Laboratory,   WrlKlit-lattorson Air Force Base, 
Ohio 45433.     Distribution  of  this  report  is 
limited  because   it   contains  technology   Identi- 
fiable with  items on  the  strategic  embargo  list 
excluded   from export  or  re-export  under U S 
export   act  of 1948  (63  STAT.   7)   as  amended 
(50  ll.S.C.   Appn.   2020-2031). 
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DESIGN OF A PRODUCTION 
HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION PRESS 

by 

G. E. Meyer, F. A. Simonen, J. C. Gerdeen, 
R. J. Florentine, and A. M. Sabroff 

INTRODUCTION 

General  Background 

Hydrostatic  extrusion  Is  a method of extruding a billet  through a 
die by  the  action of  a pressurized  fluid rather than by direct contact with 
a ram as used In conventional extrusion.    The pressurized fluid completely 
surrounds  the billet  except  at  the die orifice.    The  liquid between the billet 
and the extrusion container essentially eliminates the billet-container friction 
and reduces the blllet-dle friction,  which results in extrusion pressures that 
can be significantly less than corresponding va.'ues obtained in conventional 
extrusion.     The pressurized  fluid  also permits the extrusion of very  long billets 
Independent of length-to-dlameter  (L/D)  ratios and permits extrusion of irregu- 
larly shaped billets.    The hydrostatic extrusion process was  first  attempted and 
described by  Brldgman'1'   .     The process has been developed  further by various 
investigators  In  the USSR^2-3-4),   UK(5'6'",   and USA^8'9,10'. 

Hydrostatic  Extrusion  at  Battelle 

Work on hydrostatic extrusion at Battelle was  initiated in June,  1961, 
under Air Force Contract No.  AF 33(600)-43328 and was continued on Air Force 
Contract  No.   AF  33(615)-1390  to  ascertain  the manufacturing capabilities of the 
procens.     The work on these contracts resulted In the construction of hydrostatic- 
extrusion tooling that has a chamber 2-3/8  Inches in diameter by 20  inches long 
and  is  capable of operating  at  250,000 psi  at  room temperature and  at  about  225,000 
psl  at 500 F.     Some of the pertinent achievements on these programs were: 

(1) Extrusion of high-strength materials such as AISI 4340 steel, 
Ti-6A1-4V titanium  alloy,   and  7075  aluminum alloys  into rounds, 
shapes,   and tubing  at  production speeds 

(2) Establishment  of the  technology required  for  500 F hydrostatic 
extrusion 

(3) Optimization of  critical process variables  to produce  quality 
extrusions at minimum pressures 

* 
Numbers in parenthesis refer to references. 



(A)  Computer analysis of several hlgh-pressure-contalner design 
concepts based on a fatigue-failure criterion 

(5) Refinement of an extrusion-drawing technique suitable for 
production of wire and shapes 

(6) Establishment of die-design concepts that permitted the cold 
extrusion of beryllium at a 4:1 extrusion ratio without 
cracking and without the need for fluid counterpressure. 

As a result of these and other programs in the USA and throughout the world, 
there is a very strong interest in the use of the process for production purposes. 
However, before this can be done, there are many basic questions concerning 
tooling and the production aspects of the process which must be answered.  Some 
of these are: 

(1) What are the maximum pressure and temperature capabilities 
of the critical tooling con^'onents such as the container, 
stem, and die? 

(2) What is the maximum billet diameter and length that can 
be accommodated? 

(3) How many extrusions per hour can be made? 

(4) What would the total press cost? 

(5) How do the economics of the hydrostatic-extrusion process 
compare to other processes? 

The logical approach to find answers to these and other pertinent 
questions was to conduct a design study of a hydrostatic production press.  This 
is the final technical report on such a design study. 

Program Oblectives 

The purpose of this program was to develop a design for a production 
ultrahigh-pressure hydrostatic extrusion press.  The design was carried out in 
sufficient detail to permit a close estimate of the construction and operating 
costs of the press.  This press was designed to use ultrahigh-pressure extrusion 
containers with the following design goals: 

Conl.ainer A 

Bore size: 12-inch diameter x 120 inches long 
Operating pressure: 250,000 psi 
Operating temperature: 1000 F maximum 
Fatigue life: 10^ cycles 



Container B 

Bore size: 6-inch diameter x 36 Inches long 
Operating pressure: 450,000 psl 
Operating temperature: 1000 F maximum 
Fatigue life: 10^ cycles 

Consideration was given to designing a single press that will accoranodate elthar 
container independently or both containers simultaneously to permit fluid-to- ! 
fluid extrusion. t 

The program vas divided into three Interrelated phases: 

a) Phase I - Survey of Literature and High-Pressure Facilities 

The objective of this phase was to determine and evaluate all the 
design concepts which have been or are being considered for the design 
of p  hydrostatic extrusion press.  This survey was liqplemented by visits 
to laboratories and industrial organizations active In high-pressure 
research and by a detailed review of pertinent literature. 

b) Phase II - Investigation and Analysis of Design Parimeters 

In this phase, the critical tooling components were analyzed and the 
actual hydrostatic extrusion press and related components were designed. 

c) Phase III - Investigation of Process Economics 

The objective of this phase was to determine the probable process 
economics of the hydrostatic-extrusion operation based on the press 
designed in Phase II. 

Bllss-Barogenics, Inc., of Mt. Vernon, New York, participated in Phases II and 
III as a subcontractor on this program. 



SUMMARY 

The objective of this program was to develop a design for a produc- 
tion hydrostatic extrusion press.    The press was designed to use two 
high-pressure extrusion containers.    One container would have a bore dimension 
J™ A«! diaamcel x 120 inche8  lon8.  capable of withstanding a fluid -ressure of 
250,000 psl.    The other container would have a bore 6-inch diameter x 36 Inches 
long and would contain fluid at pressures up to 450,000 psl.    A single press 
would be used to acconmodate either container or both containers simultaneously 
to permit  fluid-to-fluid extrusion.    The designs were carried out  In 
sufficient detail to permit a close estimate to be made of the construction and 
operating costs of the press. 

The results of the program are summarized briefly below: 

(1) A design for a 17,000-ton production hydrostatic extrusion 
press was established and the costs of construction,  opera- 
tion,  and billet conversion were estimated. 

(2) Two high-pressure hydrostatic  extrusion containers  were 
designed.    These containers are described as  follows: 

(a) 12-inch ID x 82.7-inch OD x 120 Inches  long  (multi-ring 
design) with e pressure capability of 250,000 psl. 

(b) 6-Inch ID x 11-1/2-inch CD x 36 inches  long  (fluid- 
support design)  with a pressure capability of 450,000 
psl when placed in the 12-inch ID container and supported 
with 250,000 psl  fluid pressure. 

(3) The hydrostatic extrusion press would be capable of: 

(a) fluid-to-air extrusion from either 450.000 psl or 
250,000 psl. 

(b) fluid-fo-fluid extrusions  from pressures up to 450,000 psl. 

(c) combined extrusion and drawing operations  (HYDRAW). 

(4) Dual-ram press hydraulics   systems would be used  to   independently 
pressurlie the support  fluid and the "working"  fluid for the 
450,000 psl container.     The dual-ram system would also be used 
to control mandrels during tube extrusion and,   in addition,  could 
be used to supplement or augment  the fluid pressure on the billet. 

(5) Stress distributions resulting from seals  located on the bore 
surface and on the stem were calculated.    Both locations were 
shown technically  feasible.    The seal location on the bore was 
generally preferred and was used whenever possible. 



(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

A materials handling system was devised which -could handle ^

up to 35 billets per hour (each 11-inch OD x 96-Inches 
long) for the 12-lnch ID container, or up to 47 billets 
per hour (each 5-inch OD x 24-inches long) for the 6-inch 
ID container.

Detailed analysis of containers indicated that autofrettage 
techniques offer the possibility of producing high-efficiency 
containers which would have a wall ratio of 4 rather than the 
typical ratio of about 7 for standard multi-ring designs (wall 
ratio is defined as OD/ID). Limited experimental evidence 
obtained elsewhere, however, suggests that autofrettaging may 
lower fatigue life.

Die wall stresses were analyzed and found to be quite high at 
the initial contact point of the billet. These stresses become 
critical for relatively small-angle dies since, as the billet 
diameter approaches the container diameter, the die wall at the 
initial contact point becomes quite thin. Under these conditions, 
the stresses are reduced to acceptnble levels when die angles 60 
degrees or more are used.

The 17,000-ton production press designed for hydrostatic extrusion 
operations was estimated to cost $5,149,000 only. Installed in 
a plant with suitable support equipment, the cost was estimated 
to be $15,586,000.

The 17,000-ton hydrostatic extrusion press was also designed 
for making conventional hot extrusions as well. Conversion 
from one process to the other is relatively siiqtle, indicating 
that a press for hydrostatic extrusion need not be extremely 
specialized.

A dual-purpose press capable of both hydrostatic and conventional 
extrusionswas estimated to cost $7,062,000. The total cost for the 
press Installed in a plant with suitable support equipment was 
estimated at $20,101,000.
Conversion costs were determined for hydrostatic extrusion and 
conventional extrusion and were applied to particular materials 
and shapes.

Large-diameter, thin-wall seamless tubes could be made much 
cheaper by hydrostatic extrusion than by conventional processing 
techniques. For exiimple, hydrostatic extrusion was found to be 
potentially capable of producing a tube for about 85 percent less 
than the cost of shear-forming, which is currently the cheapest 
technique used to make large-diameter, thin-wall semsless tubes.

i
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(14) Hydrostatic re-extmsion ol   hot-oxtn.ded tU.-.nl.™ .aioy 
shapes wag  found to be  potentially  less expensive  (up  to 
about  60 percent)   than machining the  final  shape  from a 
hot-extrusion. 

(15) Aluminum alloys could be extruded faster with hydrostatic 
extrusion techniques   than with conventional  techniques  and 
could result  in lower conversion costs  for those materials 



SURVEY OF FACILITIES AND LITERATURE 

A survey was made of basic hydrostatic extrusion technique,  and 

5 a'oroducH '^'H1"8 d,!8i8n COnCept8 that COuld be «PPliea in thTd«Sn 
iliulit hy^O'tatlc extrusion pre...    Laboratories and hlgh-pr.fsure 

inc^H^H r ? Ti8lte? ln Europe and the United st«e»- W. survey aleo 
ibl itv orh^H 1/UPPlKer8 and f0r8lng c^«i" " determine the L«"- 
reouirL Th! . y???.th materlal8 for high-pressure tooling in the si.e. 
given bflow        faCllltie8 Vl8lted and the t*»" of information obtained are 

Facility 

Vickers,  Ltd. 
(England) 

ASEA 
(Sweden) 

Fielding & Platt,   Ltd. 
(England) 

Personnel Information abfetÜtt^ 

Dr.   John Crawley 

Mr.   Anders  Sandln 
Dr.   Hans  Lundstrom 

Mr.   R.  H.   Green 

Centre d"Etude Nucleaires      Mr.   Charles Sauve 
de Saclay 
(France) 

United  Kingdom Atomic 
Energy Coimission 
(England) 

Mr.   D.  Green 

(1) 

(1) 

(2) 

Design concepts of proto- 
ype production hydro- 

static-extrusion facillti 
with 4.5-inch bore con- 
tainer for operation at 
450,000 psl 

Design of 450,000 psi con- 
tainer with 3-1/8-inch 
bore 
Latest hydrostatic-extru- 
sion technology develop- 
ments at ASEA 

(1)  Design of production units 
of hydrostatic-extrusion 
tooling for operation at 
110,000 psi 

(1) Results of hot extrusion 
under hydrostatic pressure 

(2) Evaluation of press de- 
signs for production 
operations 

(1) Design details ci production 
hydrostatic extrusion press 
being fabricated by Fielding 
& Platt,  Ltd. 

(2) Latest hydrostatic-extru- 
sion technology develop- 
ments at UKAEA 



Facility Personnel Information Obtained 

National Engineering 
Laboratory 
(Scotland) 

University of Bristol 
(England) 

University of Belfast 
(Ireland) 

British Non-Ferrous 
Metals Research 
Association 
(England) 

Dr.  H.   LI.  D.   I'ugh 

Dr.  J.   Parry 

Prof.   B.   Crossland 

Mr.  John Crowther 

(1) Latest hydrostatic-extru- 
sion technology develop- 
ments at NEL 

(2) Evaluation of container- 
design concepts 

(3) Concepts  for production 
tooling 

(1)  Fatigue characteristics of 
high-strength steels as 
related to us': in high- 
pressure containers 

(1)  Fatigue characteristics of 
high-strength steels 

(21   Properties of materials 
under high pressure 

(1)   Ideas  for utilization of 
the process 

Conmlssarlat A.  L'Energle 
Atomlque High Pressure 

• Laboratory 
(France) 

University of Birmingham 
(England) 

Watervllet  Arsenal 
Watervllet,  New York 

Manlabs/Physmet  Inc. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Harwood Engineering 
Walpole, Mass. 

Ladish Forging Co. 
Cudahy,  WlsconaIn 

Dr. D. Francois 
Mme. Carpentier 
M.  Schauffelberger 

Dr. P. B. Mellor 
Dr. A. N. Bramlev 

Dr. B. Austin 
Mr. C. Nolan 

Mr. J. Harvey 
Dr. A. Kulin 

Mr. Ke°l*-r 
Mr. D. Newhall 

Mr. F. Kolc  1 
Mr. T. Lilly 
Mr. W. Heckel 

(1) Container design for high 
pressures 

(2) Effects of hydrostatic 
pressure on ductility 

(1) Preliminary hydrostatic 
extrusion studies 

(2) Papers on container design 
by Imperial College 

(1) Container designs 
(J)  Materials of construction 
(3) Hydrostatic extrusion 

techniques 

(1) Container designs 
(2) Materials of construction 
(3) Stem support techniques 

(!)  High-pressure pumps 
(2)  Hydrostatic extrusion tooling 

design 

(1) Availability of larp- 
itrergth components 

(2) Material properties 

high- 



Facility Personnel 

MiHvale Heppenstall Co. 
Philadelphia.  Penn. 

Allegheny Ludlum Steel 
Corp. 

Vasco  Steel Coinjany 

I.atrobe  Steel  Company 

Lukens  Steel  Company 

Kennamet.il,   Inc. 

Ceneral  Electric Co. 
Carboloy  Division 

Coors  I'orcelain  Comjairy 

Mr. H.   Jackson 
Mr. M.  Acker 
Mr. J.  Weiger 
Mr. W. McClure 

Mr. A.  Booth 
Mr. W.  Peterson 

Mr. R.  Henry 
Mr. A.  Bayer 

Mr. B.   .'.li   son 
Mr. J.  Visconti 

Mr. J.   King 

Mr.  G.  P.   McCleary 

Mr.   N.   V.   Monacelll 

Mr.   W.   Wood 

Information Obtained  

(1) Availability of  large, high- 
strength cotnponents 

(2) Material properties 

(1) Availability of large, high- 
strength component« 

(1) Availability of large, high- 
strength components 

(1)  Availability of large,  high- 
strength components 

(1) Availability of large, high- 
strength components 

(1)   WC components 

(1)  WC components 

(1) AI2O3 coiqponents 

Based on this  survey,   the  following general   analysis  of basic concepts 
was made.     Particular  process  details   (seals,   fluids,   etc.)  uncovered  during  the 
survey will  be  discussed,   where  appropriate,   in  the  sections dealing with the 
design of the press. 

Hydrostatic Extrusion Concepts 

There are a number of approaches to  the method of extrusion under hydro- 
static pressure.     Several of these are described in the following sections. 

Basic  Hydrostatic  Extrusion Process 

The basic hydrostatic  extrusion concept   is   Illustrated  in Figure   1. 
This  concept   is  analogous  to  conventional  extrusion except that  the  force of'the 
ram  Is  transmitted entirely by  the fluid.     In the vertical position,  gravity 
forces  hold the billet   in place  and  It   is easy  to  load  the chamber with  fluid, 
arge  extrusion presses,   however,  are  generally built   to extrude  in a horizontal 

alrectlon.     In  scallng-up  the  hydrostatic  extrusion process,  consideration must 
be given to the special problems of billet and  fluid handling that are encountered 
In  horizontal  extrusion. 



//////A 

FIGURE 1.    BASIC HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION PROCESS 

The tooling ia commonly placed between platens 
of a preai to generate the fluid preaaure. 
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AuKiTionU-ri  Hydrostatic   Extniston 

h    r-   ,-..       1600-ton,   horizontal,   hydrostatic  extrusion press has been built 
by Folding and  Platt,   Ltd..  Gloucester.   England.     In  this  design  a portion of 
the ex ruslon  force  is transmitted directly to the end of th- billet by the ram. 
For this reason,   this  technique has been named augmented hydrostatic extrualon. 
1    thl  2

n
i]\u8trat" th

t
e h*aic desi8"-     As  Ram 1 congresses the  fluid in Container 

ttl    fluld Pressure  in Container 2 reaches  an equal value.    The difference 
between the force  in Container  1  and the back pressure exerted by the fluid In 
Container  2  is  applied  directly on the  end  of the billet 

The  relationships between  the  tooling geometry,   fluid pt 
applied  to  the end of  the billet  can be expressed: 

where 

^'(^V 

Pb = pressure on the end of the billet 

Pj. = fluid pressure 

Aj = Area of Container 1 of bore diameter, d 

A2 * Area of Container 2 or bore diameter, d 
2 

A3 " Area of  the billet  of diameter,   d 

In  ,1  typical  case where  dj  ^  5  Inches.   d2  .  4-3/«   Inches,   and d3 - A-5/8   Inches 
the augmented pressure,  Pb.  amount., t0  „ percent mote than the

3
fluid ^e™"' 

dCnJ», H    "'     ^  a,"°un,: of Pressure  augmentation would  Increase as the billet 
to P    which      ^K    and ?r/'   (Al  *  A2)   ^r**»**-    "owever,  the practical  1 m t 
vielS TtreL h"  SrTl^ ^ ^  1S   W™*^*"^ ^1  to the  compressive 
nlasti^n  8 ^KJ    .1       net materlal-     Bey""d this limit the billetTould upset plastically within  the pressurized  fluid. 

An advantage  of  such  a  .lesign   1«  that   the  fluid pressure  required for a 
given extrusion  ratio   is  lower  than  that   r.-Mrcd by pure hydrostatic  extrusion 
MllltZtl  ^V0"^""-^^  Problems.     The   intermediate  ram also keeps  the 
billet  tight   against   the  die to sea]   the extrusion chamber      The  ram remains  In 

troTthe""M^ ^i"   ^r8"01"   thC eXtr,'Sl0" °?"*t^'  "hlch  ^ md  to    on- 
the buLr and PreVent  b0th  stlck-8liP  ™* "P" lection of 

1] 
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FIGURE 2.    SCHEMATJC DIAGRAM OF AN AUGMENTED HYDROSTATIC 
EXTRUSION DESIGN CONCEPT BEING USED BY FIELDING & 
™ I' IJTD-   AND UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY 
AUTHORITY (UKAEA) IN ENGLAND 



One major  disadvant ige  of  tlie  dpslgn  Is  that   the pressure  capability of 
the  system is  limited to that  of  Ram 2,  which may require multi-ring,   shrunk-fit 
construction   in order to withstand pressures much above  180,000 psl.     In effect, 
Ram 2 would be  a  third container.     This  appears to be  an expensive penalty to pay 
for the advantages offered by the augmentation feature,  especially at higher 
pressures. o 

Hot Extrusion Under Hydrostatic freyaure 

Sauve at  Services des Sciences,  Saclay, France, has designed hydrostatic 
extrusion tooling as shown in Figure  3.     Sauve's approach could be considered hot 
extrusion with lubrication under hydrostatic pressure.    This technique was developed 
to insure pressurized lubrication during extrusion.    The pressure medium, which Is 
essentially graphite plus oil with additives,  is solid at room tetn>erature but 
liquifies  Immediately on contact with the heated billet  and container.    Mild steel, 
stainless steels,   and tool steels have been extruded at billet teiqperatures of 
1830 F,  2100 F,   and 2190 F,  respectively,  with ram speeds as  low as  18.8 inches/mln 
without  lubrication problems.     A high-pressure relief valve  located in Container 
2 would permit  the ram to remain in contact with the billet.    The design details 
of the relief valve are not known. 

One potential disadvantage of  this  approach,   compared to hydrostatic 
extrusion  at  room or warm temperatures,   is  that  the die   (and mandrel)   life would 
not be expected to be much better than that obtained In conventional hot extrusion. 

Fluid-to-Fluid Hydrostatic Extrusion 

Various designs have been proposed and constructed that permit an extru- 
sion to be made from one high-pressure chamber into another chamber at a lower 
pressure.     With these techniques,  a metal can be processed entirely under compressive 
load,   thus making it  theoretically possible to extrude brittls materials without 
fracture.    This concept,  shown in Figure A,  has been used effectively by Pugh^ , 
Bobrowsky(10),  Beresnev(2),  and others.     The technique,  however,  has several 
potential disadvantages which may limit  its usefulness as a production process: 

(1) The second container  is costly 

(2) The  length of extrusion is  limited to the length of the second 
container 

(3) Comparatively, excessive time is lost in detaching the second 
cliamber, removing the extrusion, and again locking Khe second 
chamber against the first  to achieve a seal 

(4) A very high pressure relief valve,  or equivalent,   is needed for 
the second container so as to keep the back pressure constant 
as the extrusion exitt  into the pressurized fluid 

13 
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FIGURE 3.    TOOLING DESIGN CONCEPT FOR HOT EXTRUSION UNDER 
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE AS DEVELOPED HY SAUVE 
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FIGURE 4.    FLUID-TO-FLUID HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION 

Fluid pressure Pj must be greater than fluid 
pressure P2.    Container 2 must be at least 
as long as the extrusion. 



(5)  The exfrualon pressure must always be at a level greater than 
the normal "fluid-to-air" extrusion pressure by the amount of 

;.; fluid back pressure that is applied. 

" Ijl appears that these problems can be eliminated entirely by the use of special 
ile-deslgn concepts developed recently at Battelle(^.  Battelle has shown that 
with proper die design such brittle materials as beryllium can be bydrostatlcally 
cold extruded Into the atnosphere (fluid-to-air) at a ratio of 4:1 without 
cracking. However, for some special materials and product shapes, It may still 
be desirable to use the principle of fluld-to-fluid extrusion. Therefore, con- 
sideration was given to Incorporating this concept into the design of the produc- 
tion hydrostatic extrusion press evolved In this program, 

Semlcontlnuous Hydrostatic Extrusion 

In semlcontlnuous hydrostatic extrusion, the billet material is fed 
through a high-pressure seal when the container is at a  relatively low pressure. 
Usually, enough material is fed into the chamber to form several coils If the 
Incoming stock Is of such diameter that it can be coiled. Then the fluid pres- 
sure is raised until the material extrudes.  When the stock in the container 
becomes straight, there is no driving force to cause further extrusion and 
extrusion stops. The fluid pressure Is lowered, more stock is fed into the 
container, and the process is repeated. This technique has been applied to 
relatively soft wire by Lengyel and Alexander^12^.  Recently, Slater and Green(1J) 
described a modification of the process by which it was possible to seraicontlnuously 
-extrude capper and mild steel bar stock without bending the incoming stock.  In 
this case, the force to extrude the bar stock is achieved by a gripping device which 
is moved forward and backward intermittently by fluid pressure. This process has 
been applied at relatively low fluid pressures, estimated to be in the range of 
180,000 psl.  While the concept of semlcontlnuous hydrostatic extrusion seems 
attractive at first glance, especially from a production viewpoint, there appear 
to be a number of potential disadvantages: 

(1) Because of the gripping device, the process may be limited 
to handling round billet stock only, and handling of shapes 
of even moderate complexity may not be possible. 

(2) Thus, the semlcontlnuous process would be limited in general 
to making of rounds and simple shapes, which perhaps could 
be made more economically by hot or cold rolling. 

(3) Intermittent restarting of the extrusion will require over- 
coming very high breakthrough pressures each time, particularly 
for materials difficult to lubricate. 

It seems, therefore, that the process may be one of fairly limited application, 
and that the gripping device and its controls are special tooling not common to 
that required for hydrostatic extrusion. For these reasons, the semlcontlnuous 
method was not considered In the design of the production hydrostatic extrusion 
press for the current study. 

16 



Container Design Concepts 

Limitations are imposed on the construction of large-bore,  ultrahigh- 
pressure containers by both material strength and manufacturing technology. 
The engineering materials generally used are high-alloy tool steels and carbides. 
Single-component or monoblock containers are limited In pressure capability to a 
maximum of about 200,000 psi.     To exceed this level,   it  is necessary to design a 
multicomponent container with  the intent of producing a high comf-reslve hoop pre- 
stress  in the liner.    Through  this approach,   it  is possible for a given liner 
material to support a much higher internal  pressure without  failure than would 
be possible  In a monoblock system.    The method of achieving the coiupressive hoop 
prestress  includes shrink-fitting several concentric rings,  supporting by fluid 
pressure or wire-wrapping the  liner under high tension.    The bore of the liner 
may also be strengthened by autofrettage.    The  liner  Is  subjected to the full 
bore pressure and is the mostly highly stressed com>onent in a container. 

To design a container system that can withstand a target pressure of 
«0,000 psi.  It is necessary that the coupressive hoop prestress applied to the 
liner be  In this same order.     Because of its high concessive strength,   tungiten 
carbide  liners have been used  at pressures up to about  500,000 psi.    However, 
the cost of very large liners of tungsten carbide  is very high.    Therefore,   for 
large-bore systems,   it  is desirable from an economic  standpoint to make the 
liners out of very-high strength steel. 

-u    ^n    c Tv  achieve th*! hi8h compressive prestresses  required on the liner bore, 
the 0D of the container may very well be on the order of 8 times the liner ID. 
Thus,   for liner bores of 12  inches,  the container CD may be in the order of 8 
teet      The problems of manufacture are increased considerably as-the container 
length  increases.    Also,  the outer components can get  so massive that this could 
present  serious problems  in heat treatment, machining,   and. perhaps,  tren.port.- 

In view of these potential problems,  it  seemed worthwhile to determine 
and compare various container design concepts on the basis of probable pressure 
capability,  size efficiency  (OD/ID ratio),  ease of manufactura,  and ease of 
operation. 

Analytical  Study of Container  Design 
Concepts  at Battel^e 

The purpose of this  study (conducted under Contract No.  AF 33(615)-1390) 
was to determine the maximum pressure capability of several container design 
concepts  for potential use in hydrostatic extrusion and  forming processes.    Con- 
tainment of bore fluid pressures up to 450,000 psi at  room temperature and above 
were considered. 
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(1) Multi-ring 
(2) Ring-segment 
(3) Ring-flu Id-segment 
(4) Pin-segment. 

Figure 5  Illustrates each container design studied. 

have to be'shri^med^o8 IndT""  ^  ln "«"^ 5a'   *^**1™ rings 
one  of  the  fl^r H    .       / "  comJ'resslve  stresses  In the  bore.     This was 

n^i:1:^!: e 8ScÄe:^;LSic^ne
lt;ed exceedin8 the capacity" »Ively by MannkngdS,   16K  17)     '^^"^ The Resign  concept was  analyzed exten- 

Machlnlng  the  component  rirj  to  cloL  ^^ "'      "^7  ln hl8h-Pr"s">-e  applications. 
interference  flt^are operät ons  tlat hlc        ""^ ^ assembUn8 the ^^ «ith 
diameter,   length,  and XbeTof rillgs  ?nec^sr08re88lVely ^ ^^ "  the 

Poulter   In^rW???!  container with  only one outer  ring was  patented by 

ring,   is  sho^  m Figure    b^^^ddi  I'"? ^ ** t^10" 0f  a 'eCOnd out" Interference  fit    I™rü    ^ addltional ring, which  is  assembled with an 

contai^rorhigh^^e 8ur:s
ov^a \:t

f!irerrMf ^he de8ign and permi^the 

CO  redistribute  the hUh un^ n^ u 0f thlS  deSl8n  is   to use  the  "gments 
the outer ringe      fhe S™ntB

P ^    ^  at  the b0re OVer a  lar8er s«^« «ea at 
the  Beam-J r^L, *l 8e8n,en^ >   therefore,   act  as deintenslf lers.     Obviously 

b^h^t« ^gr^w/ v^rr r irp 8tresses which -^ ^ ^<>°* 
.ure. .lch uniL%h^srst^rt;8tha;TeS^ tt^L^ir6 pres- 
of fluid pre8S1u«"öiL8:f!!n

t
t
h:

0ntainer>   aS  "Crated m Figure 5c,  makes use 
The oute/part  of the conJaLer i^r^r^ '0m<,T*8siv* P^stresses  in the bore. 
can theoretically be varied with the ho«        0nly t0 the nuid presSure-  which 

an entire pressure cycle      The orl*L°f    P"SSUre8 £o minimize b°« »"ess over 
medium is not clear      Mann<n»(15)   8^        "/^ * P™**'^** nuid as  a support 
Company  in whtcJth; pressi^n        u"?    t0 * ^ ^^ by the "ark Brothers 
pressure       WMT- M.    Pre8surlzln8  cylinder was  surrounded by  the   fluid  at  delivery 

mrt"h„l^^^M^t^^Lxdet5arthhere we.re other obvious ^^^ir described  a  f1.,«H  . I elucidate   further  on  the  subject.     Pugh  and Ashcroft 

1962(5)^ G.rJ«"'2P« edT? utd  **' ^^ " t0 h^st«^ extrusion in 
and    indeoendentlv    wf? «^ luld-s"PPort multi-ring container  in March,   1965, 
D^c^ber     mf    M^^        ?" received  , patent on  a very  similar design  in 
December,   1965.     Melssner'. patent  application date was October,   1963. 

design is 2so"ot"cl1ai1CaL1?^0f  "^^"W"  ^ ring-fluid-segment container 1961       It tt       n0t^lear-     Ballhausen^O)   patented an  a      oach  of  thl 

1? o-ln^96 " TlltnT* It   ^r^'W «- P^nteSV Cerard ajd    r^m "(^D . 
in  1965. e8l8n Wlth  additi°n^   features was  reported by Fuch^22) 
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A pln-segnienc design, as represented In Figure 5d, was proposed by 
Zeltlln, Brayman, and Boggto^23).  Like the ring-segment container this pin- 
segment design uses the segments to reduce the pressure that must be carried 
by external supports. The pin-segment design uses segmented discs rather than 
segmented cylinders.  External support of the segment« 1-; provided by shear 
pins rather than by an external ring. 

During the operation of a hydrostatic extrusion press the container- 
bore pressure Is cycled between a high pressure level and zero pressure for 
each extrusion. This cyclic operation combined with the high-operating-stress 
levels make it likely that the container will fall In fatigue. 

Thus, a fatigue-failure criterion was developed and applied in this 
analysis rather than the more conroonly used shear-strength analysis. The 
analysis resulted In the following theoretical pressure limits for a life of 
10^ to 105 cycles: 

Container Design Maximum Pressure, psi 
Mult1-ring 300,000 
Ring-segment 300,000 
Ring-fluid-segment 1,000,000 
Pin-segment 210,000(d) 

(a) 
This assumed no prestress on the liner bore. 
With prestress, the pressure capability should 
be closer to that for the multi-ring or ring- 
segment containers. 

These predictions are based on fatigue criterion using materials with 
ultimate tensile strengths of 300,000 psi for the liner and 200,000 psl for the 
outer support components, and apply to any operating temperature provided these 
are the strengths at temperature. 

If liners are used with ultimate tensile strengths much greater than 
300,000 psl, the theoretical maximum-pressure capability of the various designs 
may be inproved appreciably.  To fully utilize these higher strength liners, it 
must be assumed that they would exhibit the same fatigue behavior as steels with 
ultimate tensile strengths of 300,000 psi and, further, that ductile outer rings 
with strength levels greater than 200,000 psl would be available in the sizes 
required. 

The theoretical pressures for each design have little or no practical 
meaning If the containers are impossible to construct because of their extreme 
■ice.  Calculations were made for each design to determine the outside dlamßters 
that would be required to construct containers with 6-Inch and 15-inch bores. 
The results of the calculations are: 

Outside Diameter, inches 
Container 6-Inch-Bore Design 15-Inch-Bore Design 

Multi-ring 51.0 127.5 
Ring-segment 60.0 150.0 
Ring-fluid-segment 229.5 573.5 
Pin-segment 90.4 180.2 
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Long integral  cylinders approaching 50  feet  in diameter are currently 
Impossible to machine,  heat-treat,  or transport.     Therefore,  to con^are the 
various designs on a more uniform and meaningful basis,  an arbitrary,  but prac- 
tical,  outslde-dlameter limit was established at  72 Inches.    The pressure capability 
of each design based on this OD limit and on a 104 to 105 cycles  life «re- 

Container 

Bore 
Diameter, 
tpches 

6 
15 

Outside 
Diameter, 
inches 

51.0 
72.0 

Number of 
Components, 

N 

Maximum 
Pressure 
P. DSi 

Multi-ring 5 
7 

300,000 
275,000 

Ring-segment 6 
15 

60.0 
72.0 

6 
8 

290,000 
265,000 

Ring-fluid-segment 6 
15 

72.0 
72.0 

10 
5 

286,000 
118,000 

Pin-segment 6 
15 

72.0 
(b) 

3 195,000(c 

(a) 
1ressure capability would be greater with prestrese on liner. 

(D) 

Impossible  to make   for  a  life of  lO'-lO5  cycles unless  liner 
is prestressed. 

These values were calculated for particular container geo-netries and/or support 
pressures which were  described  in detail   in Reference  (12).     On the basis of 
this analysis,   it  appears  that  the multi-ring concept may be the most efficient 
of the four concepts when considered from the standpoint of pressure capabllltv 
ana  size, -r / 

Controlled-Fluid-Flll  Contalner 

Berman(2A)  proposed a controlled-fluid-fill container shown  in Figure 6a 
Like the ring-iegment-fluid container,  this container also uses the fluld-pres- 
surs support principle.     It  is assumed that  each ring is made of identically ductile 
material  and that  a shear-strength-failure criterion applies.    As the pressure In 
the bore is increased,   the pressure  in each  support  chamber is Increased by use 
of independent pumps.    The advantage of this design  is that when the bore pressure 
<.s  zero there are no residual stresses on the bore.     Furthermore,  th-re are no 
critical machining or assembling operations required.    While these are attractive 
features,   the prospects of supplying and controlling fluid  in several annull at 
fluctuating pressures make  this  design  appear  too  complex  for a production operation 
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Fluid-Suppnrf M..11 l-rlnit Conta^gr 

This d«1<.Ge!;deeI!(1A>/U88eSted and analy"d a "uld-support multi-ring container. 
lliis design Is shown In Figure 6b, The use of »hrlnk-fitted rings to provide 
compresslve prestress reduces the sUe and number of support annull required by 
< P"re/lu^-8uPPO« design as described In the previous section.  Calculations 
inaic.jted that the Internal chamber could withstand 450,000 psl with 250,000 psl 
tiuld pressure In the supporting annull.  Control of the pressure In one annulus 

straightforward, especially when compared to the prospects of controlling 
several fluctuating pressures In several annull simultaneously, as required In 
the design above. 

Melssner received a patent(19) for the container design shown In 
tigure 6c,  One ram pressurizes both fluid chambers.  The fluid pressure 
differential between chambers is controlled by varying the physical dimensions 
ot each chamber or by using two fluids having different bulk moduli. 

Composite-Rin^ Container 

A method of construction which could be used for mnnufacturing very 
long high-pressure cylindrical containers was described by Alexander and Lengyel^25) 
and is shown in Figure 6d.  The inner liner would be made of a material with 
high compresslve strength and machined with a 1 to 2-degree taper on the outside 
diameter.  Several layers of high-strength rings would then be pressed into posi- 
tion in a staggered pattern as shown.  Advantages of this design are that it is 
cheaper to produce a large number of small, forged rings than one large cylinder 
and that heating or cooling elements possibly could be embedded In the rings 
However, the assembly of such a container still could be quite difficult  More- 
over the effect of the Joints In the support rings on the pressure capability 
and fatigue life of the liner must be determined experimentally or analytically 
belore a container of this design could be considered. 

RlnK-Setgnent Container 

Vickers Ltd. has developed the container tooling shown in Figure 7a(26) 
U ts designed for use up to 450,000 psl.  A feature of this design is that pres- 
sure Is transmitted from the liner through pie-shaped, relatively thin segments, 
to full-length longitudinal segments and then to shrink rings.  The liner will 

rw AA/'inCh b0re and Wil1 be made iTOm  t001 steel heat  treated to n.  hardness 
ol Kc62-64.  The Inner segments arc made from tungsten carbide, which was 
selected for this application because of its high compresslve strength and elastic 
modulus.  An assumption Is made in this design that the liner does not act as a 
structural member.  The design analysis was based on a shear-strength criterion 
A sub-scale model of this design is in the process of being evaluated 
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Wire-Wrapped Multlring Container 

s„.^(27)\COn    lner " Sh0Vm  in F18ure 7b has been designed and built by ASEA, 
inches      ThfV" at P""ure» "P  "> «0,000 pal.    The bore  1. nominally 2.A 
bTtlL J*      .  !r an    u1"1 8Upp0rt rlng are instructed from high-speed steel. 

SuffL?! f  t     \ *ntlrf a8senlbly i» ^«PP^ with hlgh-strength wire, 
develop 500 nnn"/" aPPli!d t0 the Wlre durln8 the wr-PPing operation to 
tZt?L    A'  <    P?i con,Pre,8lve P«»tress on the liner bore.    ASEA has  found 
HnL  f ?, 8u  l8  8atl8f8ctory f°r pressure, up to about  300,000 psl but 
Uner failures have been experienced at pressures near 450,000 psl 

Brldaman-Birch Conta^r 

Newh.li   * H !KKeJ2l^OWV      ^"»"««-Blroh container design,  described by Newhall  and Abbot (28)     adapted to hydro8tatlc extru8lon        to A50 000      ^nuU 

ZTreZl*  f0%HitKer fl"id-v
t0-alr " """-to-fluid.    As ?he  fluid pressure 

H™ * H%H      K0 •  the h0tt0a rm force8 the taPered lln" l"to the 8upport ring and thereby causes progressive support of the Uner.    The support  ring Is 
!! ! ?        ^8      PleCe 0f aut°frettaged high-quality steel,   likely of a maraglng 
variety      This construction apparently result,  in a good  fitlgu. life .inc. It 

bo".C^^    Tl "! "8efUl life 0f the ^ 18 ^-d ^ «-mg of the llr bore by the  stem seals. 

«„.Hr-H /     ls  important to mention that  In this particular design the force 
than ^ t

f
0J,0aiti0': th

A* tiered  liner into the support ring  Is always greater 
than the  force required to pressurise the liquid.    This condition makes  It 
economically  inpractical to scale up  this concept to the sl^es required  in this 
study.     For example,  using this concept,  the press in this design study would 
have  a  capacity of  at  least  30,000  tons  rather than the  14.000  tons calculated 
from simple pressure-area relationships. 

Stem Design Concepts 

K.H.        0n! 0f the advanta«es °f hydrostatic extrusion Is that very  long 
lillll C^ ^ *fruded-    "o^61-'   to extrude long billets,   stems of unusually 
high length-to-diameter  (L/D)  ratios must be used and this could present  a stem 
buckling problem.     An analysis of the buckling problem will be presented in « 
later section. 

In the hydrostatic extrusion process the stem does not have to be as 
long as the billet.    This departure  from conventional practice    Is caused by 
the difference   in cross-sectional   area between  the stem and  the billet       The 
stem can be assumed to have a cross-sectional area A,  and the billet an area A? 
where Aj   > A2.     This  is the normal case  In hydrostatic extrusion since a fluid 
has to be present between the billet  and the chamber wall.     When the  stem moves 
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a distance Li,   It displaces a volume of liquid AiLj.    The billet must move a 
distance of L2 to result  In an equal displacement.    Therefore,  extrusion-stem 
length as a function of billet  length is: 

L1      ^ L2        . 

Since Aj  Is always greater than A2, Li will always be less than 1,2.    Tht» 
analysis neglects small changes in fluid volume due to any pressure fluctuation 
that might occur during billet extrusion, 

Vlckers '    '   has developed and tested e model of the stem-support 
system shown in Figure 9.    This stem support system has been described in 
detail by Crawley, Fennell,  and Saunders(29).    the tie rods are pretensionad 
and act  to support the main rant, which Is free to slide in the conventional 
manner.    The tie rods prevent primary buckling at stress levels considerably 
above those predicted by Euler buckling theory.     A ram 1-1/4-lnch In diameter 
x 60 Inches long (L/D - 40)   supported by the three rams pretensioned to 11,000 
psl was reported to be able to withstand nearly 2.5 times  the load which caused 
an identical unsupported ram to buckl«.    This appears to be a teclmlcally feasible 
solution to the raw-buckling problem, but the expense of incorporating it into a 
press design may or may not be excessive,  depending on the specific application« 
of the press. 
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DESIGN OF PRODUCTION 
HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION PRESS 

F*". llmlnarY Considerations 

thorn  ,,»  ^ 'K6 f 8.l8n 0f  thlS ultr«hi8h-pre8Sure hydrostatic extrusion press, 
KollJi that Were consldered  "«d  " the beginning of  the program: 

(1) Hydrostatic  extrusion concept 
(2) Container   sizes  and  pressure  capacity 

(a) 250,000  psi   -   12-inch  bore  x   120   Inches   long 
(b) 450,000  pso  -  6-inch  bore  x   36   inches   long 

«nL*,VT6"', "!" deCided Up0n and  tbe basic °P"ational needs defined,   the 
hvdrlu i^r f r    .^  ^?.t00k Shape-     lt reraained  then to de8i8n the P«" hydraulics    materials handling system,  and auxiliary  tooling  to meet the opera- 
tional  requirements of  the  press. ^ 6 «=  upcr« 

w»r0 'rh!  relative merits of the various hydrostatic extrusion techniques 
were  compared   in order   to  select  a concept   for  the   proposed  press.     Among  the 
factors which weighed heavily  In the  selection were   flexibility,  diverse ex- 
trusion-product capability,   potential product needs of the Air Force,   and 

USP  HTK T*: / tet con8i<lerln8  the ^rion, possibilities,   it was decided  to 
use   the  basic  hydrostatic  extrusion concept  as  shown  in Figure   1.     The   UKAEA 
-nni?" *< ! «"g^ntation  feature was considered  to be  too limited  in  it» 
application and not very amenable  to quick modification for various product needs 
such  as  tubing.    The CEA method by Sauve  for hot extrusion under pressurized 
l«^nH%h V appeared  specialized  and did not  seem to offer many advantages 
o/usin. h V    COnventlo"aI h0t ex"usion-     I" addition.   It posed the  problfm of using high-pressure  relief valves  in the container. 

r„„c,- n0" the b'B,iS 0i a Study of contflin" design concepts, multi-ring 
construction wns selected from the standpoint of pressure capability, size 
efficiency    good  prior experience,   relative  ease  of   fabrication, and  cost. 

250  0ü0S
n«!     ifr^K     f0r8in8  comPanies  --cvealed   that   ring components   for  the 

^50,000 psi,   12-inch bore  container could be made  In  the  sizes and at  the 
strength  levels  required.     This was  not  the  case   for   the  450,000 psi.   6-inch 
bo:-e   container.     Here,   con^ercially  available  materials   for  the  outer  support 
rings  could  not meet  the   strength  requirements.     Therefore,   it was necessary   to 
consider an alternative design. ""«y 

/■in nnn V** rin8-fluld-rin8 container concept was finally selected for the 
45U.000 psi operation because it was considered less complex and costly than 
the  other designs  thought   to  be  capable  of withstanding  this  pressure.     Gerdeen 

ipLrtPto  a  sfnof  "  ^""""PPOf   P"^""*  of 250.000  Psi would  provide  adequate 
support   to  a  single    component   liner   subjected   to 450,000  psi   fluid  pressure? 
Thus,   it was   thought  that   the  6-Inch   liner  could  reside   inside   the   12-inch  con- 
tainer  and  the   annulus  between   them could  be  pressurized   to  250,000 psi  to 
provide  the  necessary external   support   to  the   linei . 
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A dual,  concentric ram concept with two  independently controlled 
hydraulic  syatems was selected as  the method  to control  the  fluid pressure 
variations required by this concept.     (For example,   the  ability to  increase  and 
decrease   fluid-support pressure  in proportion to the bore  pressure  promotes 
better   fatigue   life).     In addition  to  this   function,   the  dual-ram system offers 
the added  advantages of mandrel manipulation and control during tube extrusion 
and pressure  augmentation to  the  250,000 psi container system. 

Hydrostatic  Extrusion Press Description 

The production hydrostatic extrusion press designed  in this program 
will be described  and  features of key components discussed  in this section.     In 
subsequent  nections,  details will be  presented of the  analyses of the containers. 
stems,  dies,   and hydraulics. 

The proposed hydrostatic extrusion press design  is of the horizontal 
type,  rated  at  17,000 tons,   and  is generally similar  In design to a conventional 
extrusion  press with  a mandrel manipulator.     A dual-ram system is  used  to 
separate  the  available tonnage  into 6400 tons  for the center  ram and  10,600 
tons  for  the outer ram.    Billets  ,   e   loaded   from the die end of the  press,   a 
technique  conmonly called muzzle   loading.     The hydrostatic extrusion press  is 
shown  in  a cut-away  pictorial  view  in  Figure   10 and  in  longitudinal   cross- 
section assembly drawing in Figure   11.    Additional design details are  shown in 
various  transverse cross sections  in Figure  12.    The general  specifications  for 
the press  and power station are  somnarized on Tables  I and  II,   respectively. 

'Corresponding specifications  for  a similar  press capable of both hydrostatic 
and conventional extrusion are  also shown on Table  I for comparison.    This 
dual-purpose press design was developed  from the basic hydrostatic extrusion 
press design and was used in the economic  analysis section  to determine com- 
parative  conversion costs for conventional  extrusion.    The  dual-purpose press 
concept  Illustrates that there exists relatively few differences between a hydro- 
static extrusion press and a conventional extrusion press,   apart from the basic 
tooling   (I.e.,   the  container,   stem,   and die).     A major differenfs  between the 
two press designs is  in the hydraulic syttem.    For the hydrostatic extrusion 
press,   a direct-drlv« oil hydraulic  system is the cheapest method,    «t very 
high ram speeds,  such as 720 1pm,  which are used to conventionally hot extrude 
steel and  titanium,   the cost of a direct-drive system becomes prohibitive and 
a water hydraulic system is  less costly.    The specifications  for a water hydraulic 
system suitable  for both presses  are  shown on Table  III. 

Two high-pressure containers would be used on this  press  for hvdro- 
static extrusion of solids,   tubes,   and  shapes at fluid pressures of 250,000 psi 
or 450,000 pal.    With proper tooling,   the containers can be  arranged  to make 
fluid-to-fluld extrusions. 

An extrusion-drawing operation is possible by applying a draw force 
to  the exiting extrusion by means  of  a hydraulic or  chain-drive  system located 
in the run-out  table  area.    This  process,  developed at Battelle  and called HYDRAW 
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HYDRAULIC PLATEN END VIEW 
DISTANCE PIECE 8 CENTER RAM SECTION CONT/ 

Section 
A-A 

Section 
B-B 

FIGURE 12.  SECTIONS OF THE 17,000-TON HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION 
PRESS DESIGNED IN PRESENT PROGRAM 
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TABLE I. GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS OF 17,000-TON HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION 
PRESS AND A DUAL-PURPOSE PRESS CAPABLE OP BOTH HYDROSTATIC 
AND CONVENTIONAL EXTRUSION 

Specification 

Capacity,   tons 

Main cylinder 
Internal  cylinder 

Main cylinder  pullback (total) 
Inner cylinder  pullback (total) 

Container  seal 
Container shift  (stripping) 

Gate  lock 

Stroke,   inches 

Main cylinder 
Inner cylinder 
Container  length 
Ram speed 

Press dimensions 

Overall  length 
Overall width 
Height above  floor 
Height below floor 

Production capabilities 

Production rates,  billets/hr 
Maximum billet  sizes 

6-inch diameter liner 
12-lnch diameter liner 
20-lnch dlametei liner 
26-lnch diameter liner 
32-inch diameter liner 
35-lnch diameter  liner 

Estimated  total construction costs 

Estimated  installed  cost 

Hydrostatic 
Extrusion 

Press 

17,000 
6,400 

100 
20 

50 
75 

50 

108 
84 

120 
101 1pm 

90 - 9" 
16 - 0" 
15 - 6" 
8 - 3" 

35 

5-inch dla x 24  inches 
11-inch dia x 96  inches 

$5,149,000 

$5,989,000 

Dual-Purpot« 
Extrusion 

Press 

17,000 
6,400 

1,700 
640 

1,700 
2,000 

50 

150 
80 
72 

720 ipm 

94 - 6" 
16 - 0" 
15 - 6" 
8 - 3" 

35 

20-inch dia x 65 inches 
26-inch dia x 65 Inches 
32-lnch dla x 65 Inches 
35-inch dla x 65 inches 

$7,062,000 

$7,902,000 
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TABLE II HYDRAULIC POWER-STATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE 17,000- 
TON HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION PRESS WITH A DIRECT-DRIVE 
OIL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

System pressure 5000 psl 

Pump manufacturer Towler 

Pump listing   ..... (22) Series "D 
(1)  Double Type "E 

"n" 
t?pti 

Total delivery at 5000 psi 22 x 134 = 2948 gpm + 
+ 50 - 3000 gpm 

Boost pump (4) at 200 hp each 

Maximum ram speed 101 ipm 

Motor listing (11) 800 hp/1200 rpm 
(1) 150 hp/1200 rpm 
(4) 200 hp/3600 rpm 
(1) 15 hp/1200 rpm 

Total horsepower . 9000 hp 

Estimated cost   $1,090,600 
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TABLE  III    HYDRAULIC POWER STATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE  17,000-TON PRESS 
WITH A WATER HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

Item 

Hydrostatic Dual-Purpot« 
Extrusion Extrusion 

Press Press 

System pressure, psl   4500 

Number of main pumps  .    5 

Accumulator bottle 
Total capacity, cu. ft  1350 
Useful volume, gallons ,   [ 900 

Maximum ram speed, 1pm  100 

4500 

8 

Total pump delivery, gpm 6 x 325 - 8 x 325 - 
- 1950 - 2600 

Air compressor   40hp 25hp 

.MOt0r Ust (6) 1000 hp/ (8) 1000 hp/ 
1800 rpm 1800 rpm 

660 
354 

720 

Maximum stroke,   Inches 108 150 

Estimated costs $1,646,800 $1,801,350 
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offers  the  advantage of Increasing extrusion reduction capability  for  a Kiven  fluid 

o'ne  f^oi:";;!.^!"1^ 8tre88 ^  """ Pre88Ure are ad'ditive'on essen    aly11 

.„-l. «      Th«b"ic  tooling  (container,   stem,   and die)  can attain all  the  tarRet 
fuch .! ^J    ^ Jydr08t«lc extrusion at  1000 F.    Conventional heating  techni" 
•uch a« internal heaters «nd  induction heating were considered.     Heatln« result in 

^rna^T  Umi""0nS 0" the cont.iners'at  temperatures ^pracJing      OF 

it un^nr^l     r8 KOUld
e^  aPplled   t0  C!u,  0utBidc  tl™^ of the  container  to he^t 

it uniformly to about  500 F, which would   limit  the pressure capability of the 

to hvHr"; M ^T 225'000 PSi- experimental work has demonstra ed tha he ab'lity 

o^S o8 Sever'Ixf "ST ' '* "^ eSSential in ™at ^drostatic ex^ust ' 
me' date  if Zlr  H       r? ^ater9  "" eaSily be  added   t0  the  container  at  a 
deveL^ent  of 1 hi^h'.  Elevated-te^"^ure  hydrostatic extrusion would  also require 

«d tri^LTfe  "•  8 pres8ure seal that could be ea8ily repla'ed 

Ion«      Piaur!  ?f n?0 P81 "1:r"slon container measures 12-inch  ID x 120  Inches 
In ^ia  toöltn       11l"atrat"  th«  ""  of  this  container with  a typical   solid  billet. 
t?on    ?>, ?8  confl8""tion,   after   the  billet  and  the die  are   pushed   into posi- 

uld    ^priri'r 'HPPUr K  f0rCe  t0  Seal   the  blllet  a«ainSt  'he ^e  a"d    h tiuld is pumped into  the  chamber.     The outer  ram moves forward,   pressurizes  the 
fluid and cause,  the billet  to extrude.     The  center ram may either apply an addi- 

~«    n'thfT^10?  f0rCe  0f UP  t0  2800  t0nS  0n  the end of  th«  Mnelor pLy no 
WU« .„Jd.    f " e^ePt t0 maintaln the  fluid P«^""-    The end  capf or 
hirl«on?-l M* I" Pre88 fitted 0I,t0 the blllet before io^1"« to keep the billet 
erjLT 3 ^ ?8 extruslon- ™* apical seals shown on Figure U will be des- 
cribed and the  locations explained In the  section dealing wUh fluids and seats. 

sizes beloiTu In^ü^/0^81"" ""'  0f C0UrSe'   take a wlde ran8e of "lllet 
sizes below U-lnches  in diameter.    As the diameter of the billet decreases    the 
«oun    of fluids  increases and a longer stem stroke  is required  Just  to Jre.'surLe 

Se b 1    t^lLe' e'rde^8811" ^   ^  the ^^ »"-t Ungth decr"   e ' 
a.  the baie^™t-r       a8e8\  ^ ^'^ btUet  length  «PP"«ches  80  Inches 
the  Huld a^ .ZZ V.  tir0?^ Zer0-     ThiS  aa8llm:B 30 Percent compression of 
sm!ll and ^ 1<     i t      0f 0nly  tWO incheS'     The blllet diameter would be 
small and the die  length could then also be  small.    As the billet volume  is reduced 

J    cTc0lenttlIL
WSrienforJUid ^^ ^ **  "^  ^ ^ ^lillX^rlT' 

workl^  fluirrenuIrpH   f  ^creases   for very  small  diameter billets.     The  amount  of 
working tiuid required  for such small billets will be  about  three  times   that rP 

Kt^l^S: "^n 8lZe V11^  ^  the -^ P^-tLn rate ^ d  o  So •tout 29 billets per hour unless additional pumping capacity is  added! 

within  thJ^t ?50^000 P8
J

i   liner maaxirca  6-inch   ID x  36  inches  long and   fits 

^ .Sid E!l et "IhrSie Z'hn  8re  K,ShOWS  thiS t0olin8 in ^si^ to extrude 
-re pushed intA tl^lt i    u !'  ^  l0aded  in the suPDort  tube  and  ^  three are pushed Into the  )2-inch container,  until  stopped by the 6-inch  liner      Th« 

on" ^c^lnÜ6  Vnei ^ TPOrt  tUbe  i8 de8i^d '° ^  the Wr be concentric.     The  inner support  tube  forces  the billet and die  into the  6-lnch 
Uner when  the end  piug  is  placed  in  position.      After  the die  and  billet   are 
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the billet to extrudT """ 8Upp0rt P"""".   «d  to cau.« 

this press is 27 months. PpenalX  ^    The e»tlii»ted time required  to build 

indicated ITlleTnlZlT^T ^ ^^ «* ^^ — «—.. 

Tooling DesiKnB 

Containers 

pre- 

(banding,  non-uniform grain 8i«e) develop ^hl  claim
]
that: "»regation problem« 

diameter which would be  Squired  to laJetSsIlnlr^ r?** ^V'   (e'8-'   30-lnch 

result in a forging with „oU^m ^e^i^!^^8^^^^.^ 
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Manufactured 
Ring Dimensions. Inches Interference 

RinB A       B C D inch/Inch 

1 12.0    18.669 12.0 20.770 
0.00265 

2 18.620  26.431 20.715 28.530 
0.00194 

3 26.380  33.451 28.475 35.500 
0.00213 

4 33.380  42.289 35.475 44.389 
0 00212 

5 42.200  53.514 44.295 55.613 
0 00213 

6 53.400  67.559 55.495 67.634 
-0.0006 

7 67.600  82.695 67.695 82.695 

Rlnfi UTS, psi TYS, psi Material Weight 

1 250,000 225,000 H-ll 5,540 

2 250,000 215,000 H-U 9,540 

3 200,000 170,000 4340 11,430 

4 200,000 170,000 4340 18,220 

5 200,000 170,000 4340 29,260 

6 200,000 170,000 4340 49,960 

7 175,000 150,000 4340 52.660 
173,610 

♦Subscript refers  to the ring number 

FIGURE 6.       DESIGN INFORMATION ON  12-INCH BORE,   250,000  PSI CONTAINER 
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nwre  than twice  as much as H-ll  steels.     However, because technological Improve- 
ments are continually being made,   the relative status of these materials sLld 
be evaluated again at the time of container construction. 

An alternative five-ring container design was evaluated from the view- 
point of cost.     This five-ring container weighed nearly 50.000 pounds more than 
the seven-ring design.     In this particular instance,  the material cost saving was 
n excess of the additional costs  for machining and assembling  Involved Ä 

seven-ring design.    The seven-ring design also resulted in rings with thinner 
ce«alS reqUired PhyBical Properties could then be obtained with greater 

A limitation on constructing containers of these  tapered press-fit 
designs was  found  to be  length.    Assembly  forces were calculated  to be of the 
order of 30.000 tons.    The maximum daylight available  in presses of this rating 
was found  to be  about 13  feet.    With suitable allowances for the sleeves to 
protrude before  assembly,   the maximum container length  that would be possible 
*:o  assemble would  be  roughly  12   feet. 

,1,- A t J^ 6-in=h
u
bore' «0,000 psi container would be constructed by placing 

the 6-inch liner within the 12-inch bore container and using high pressure fluid 
to support the  liner.    This  liner would have a wall ratio of about  1.9 with a 

fso nnnUPP?rt ^T! "u ?50'000 psl t0 contain an tnternal  """ Pressure of 450 000 psl.     This 6-inch  liner would be  free  to move  along the bore of the 12- 

iTJTr^V tt de8Cr^ed ln the -trials handling section.     Wear pads could 
the hnr!      M ^l^ t^™ °f the  nner ^ **** the  llner concentric in the bore.     Moving the 6-inch liner simplifies  the materials handling system and 
permits relatively easy inspection of the  seals  in the  6-lnch  liner 

M,. f1" fn al'efnatlve 6-^h container design,  consideration was given to 
the use of a 6-inch  liner, 105 inches  long.     This  liner would eliminate L need 

liLu't 8?P0/, / rT*1* (eXCept  for  flu"-to-fluid extrusion)   and would 
simplify  loading of the 6-inch liner,   since  it could be done much llkn  a 12-inch 
billet.     However,   this approach is hampered by  the fact  that the greater fluid 
volume needed  in this bore would require  a large portion of the  stem stroke Just 

stem Z?*8  <^f1^/0 45^000  P8i-     The  6-inch  8tem 8troke with  the  prelent stem design is  limited  to about 35  inches.     This would mean,   at  the present time, 
that while much  longer billets could be placed  in the 6-inch x 105-inch  long 
liner,   the  total billet volume extruded  from this  liner would be appreciably 

h!lL „V        !LtrUfd fT the  36"inCh  long liner-    ^P"6  the restrictions on billet volume,   this  long ultrahlgh pressure chamber concept may be useful in the 
re-extrusion of long shapes at high extrusion ratios. 

For fluid-to-fluid extrusion,   several arrangements were considered: 

 Primary System Caci- Pressure System 
Pre88,fre' Container Pressure, Container Met:hod Psi Bore,   inches Psl 

A 450,000 6 250.000 
B 450,000 6 100,000 
C 250,000 12 100,000 

12 
~2 
~ 2 
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ToljLt  , T' ^0,nPaCt  SySte^, SlnCe   it use8  only  the  6-lnch  and   12-inch 
Jncher    he "«if Kr^ ,nen

h
tl0ned-     The **^™ ^"gth is  iin.lted  to about 72 

it should be L^lh!    '"f.    remainln8 in the  12-i-h bore container.     However. 
-Iso of 25S 000 n*^  inKthe  present  presB design  to  add  auxiliary containers, 
also of 250,000 psl capability.     It  is estimated  ttu-   5uch  containers  could  hive 
a bore diameter Up to about 2  inches and an overall wall  ratio of about  7 

In Methods B and  C,   the  back pressure would  be  provided  by a senarate 

S.t" iL:y"r; inder"dent of io'600 and MO0-^ '-■ ^ ^ vi:s: d 
to IböutT) rnn      w    ^ SySte'n C0Uld be U8ed  to devel"P a back P«ssure up to about 200,000 psl to permit monoblock construction of the  auxiliary containers 

L« !™/r COrC.tin8 8UCh auxiliary containers  to the 250,000 psi/^nch 
^11 iS 8hOWn in Fl8ure  16-    It 8hould be -entioned that the rather 
"vi y lirt?lT?8l0f h^h-reS8T P-P-^tensifier systems means  thl? rela- 
tively long times (  1  to  10 minutes)  may be required Just to reach pressure  for 

b. Jedu«H8c0n\.ThU.8
1'   the nUmber 0f extru8i°ns P«duced per hour Zli 

Jo fuZ      COn8
4
idera"5';     For thia ««"<>",   it  is  felt  that  the cost of a fluid- 

v«v aoici-l1: J0Vf thi8 'T COUld 0nly be Jus"fied on a 17.000 ton press  for srL™:?^1:!?:product8 which couid not be ^^ * °^'- ex. 
Sterna 

H.„- ^^  *lt  8eVer       tyPeS 0f  Stem8  that could  be  used  in  the  proposed  press 
ttZLnZ T H      ?eTi0n;j 

FOr  ^  250'000 P81'   12-inch b-e  contaLr,   a soUd 
lllil        T^8 ^ WOUld haVe an L/D " 9-     According  to  the stress  analysis  to 
Dsl    T«^        "',.TB 8t!m 8hOUld n0t buCkle at  8tre88e8 "P  ^ ab°"t 300^000 psl.     A spring would be used  to keep the billet against the die during  fluid  fill. 

ram 8v«a^nreM1I!8^lternatiVe  t0  thi8 de8ign  iS  to  have  a dual.  concentric ram system in which the center ram bears directly on  the billet-end while  the 

ZlVilZ pre88"rizeR **  fluid-     ^ n>a^ Potential  advantage of this arrange- 
ment is  to supply an additional  force  to the billet beyond  that exerted by the 
fluid pressure.     If the center ram is  7  inches  in diameter,   for example    the stem 

«O^r  ,' CarXert 0n a 7-lnCh dlan,eter bmet  i8  abo"t  3.30,000 psl   '  This  is 
Ih'JTtull 0/<   32 P"cent greater  than the 250,000 psl maximum fluid pressure.     As 
tlrAll J" l8,increased bey°nd 7-inches,   the  augmentation pressure would 
decrease proportionately at  the die.     Thus,   for an U-lnch diameter billet    the 

It the dTofU33 000 by.the  7-ln\h,raln would -8ult  ^ - extra billet pressure 
at the die of 33,000 psl,  or roughly 13 percent augmentation.     This feature    which 

th^t  the'iLr hadrntr?e   '^ Certain aPPUcati-a.   L*  a consequence of  the   fall 
that the  inner hydraulic system is designed to supply 6400 tons  force on a 6-inch 

Tto^oS r6 th%450'000 P"1  fluid P"a-re for the" 6-inch bore container      Zls 
ter is h»fd    r^f'K  f0rCe  i8 available for «"«mentation,   if the center ram dia^l 
ter is held at 6 inches.     However,   the amount of augmentation force decreases  to 

whin  tt,  ^STUnS™ dian,eter l8  inCrea8ed t0 ab0"t 8  inche«.    mis is because 
c-n K- ^i ^00

u
tonfl  i8  ^P116" on an 8-inch ram,   the maximum pressure which 

can be exerted by the ram is only 250,000 psl;   this  is  the  same as the m^imum 
fluid pressure that can be developed in the  12-lnch bore container and,   ^    no 
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•usraentatlon   Is   «chleyad       A« mentioned  e.rller,   a  7-Inch  center  rar, would  be 
strewed under the   full  oiOC-ton load  to about  330,000    8l.     This  stress  level 
could  be withstood  by . conventional   tool   steel.     The,     tlcally,   an  augments- 

r^on"^1^ fJ00'000 PSl  W0Uld  be  ',08fllhlc wlth   a b-inch  dimeter  ^ter 
cwbide dl-»«ter billet,  and  if  the  center ran. were made of tungsten 

For extrusion of tubing  from the  12-Inch bore  container,  one  possible 
arrangement  Is  to use dual concentric  rams  and  attach  the mandrel   to the center 
ir 5?r m'"JPul"lon-     In  this way,   the  mandrel  can  be held   fixed   relative   to 
tub«V,    VwoT^  rm Pres8urlze8  the   ""Id.     Calculations   Indicate   that 
4~t A? t"  ""^-inches   ID  can be  extruded.     This  merely  requires  a  10-1/2- 
Inch dlmtcBr mandrel attached  to the center ram,  which can be of  the  same 
diameter      The hollow outer ram,  12-lnche« CD x  10-l/2inche8  ID,  would have 
adequate buckling resistance because   the  load  imposed on it.  even  at 250,000 psl 
si-n-ü ÜÜÜ!!' r«1"lv«1y   I"«  («bout   3300  tons)   over  the   small   annular  space. 
!?H^  IwTter ",andrels  tould be  attached   to  the   10-1/2-inch center  ram,   pro- 
vided  that the volume of the   tube blank plus  the volume displaced due  to  fluid 
compression  is smaller  than  the v.lume displaced by  the outer ram.       Alternately. 
it   is  possible  to  use  smaller diameter  center  rams   for  smaller mandrels  should  it 
be more advantageous  to do  so. 

in  -   .;*:•""' frran8e™nt   for  the A50,000  psl   system  is  shown  in  Figure  52   and 53 
in a  later section.     A material such  as  tungsten carbide is required  for  the 

urtors™ennn      ? T^V c°,,lnertial  -""erlals  available can withstand  stresses 
™„^h ? ' PolCllowing   for stem  seal   friction).     The outer  ram  Is only   long 

' !?^8    K  J!rerUrl!e   the  9Upp0rt  fluld  so  as   t0 "•inlrolze  the  carbide  stem  length 
äus^h. L/D l€Zh tl the 6-inCh dlameter P0rtl0n of the stem is 60 i-hes anS 
THM!    K    I:,?       }  ^ ""«"PPorted   length   is  on.y  35  inches with  an  L/D -  5.8. 
Iff!;,    H      "! n0t  a"tlciPated  to be  a problem,   provided  that  the  outer  ram 
offer« adequate external support and  the  assumptions made on material behavior 
■re valid. 

ir,^ Althou*h "" " S^ I" the usual sense, the 6-inch diameter x 73-inch long 
.^rfL-T^K ! ""u t0 8UpP0rt the dle durin8 extrusion from 450.000 psl is 
t»h!T K  }f ^u   ^ extruslon stem-     Thls  higher  stress  occurs  because   the 
tube  is hollow and has a lower cross  sectional  area than the  stem.     When this 
support tube has a 3-inch  ID hole,   the  tube  length of  73 Inches is  less  than  the 
critical unsupported buckling  length  for 500.000 psi. 

Dies 

Dies of two general externel  forms would be used on this press      One  tvnlcal 

TZZ£chTi" ^e U8ed in the 12-lnch llner at p"8sure "p to 50% ^ 
S^rs aH»hM     I'     yhe

1"
Cond dle «eometry.  which  is  for the 450.000 ^sl system, 

differs slightly to  simplify materials handling  in the 6-lnch  Uner.     This die 
configuration Is shown in Figure  14. 

.xtrudfdrfrL''!!^K8l8.l!"8.ShOW,,,,:,,at   the  maXlmm dian«ter billet which  can be 
extruded fro» either  the 6- or  12-Inch bore containers depends on the  potential 
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problem of die  failure due  to high hoop tensile stresses developed in  the  thin 
leading edge of the die during extrusion.    These  stresses can be reduced  to  a 
tolerable  level by increasing  the die  angle  in order  to thicken the leading edge. 
For  the 250,000 psi,   12-lnch container,   an ll-inch diameter billet can be ex- 
truded without die failure,   provided  that the die  angle  Is somewhat greater than 
60 degrees      This analysis was based on using M-50  tool steel  as  the die material. 
For  the 450,000 psi operation,   tungsten carbide dies  are required.    Calculation 
of tensile hoop stresses  indicate that billets up  to 5 Inches  in diameter can be 
extruded through 60-degree entry dies without die  failure. 

Analysis of the die stresses also indicated that the fluid seal 
be positioned at a point opposite the die land, to balance the stresses o 
die wall exerted by the billet and the fluid support pressure. This deal 
help to prevent die failures. 

s should 
on the 

sign would 

Fluids  and  Seals 

.,   ^ u      CaBtor oil would be used as  the hydrostatic  fluid  In this press.    This 
fluid has good stability,   tends  to assist lubrication  for a wide range of materials, 
and has amply demonstrated consistent behavior in many experimental programs. 
With additives or thlnners,   castor oil has been successfully used at pressures up 
to about 350,000 psi.     It was  assumed at pressures of 450,000 psi that the castor 
oil with additives would be able to transmit pressure hydrostatlcally reasonably 
"^  :,,    ^,     ! re<'"lre8 experimental verification.     Pentane,   i-alcohol,  n-.lcohol 
and  the  like have been used by Bridgman and others  for pressures up to 450.000 
psi.     These  fluids may boil at  temperatures near  150 F and could cause a serious 
tire  and health hazard on a production press in the volumes required in this  study 
If the proposed press were  to be used exclusively ,it pressures of 250,000 psi or 
less,  water with additives should be considered because of its relatively low 
cost. 

,,*_,,  CaStur 0il WOUld be  fed lnto a Preflll tank to a predetermined level and 
Injectaiinto the working chamber through the  fluid-injection device illustrated  in 
Figure  17.    A slightly negative pressure  is applied  to  the chamber throu ,■  the  top 
orifice before  the fluid is  injected.     The castor oil  is then Injected luto the 
chamber at speeds up to 20 gps and at  a pressure of 80 psi.    The orificRn are 
designed  to minimize turbulent  fluid  flow.    The slight negative pressure at the 
top of the  feed device bleeds  the chamber and minimizes entrapped air.     Entrapped 
/I* uf8!lf i8 n0t Particularly harmful to '.he extrusion operation, but because 

of the high compressibility of the air compared  to castor oil,   an additional 
amount of ram stroke would be needed  to compress the  air before  the castor oil  is 
compressed and  the maximum billet  length would be shortened. 

u    .Afuer extru8lon'   80rae castor oil could be withdrawn from the container 
through the bottom of the  fluid-injection device.     To minimize  the time cycles 
not all of the cantor oil would be withdrawn and provisions would be made to    ' 
catch and recycle  the remaining  fluid  at the die end of the press. 

The  seals to be used  in this design are basically an 0-ring plus a 
miter ring, which are commonly used in high-pressure  fluid systems.    The seals  are 
either fixed in the container wall or are attached  to  the stem.     Figures  13 and 
14  illustrate   the  seal   locations  and  details  of  typical  designs. 
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ASEA        )  has   reported   that    after  eh.   f^„t 
been made with the seal  located  In ?hl  , -!  , ' 0ne or tvo extrusions have 
«quired.     The 0-rlng en be ell^nfl^ K    •in*r I"11'   the 0-rin« l8 ™ Wer 
"tting  to the ran. «d cont.i e     '      ' h^LT  ^ ""f^'^ ^o™'' -ry'close 
information on high-pressure seal  life b!^ H       "U^  that there  i8 no callable 
- -»on.   the aeaL  ^£?^^^Z^^^JZ. 

because     ^\tryttr
8!8

a
i

1
0nncy

tc!e"hneta!"e
r
r

Wali   ^^   l0ng" CO"tai"«   "'• 
When  the  seal Is placed on the rl!  V und"goes only one cycle of stress. 
pressure  moves  along  the   Uner  foTtL  HW'   a  "l"* ^^  lr°* ™°  *>  *•' 
of  the  ran. stroke,   certain  "eaXe'^eT"  "    ^17 "^     **"  th' "* 
the ram retracts.     A further advance of 1^.-,  f1"?"'1 Cycle of •tr«" " 
die construction,   since   the  die  can hL  a ^iform „ rf^liS  that  it  '***""•• 
do not have  to be  removed with the die Lr KM ?      tde dla,net" •"<<  the  ...1, 
described  In . subsequent  section    indict      IT'     An'lySi8 of thl8 »"1 design, 
does not  significantly wea^n    he'conlai^r'5    £  ' 8eal   l0Cated  ln  th«   lin« 
ever possible.    The .^Is could not be  S-ted^8^8"1  l0C'tl0n Wa8 u"d '*•«• 

-inch outer ram of the du.l-r« systei    s S. L ^h^0"'1"'.' Wal1  t0 '•••l  th« 
fluid would collapse the outside  r^ on^    he  6    Lh        ^8e ^ hl8h Pr""Ur• 
discussed  further  in the  section oT.Z ,     . Center Im-    Thl8 Point  1» 
centric  stems. IOn 0n ate^, """lyl*.   under  the subsection on con- 
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Preas  Descrlotlnn 

In general,  the press design is of the longitudinal,   die-slide 
gate-lock type similar to th^ traditional conventional hot  extrusion press 
The die arrangement  and extruded product  are run out through  the reaction 
platen at  the conclusion of each  stroke.    The specific movements of the 
press  for each type of extrusion operation are described in the section on 
Materials Handling System    and Press Operating Sequences. 

Structure of tfrf PrT.f 

The main frame, main platen,  and tie bar assembly are conposed of 
a Barogenlcs-patented link-pin and rectangular plate element  construction 
which is believed to be a substantial  advance in heavy press  frames.    The use 
of this design provides for considerable economy in achieving accurate align- 
ment of the structure In the shop  as well  aa maintenance of this alignment 
during assembly.    This design has been estimated to be about  20 percent cheaper 
than standard press  frame construction. 

The m*ln  Craae consists  of two  rings of double  tie-bar  construction. 
The 100-percent  fill  factor design provides  for maximum economy of the frame 
plate structure.    A 100-percent  fill  factor,  in effect, means that the space 
between Interlocking plates  is full  utilized. 

The pins are of a Barogenles-patented thin-wall,   split  sleeve, 
tapered ID design,   and provide full bearing load transmlttal  through the 
accurately bored pin holes  in the tie bars and the  frame plates.    The use of 
rolled steel plates,  rather than castings with their  inherent defects or round 
tie bara with highly stressed threads and nuts, provides  a  substantial safety 
factor for the life of the main frame. 

Platens 

The platens are fabricated of heavy welded plate to transfer the end 
loading of the cylinders and/or dies into the frame plates of the main-ring 
frame. 

Cvllndera and Ram. 

The main cylinders, 98-inch bore for the 17,000-ton cylinder and 
58-inch bore for the 6400-ton cylinder, are constructed of hollow ring forgings. 
The 98-Inch ID cylinder is of an open em design and sealed at the reaction end 
by means of a Barogenlcs-patented non-preloaded seal assembly.  Long-length 
bearing bushings are used togethet with automatic chevron-type packings to provide 
accurate ram guidance and sealing at the open end of the cylinder. The main ram 
Is a holla» forging with a plug welded on to close the rear end. 
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Fastened  to  the  Internal ram Is  the  6400-ton,   center-ram cylinder, 
which  Is constn.cfed  in  the  same  manner  as  the  main ram.     A mandrel   forging  is 
welded with •>  heavy plug  to  form  the closed  end  of  the  cylinder.     Since   the 
cylinder must  renft  through  the   front  flange,   a  heavy   flange  is  provided   to 
prevent bei!southing of  the cylinder end and mlnlmlre  the bending stress by 
means of  the properly designed tapered  transition area. 

The  lower tonnage pullback cylinders  for  the main ram.  Inner ram, 
container,   gate   lock,   etc.,   are of  forged construction. 

Slip Cylinders 

The conventional  arrangements  of  supplying high pressure  fluid   to 
moving cylinders  is  through  the  cumbersome roethod  known as "walking pipes". 
The "slip cylinders"  method  to  provide high pressure connection»  to moving 
platens  is  a proven design and  does  not  have construction and operating hazards 
posed by  the older  design. 

Press Supports 

The conventlonslly-accepted old design of a  single massive heavy 
welded   frame  securely bolted  to  the concrete  foundation  is net only a  substan- 
tial waste of money,  but  usually  interferes with keeping  the  press  in proper 
alignment.     A heavy  steel   frame,   even  though accurately aliened  at  the  onset of 
operation of a press,  will  follow  the deflection o£ Lhe   foundation since   the 
rigidity of  the   steel   frame  is much  less  than  that of  th€ entire  foundation  to 
which  It  is bolted. 

A solution as   proposed  by  Barogenlcs   is  to  provide  individual  supports 
under  the major  elements  of  the  press.     Each  support  is  easily adjustable   and 
enables  the press  to be  In proper alignment,  notwithstanding local deflections 
of   the  foundation. 

Alignment of the  Press  Elements 

The moving crossheads  of  the  press  slide on ways which are  radially 
arranged with respect   to   the centerllne of  the   press.     A bottom-guide assembly, 
which Is set parallel  to  the axis of the press,   la on a circle together with 
guides so that alignment  of this bottom center guide rotates the particular 
crosshead.     The  bottom guide  and   the  slide ways  are equidistant  from the  center 
of the press «o that  these  three  points  form a circumscribing circle around  the 
press  centerline,   thus making for  eany  alignment.     This construction  is   self- 
explanatory on cross section drawings shown in Figure  12,  Sections C-C and D-D. 

The adjustment  at the moving-ways proper are again designed  to 
maintain  the  int-  rity of  alignment  since  the   faces of  the adjusting blocks  are 
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radial   to   the  center  of   the  press.     The   alignment  of   the   heavy   fixed  platen   is 
also  shown   in Figure   12,   Sections   H-B  and  F-F.     Heavy  screws  move   and   lock 
tapered wedges  to  shift  the heavy  platen up,  down,   sideways  and  axlally as 
required. 

Container  and Container Housing 

The container housing  is  a half circle  arrangement with  simple  tie 
down  straps  to enable  the  container  to be  replaced by  a  straight   lift between 
the  two-ring  tie  bar  frame.     The   shorter   container   for conventional  hot 
extrusion would be  arranged  In an  adaptor  on the  front end  of  the  container 
housing. 

Gate Lock Arrangement 

The  design of  the  gate   lock  movement  and  guide   is  clearly   shown   In 
Figure    12,   Section  F-F.     A heavy   frame   Is  bolted  onto  the   front   face  of  the 
main reaction platen.    The horseshoe-shaped,  die-lock pieces  are  moved  In 
heavily-gibbed  slides by  the gate-lock cylinders.     The  entire window  frame 
of  the  slide arrangement  can be easily adjusted by  the  captive  Jack  screws 
arranged   In the  horizontal  and vertical   plane. 

Runout Table 

The runout  table   is chain driven and carries a  150 hp saw as well  as 
a pulling  arrangement.     It  also contains  a   lift-out mechanism to  transfer  the 
extrusion  to  the   finishing  table.     The  hydraulic  pusher would be  rated at  15 
tons   for materials  handling purposes.     For   the HYDRAW operation,   the capacity 
of  this cylinder would be   Increased  to  about  300 tons. 

Billet.  Dummy Block.and Die Handling Arrangements 

The entire process of billet  handling,   die handling,   and extrusion 
handling  is completely automated  by guides  and conveyor.     Suitable  interlocks 
are  provided  in  the control  panel   so  that  the  selection of a particular 
extrusion cycle  provides  for  proper  cycling of the  transfer  mechanism handling, 
the billet,   die,   extrusion,  and butt. 

Saw 

The  saw  is driven by a  150 hp dc  motor with an abrasive  cut-off disc 
suitable  for  use with a refractory  metal   stock.     The  stroking and  cut-off cycle 
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are integrated through the automatic sequcncLng of the entire press.  An auto- 
matic guard arrangement envelops the saw blade during operation so that the 
chips of the cut-off do not contaminate the hydrostatic fluid system. 



Hydraulic   SysUm.s   l)fsii;ii 

Both  types  ot   power   stations  proposi'd   In   this   study  ar.'  used  conven- 
tionally  to  power  large hydraulic   presses.     The  accuracy  of control  of  each 
installation is comparable,   both  in  the directly-driven,   ol1-hydraullc   instal- 
lationand in the water-hydraulic,   accumulator  station.     A cost  analysis  showed 
that,   for   the hydrostatic-extrusion  applicitlons and   for   the  slower-speed 
conventional hot-extrusion press,   the  9000 tip direct-drive  oil-hydraulic 
installation  is more  economical  than  the  t.ÜOO or  8000 tip water-hydraulic 
accumulator  station.     In general,   this   lower  cost   Is  due   to   the higher  rota- 
tional   speed  of oil  pumps  and   simpler   pump construction  which  eliminates   the 
need  of   separately  packed  plungers.      In  addition,   the   Investment  cost  of   energy 
storage as  typified by  the  large  accumulator  bottles   in  ,j  water-hydraulic 
system is quite  substantial. 

If   the  press  must  operate   at  rapid   speeds,   say   720   ipm  tor   the 
conventional hot extrusion of  refractory alloys,   then  the   instant demand ol 
the  system is well over   three  times   the horsepower   previously  proposed.     In 
this case,   a water-hydraulic  accumulator  station  Is  required   Irora the   standpoint 
of both  the  installed  horse-power  and   the  valving and  pipe   systems  for  a  less 
viscous   fluid.     Pipe  and  valve   speeds  used with  water   as   the  operating   fluid 
are  three or  four  times  the  allowable   speed   lor oil   valves  and  piping. 

The  use of  the   terms  water   and  oil   should   be  qualified  as   follows: 
water used as  the operating  fluid  contains approximately   1   to  2  percent of 
hydraulic  additive  to  improve   the   lubricity of  the   fluid  and  help reduce  oxida- 
tion and consequently  rusting of  Internal  parts.     In  addition,   careful control 
oust be maintained of  the  Ph  level   to  preclude  electrolytic  corrosion.     These 
items,   of course,  are  a proper   function of  the  engineering   to be  performed   If 
and when the entire Installati.     Is  constructed. 

Because ofthe large  volume   of   lluid  contained   in   this   system,   it   would 
be well  to  specify synthetic,   fire-resistant   fluids  to reduce   the danger of 
fire which  is always present  when a  conventional  mineral  hydraulic  oil   Is 
specified  for  a high-pressure  system.     There  are many different  grades of 
synthetic  and  so-called   fire-resistant   fluids.     A proper  evaluation will   pro- 
vide  a considerable  savings  in cost  when considering  the  entire  problem ol 
fluid  properties,   stability of  fluid,   lire  insurance,   and   fire-conf.ol devices. 

Oil Hydraulic System 

The direct-drive,   oil-hydraulic  system proposed  is  a 5000 psi 
Installation,  with the  pumps  and controls being  furnished by Towler.     An opera- 
ting pressure of 5000 psi  is considered  an optimum figure   for  this  size of 
machine   since  there  is  an economic  balance between  smaller   ID piping size and 
Increased wall  thickness requirements which results  from increased  fluid  pressure. 
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u, 0  .      ,    ^T^-     
The maln P""1?* are  of   the  series "D"   type    which are  axial 

sw«sh-p late-driven pumps  developing 400 hp each at  1200 r™      rl,o  ? 
vatlve  rating  since  the  purap is'raLd   torVo^V^^   ^VjllZZ 

Pr    sie for       ^ "^ W*^*^  ? P"cent  totll o£" supercharging    ' 
c^^rT^glrpu^:!'  Perf0rraanCe-     Thls  is   -PPUed by   four 200 hj hlgh-fSd 

Pump ControAlS
15aJd

P  Z?2''Z™ZTrolT"**  ^ ^  ^  *—  ^  ^ 

i 
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Water Hydraulic System 

The water hydraulic accumulator system proposed as a possible alter- 
native has been used In most present large presses and has a well-deserved 
reputation for dependability and control for larpe presses. The components 
are of proven construction and require only conventional maintenance.  The 
Installed cost, however, Is far greater than a direct-drive power plant if 
relatively low speeds are planned.  If high-speed extrusion (ram speeds In the 
order of 720 1pm) is required, however, then the water hydraulic system Is less 
expensive. 

LafcS- The pumps proposed for this system are of the vertical multi- 
plunger design with a crankshaft speed of approximately 300 rpra.  These pumps 
are the successors of the horizontal pumps which ran either ac  78 rpm or at 
120 rpm.  Although the maintenance cost of the slower speed pumps are slightly 
lower because of slower plunger speeds and lower bearing loads, thn higher 
speed punps «re approximately 30 percent lower In Installed cost. 

The pun?» can be driven through gear boxes either by high speed or 
slow-speed, direct-driving, engine-type motors.  In both cases, either Induction 
motors or the somewhat more expensive, power-factor-correcting, synchronous 
motors can be used. 

Punps can be unloaded either In the circuit by means of a bypass 
valving arrangement or by means of a suction valve unloader. The former solu- 
tion- is usually preferred since this allows the water to circulate through the 
system and through the heat exchanger of the gravity tank rather than being 
trapped in the suction line during an extended period of press downtime. 

Accwwilaror Bottles. The accumulator bottles are usually constructed 
of laminated plate. The use of newer alloys, latest design techniques and 
analyses in accordance with Section 3 of the Unfired Pressure Vessel Code 
(Nuclear Vessels) has led to a substantial reduction of the wall thicknesses in 
these vessels. As a result, very large bottles can be built to meet safety code 
requirements. The use of a single bottle as reconmended in this design Instead 
of a multiplicity of bottles reduces the number of pipe connections and reduces 
the velocity of liquid level during power stroke. 

Coatrgl»- The valving and controls used in the accumulator station 
and for press control proper are of the poppet design with lapped seats.  The 
valves proper, constructed of stainless steel and bronze for corrosion resistance, 
are mounted in forged steel blocks and driven by servo-operated, rocker-arm 
arrangements. 
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The  conventional  control  of   the  press  is   through  a  relay  system. 
However,   the  use  of  solid-state  electrical  control  elements  or   fluldlc  logic 
modules  can  be   specified  subject  to   the decision and  detailed   investigation 
discussed  earlier  under Oil Hydraulic   Systems-Controls. 

Electrical Egulpim.ni- 

Motors.     Standard drip-proof ball bearing motors are used  for the 
ende'd Inl6;     ^ ^V^ 0f ^ 0U  hydlaullc Installation,   the motor Is double- 
ended  and  is  mounted  on a common base   plate  with  two  pumps.     For  the  lame 

nll%TnT.lVZVi\Tta are —^ sep'"tely on thelr o™ f°L- 
The  motors have been  specified  at  2300 volts  since   this  Is the 

biulT of" ln0t0r f^  lar8e n,0t0rS  above 200 hP-     In «ddltlon.   the most economic 
balance of copper wiring versus cost ol   switch gear  Is obtained at thl. voltage. 

adlacent  to^T1   InSt:J1"lon of  th"  PumP8  1« 1" « »parate room or basement 
adjacent   to  the  press.     If  the  pumping  equipment  must  be  In  the  plant area dust 
protected motors  should  be  utilized.     Again,  depending upon  He  fine    ""ac- 
tion     forced ventilated  motors may be  urillzed.   if required.     This,  of course 
requires ducting and external blower» and  filter, for  the cooling ill.    IZu'er 

Teof TEFcTt^n  " T V0.lt8 l,nd'   lf  l0C'ted ln the vlclnlty'of the £„* are of TEFC  (totally-enclosed,   fan cooled)  construction. 

,.„„.. ^  t    StarterSl     Starting equipment has been preliminarily arranged and 
coated  for a conventional modern installation.    Full voltage starte"!.« of the 

«r. «f  fh 
L0W volta8e

j
st'"-ters are arranged  in a 4A0 volt control center;  they 

switches      n0n-reVe"ln« W wlth «stable circuit breakers and  Incoming llni 

^    »   .v   u   BOth  n,0t0r contro1 centers  have  been developed with  NEMA  12     industrial 

ro ;    e'd ^oT'T^t^'fr 'hV8SUrl0n that they ^11 be Sed In^eSr.te 
L0:ee"ir:hmoUldI be^e-^iin^d8"  layOUt dlCtate8 an0ther  ^"^  ^ "" °f 

^Uable  iSSf^for^^t^ 
^irL^iUM; L'-s^ sS:;:er t—~ -- ^t i^ 

The  operator's control  desk will   include  a cycle  selector   (for hand 
nglo-cycle.   and  fully-automatic oration),  controls'for a!l  Individual A- 

tlons  of  the  press,   as well  as  Indication of  the  status of  the   power  station. 
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IMisa 

The  piping  for  either  the oil-hydraulic  system or  the water-hvdraullc 
system.  „ Well .,  the  piping runted on the  press proper would be of heavj- 
waued,  seamless steel  tubing manufactured  to ASTM A-106 and meeting the 

ÄTüfV«  ^  Ite88Ure  P1Pln8 COde ASA B-31-1-     The  fla^ connections 
^IcinJLd  flh!r0Vr Bar08enics de8l8n U8i"8 "P"ve copper  Joint rings or vulcanited  fiber rings  precompressed prior  to pressurliatlon. 
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Materials Handling  System and Press Qperalrtnn  Sequences 

extru^on hh^mat!r^lB handUn« 8ystem l8 designed to  load dies,  unload the 
TroLtuTät     T t       '  

CU,   the ex£ruslon-  and "P^ate  the extrusion butt 
trom the die      Most operations take place at the die end of the press 

Se  die       The Ir^r? T T^  * """^ **""* t0  an ««rusion as  it   leaves 
fun.? T^ ^terials handling system will first  5e described in terms of 

in thlrse'ction6" ^ '" dttan'  ** * applle8 t0 Vari0US ^«"tions.   later 

Figures  Ifi^A VZnöT^Tl  f  ^ matel:i3U ha"dl^8  ^"em are shown on 
«elence  i; ^ as foll^: "^ ^ "^ 18A'   the "bil1" ^ ^ loading.' 

(1) -11^>1-^ ^z ^^vj^hKi^^r0 

(2) Advance the pusher ram and move the billet into the container. 

(3) Retract the pusher ram past the die. 

(4) Move the die In front of the pusher ram. 

(1) Extrude the billet. 

(2) Grip the extruded product by the chain-driven puller. 

(3) ^X^slSn.^ PUn the e"rU8i0- "*'  ***  """ into 

in Figure 18C. the .-sawing and butt-die separation" seque„ce is shown: 

(1) Move the saw down and cut the extrusion which then rolls away. 

(2) Lower the butt carrier aS the pusher arm moves forward. 

(3) Push the butt out of the die ine« n,^ K _,- 
the butt up and then Xt^^l^ IZr^Tn. ^ '^ 

(A) re^at^cL1'" ^ ^^ ^ t0 ^ °W* ^ition  and 
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»nd die J loaded mV *"? ^ iS ^ the  8arae'  **"** that the "tllet 
tube  is fr!j!!        u  ,^    8Upp0rt tube a»8erably.  Figure 19.    Ttien the  support 
Wrted    nto th^ J ^  a ,'OHd 11-lnCh dIa,Bet" blUet-    ^ -"Pport^ube  1, 
in turn    nu^h« ^J ^ container and pu.hed ag.ln.t the 6-Inch liner «hlch. 
the  inn^/r        I  %    Ü" a8ainSt the PWltionti outer ram.     In this po.ltlon 
dJe  into thePrr Z ,?*  '"^T ^ "" ^  the 6-lnch «««'« "" ^  and 
m.!h.H ? ^      u liner-     After e«r"»l^.  the extrusion butt and die are 

dent of thl^. ?        ^ 8eparate 0Peta"°n «"«y ^on, and,  therefore.   lnd«,en- 
thTf:uitn

p
8
r:u

,ba^tc;:n..
Thi8 and other po88ibie «^^ •" "iu"""d ^ 

tub*«    nr Itl Prer and "aterlal'' handling aystem were designed to produce solids 
into Ilr rnu^%      ? flther,the 250-000 P'i container or the 450.000 p.i cwt.l^r 
contain  fn M t^f^^r  ^ ?* 450'000 P'1 °°'*'*™ ^nto the 250.000 p.i 
r?^!i ("""-^-fl"").     Further consideration was given to operatic m Ml. 
fluid-to f,   ^7 C°n"lner 80 th8t Very lon8 extru.lons8could beTroÄ S 

Solid  Extrusions   fr^n the   250000 psi Contains 

The sequence of operations  is described to make a fluld-to-air solid 
wo ^"VrV!:6 250,000 P81- 12-lnch ID -"tamer.    The ««^ biU.t , L 
would be U-lnch diameter x 96 Inches  long.    The blUet could H-wT«, «ob- 
jection that could be circumscribed by a Il-inch dlameter^lrcir    ^e Flaure 13 

tiorn^;^:;iet ^Fi8ure 2o tor a -^ -^ ofÄoiSÄ«" 

^ "Iher With end CaP nMVe8 lnt0 p08ltlon ln front ot' hydraulic 

2) Pusher ram moves downward to operating position. 

3) Pusher ram moves billet Into container. 

4) Pusher ram moves back for die. 

5) Die moves Into loading position. 

6) Pusher rain moves die Into container. 

7) Main gate lock secures die; pusher ram moves back: center 
ram moves forward applying slight pressure on billet to 
insure seal; container is filled and bled. 

8) Pusher ram moves upward to clear the way for extrusion; main 
ram moves forward to complete the bleeding operation, then 
proceeds to move forward at the extrusion speed and completes 
extrusion. 
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die into 8awl„rpo.l1ton      n ^ PUl18 b0th eXtru-i''n *** 
10) Extrusion is saved. 

11) Extrusion rolls off table. 

12) Pusher ram and butt carrier uove lnt0 position. 

13) Pusher ran. pushes butt out of die Into butt carrier 

14> A? rr;.r tr-xv. ä^L," 
15) Pusher ram moves dovn and another cycle can start. 

contalner^^^rdlfln^'cut-'o« ollltS ^ ^ a dl'tan« fr- ** 
in  the runout table to coUect this ol  filter It*? "* Wil1 be ln't*,11«d 

This catcher pan win only exteS^o^ JJi^ t
ihe^t.roef^os1ltlo0n:h' r-rVOlr- 

»d the oh^^r^^X^^^^^^^ «u.hed. 

Tube Extrusion From tfrg ^O.OOQ nB< r„r,f<.,  

from the U^Tz^roZ^lZ^l^rT. ^^K l«**'"~fr  tube 
OD x 10-1/2-lnch ID x 96 Inches lonf^'p      IlBU,,1 blllet ■i" ia  11-1«^ 
10-1/2-Inch diameter  The schemaMc'd,  f 8e<'"en" "•"»•• the center ram to be 
20 also applies In this case: ^ 0f ^ °V*™"°™  "quence In Figure 

" hH
y

0^LWUc11
p

1ue3t
h:r

itrha;0ll0W end ^ n,OVe8 lnt0 "-"^ ^ ^o- »f 

2) Pusher ram moves downward to operating position. 

3) Pusher ram moves billet into container, 

^t) Pusher ram moves back for die. 

5) Die is moved into loading position. 

6) Pusher ram moves die into container. 
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Outtr Main Buft Carrier 
'Ram Gotslock   ' 

Container 
Center 

Carrier -in . 
• Loader       |lll•♦ rJLL- 'usher Ram 

M Ftfl 

MTf 
-^ 

-AL 

I   I 

^V- 't 
2.   Billet & BUlM pusher in position. 

—At »-t i*. ^-r 

s 
« 

Ü r^ -^ 

-*< M, 

4L'       * 3.   Pusher moves billet Into container. 

—Pl—t-< L* t* 1^4 

^ -^ 

-«4 M. 

51 i 
4.   Pusher moves back for die. 

5.   Die move.« into loading position. 

—^ X <-* « l^f ^f 

FIGURE 20.  OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE FOR FLUID-TO-AIR EXTRUSION OF A 
12-INCH BILLET AT 250,000 PSI 
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C    Puiher movei die into container. 

J*       u. 

Y          1    7'   Puihet movei b»c 
die, container li 

J *t_ ^ 

back; gate locki to iecure tlie 
fUled with fluid. 

A« H—isl... .X- 

-r—** «*i— 
x\ Chain 

£ 8.   Puihet movei upwait 
forward for extrusloi 

Chain pulling davic« 

^ 

8.   Puihet movei upward; main ram movei 
forward for extruilon. 

*< A* K K        /-f 

^ 
F^ 

^ 
3 M 

-n—n. 

"^SE 
9.   Gate locks open, chain puller pulli extnttion 

and die to «awing poiition. 

FIGURE 20.     (CONTINUED) 
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'lp\^\ I  -4 rs 11.   Extrusion tolls off table.   | 

_!=t_'1ig| 

_^< «. 

12.   Pusher moves in position to push out butt. 
Butt carrier holds die. 

L* i^ L* H. K  

V 
V. jP^ 

-K 

13,   Butt removed into butt carrier device. 

_>1 «-i l^t H. Ist. 

f 

x «_ 

I 

4 

14,   Pusher return and butt carrier device 
moves upward & discards butt: die moves 
out of the way. 

U I* I*. A L L fcA_ 

4 
-K U. 

^ 
**tfc 

S 
41'      t 

15.   Position for new cycle. 

L* a** L* ^1 ls1_ 

FIGURE 20.     (CONTINUED) 
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8) Puaher ram moves upward to clear the way for extrusion; main 
ram moves slowly at first to complete the bleeding operation, 
then proceeds to move forward at the extrusion speed and 
completes extrusion. The center ram/mandrel Is held fixed 
relative to the die. 

9) Main ram retracts to decompress chamber; main gate locks open 
and the chain-puller grabs the extrusion and pull» the extru- 
sion, die, and butt into sawing position. 

10) Extrusion is sawed, 

11) Extrusion rolls off table. 

12) Pusher ram and butt carrier move into position, 

13) Pusher ram pushes butt out of die into butt carrier. 

14) Pusher ram returns butt carrier moves upward and butt is 
discarded; die moves out of way and Is dropped into bin. 

15) Pusher ram moves down and another cycle can start. 

Extrusion Drawing from the 250,000 psi Container 

This describes a sequence of operations to make extrusions with the 
addition of an applied draw force (HYDRAW). The billet may be a round, a hollow, 
or a shape but in any case the nose of the billet must be reduced to extend 
beyond the die about 4 feet. This extension could be obtained by Joining an 
extension to the billet nose. A maximum force of 300 tons could be exerted over 
40 feet of travel by a double acting hydraulic pusher ram which grips the end of 
the billet and pulls during the extrusion operation. The sequence is as follows: 

(1) through (7)  Same as that for solid extrusion from 12-inch 
container (Figure 20). 

(8) Drawing grip on the end of the pusher ram is attached to 
the billet extension and the desired load applied; main ram 
ram moves slowly at first to complete the bleeding operation, 
then proceeds to move forward at the extrusion speed and 
completes extrusion.  The actual draw force applied is based 
on the particular tube size and materials involved. 

(9) Main ram retracts to decompress chamber; main gate locks open; 
draw cylinder pulls out die and butt into sawing position. 

(10) through (15)  Same as that for tubing. 
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Solid Extrmlon fr^p t^* ^n^np  „g! (jpniatnor 

Thl« describes the operational sequence to make fluid-to-alr solid 
extrusions from the 450,000 pal, 6-inch ID container.  The maximum billet size 
Is 5-lnch diameter x 24 Inches long.  See Figure 14 for the typical billet size, 
Figure 19 for an Illustration of the support tube with the billet and die in 
load position, and Figure 21 for a  schematic of the following sequence: 

(1) Support tube, loaded with billet and die, moves Into loading 
position. 

(2) Pusher ram moves Into operating position. 

(3) Pusher ram moves support tube into 12-inch container, pushing 
6-inch container to rear position located by the outer ram; 
pusher ram moves back. 

(4) Hollow end plug moves into loading position.  (Same mechanism 
used for moving dies into loading position). 

(5) Pusher ram moves end plug into sealing position at the same 
time, pushing billet into 6-inch container; main gate locks 
close. 

(6) Outer ram and center ram move back to let fiuld Into the 
chambers; container is filled and bled; outer ram and center 
ran move forward and make the extrusion; pusher ram moves back. 

(7) Outer and center rams retract to decompress chamber; main gate 
locks open; small gate locks close to keep 6-inch container 
from exiting 12-lnch container; center ram moves forward, 
pushing the die out of the 6-inch container into the support 
tube; chain-puller grabs the extrusion. 

(8) Support tube, die, butt, and extrusion are released at unload 
position and roll away. 

Tub» Extrusion from the 450.000 osl Container 

The operational sequence to make tube extrusions is eseentlally the 
same as that required to make solid extrusions.  Figure 22 illustrates a typical 
tube billet arrangement. 
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- , 6-inch liner 
Outer ram.     Container- 

-Small gate lock 
-Main gate lock 

pButt carrier 
-End plug loader. 

-Mt- 

Ca. su 
m< 
Support tube loaded with die & MUet 
moves Into poiitlon. 

-*-!_ 
cont«lner pushing 6" contiiner into rear 
position & punier moves back. 

4.   HoUow end plug move» Into portion. 

J*- 

FIGURE 21.  OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE FOR FLUID-TO-AIR EXTRUSION OF A 
6-INCH BILLET AT 450,000 PSI 
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5.   Pusher ram moves hollow end plug Into sealing 
position, pushing billet Into 6" chamber, and 
main gate locks close. 

rt-1 

6.   Container filled and bled; outer ram & center 
ram moves to make the extrusion; pusher ram 
moves back. 
 '-i l^t C^L. /^_J 

Chain pulling 
device 

7.   Main gate locks open, small gate locks closed 
center ram moves forward pushing die out of 
6" container.   Chain puller grabs extrusion 

—*« « »t >t. yi <*. 

Ö 
vm\i. Jr HO 

1 ff 

4 =£ 
fl.   Chain puller brings tube support to unloading 

position and releases extrusion. 

FIGURE 21.     (CONTINUED) 
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Fluld-to-Fluld Extruaion 

This describes the operations  sequence to make solid extrusions  from 
6-lnch diameter,  450,000 psl container to the support tube at 250,000 psl.    Tho 
maximum billet  size Is 5-Inch diameter x 24 Inches  long.    Figure  14 Illustrates 
the tooling configuration for this operation except that the end plug would be 
solid and there would be no seal on the support tube.    Figure 23 shows the 
schematic of the following sequences: 

(1) Support tube loaded with billet and die moves into loading 
position. 

(2) Pusher r.un movss into operating position. 

(3) Pusher ram moves support  tube into 12-inch container, 
pushing 6-inch container to rear position located by 
the outer ram; pusher ram moves back. 

(4) End plug moves into loading position. (Same mechanism used 
for moving dies into loading position). 

(5) Pusher ram moves end plug into sealing position at the same 
time, pushing billet into 6-inch container; main gate locks 
close. 

(6) Outer ram and center ram move back to let fluid Into the 
chambers;  container is filled and bled; outer ram and center 
ram move forward and make the extrusion; pusher ram moves 
back. 

(7) Outer and center rams retract  to decompress chamber;  main gate 
locks open;  pusher ram advances to remove end plug to unloading 
position. 

(E)     End plug moves out of the way;   small  gate, lock closes  to keep 
the support tube from exiting the 12-inch container;   the center 
ram pushes the die with butt  into the support  tube. 

(9)     Small gate lock opens;  outer  ram pushes the 6-lnch  liner forward 
so that the si^port tube can be gripped by the chain puller, 
the chain puller extracts the  support tube,  die,  and butt;   small 
gate  lock closes to prevent  the 6-inch liner from leaving the 
12-inch container. 

(10) Support tube, die and extrusion are released and move to unloading 
area 
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9iMll GoMocfc 
6- Inch Lintr—i 
Cental iwr—. 

■ Cwtttf Rom 

-Main Gattlock 
-Butt Corrltr 

-End Plug Lart« —Support Tub« 

r—Mm« 
if Ram-y \ ^M^f 

Pustwr Ram 

=^=11 
1.   Support tube loaded with die & billet 

movei in position. 

2.   Pusher ram move» in podtion. 

Ö 3,   Pusher ram moves support tube into 12" container, 
pushing 6" container into rear position; pusher 
ram moves back. 

\—K Al ^? VL t^L ut 

FIGURE 2:..  OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE FOR FLUID-TO-FLUID EXTRUSION 
OF A 6-INCH BILLET FROM 450,000 TO 250,000 PSI 
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5.   Puiher ram moves end plug into sealing position, 
pushing billet into 6" container; main gate 
locks close. 

J< H- J^L. M- J^L. M 

6. Container filled & bled; outer ram and 
center ram move for extrusion; pusliet 
ram moves bac,1'. 

 « K M 

x «, 

7.   Main gate locks open; pusher ram moves 
end plug to unloading position. 

8.   End plug moves out of way, small gate locks 
close, center ram moves forward to push 
die out of 6" container. 
 ** « —J*. -fl U\ 

FIGURE 23.      (CONTINUED) 
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Choln  Puller- 

I] 
Outer r»m pushei the 6" liner forward; chain 
puller grabs tupport tube and pull« die, burt, 
and support tube to unloading poiltlon. 

-H- ^L. -**- JC 

.-^S =£. 
^   10.   Chain puUer releasei extrutlon.   Suppan 

tube moves to unloading petition. 

FIGURE 23.     (CONTINUED) 
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100.000 J.l capacity     Figure    6 ll^st»^ L    " ^fwili^ ^t.iner of 
auxiliary container      Ft^rl A .ttZ t possible arrangement of the 
operatloJ,.. *        " 8hOW8 a Kh™*"' »t the following sequence of 

(1) 

(2) 

ÄtIontUbe l0aded Wlth blllet ttnd die move8 int° lo-Oms 

Pusher ram moves  Into operating position. 

(3) 6-Wh ^T68  8UPPOrt  tUh* inCo 12-inch «ntalner. pushing 6-inch container to rear position. ^»"ing 

(4) Pusher ram moves back;   auxiliary container moves  Into position. 

(5) anfV"" TT rxlliary container against  the  support tube 
toJ^iwT ^ Cl08e:  maln COntainer l8 ""ed and beS? Independently,  the support tube and auxiliary container are 
filled and pressurized, "--ainer are 

Outer ram and center ram move forward for extrusion. 

(7)    Outer ram and center ram retract for deconvresslon; main «ate 

S: ;p:n
n:chaln puiier 8rab8 -"^-tamer.; Sn8gaite

e 

2ln Itll", K^ auxlllary container to unloading position- 

^"r^t A61 center tm pu8he8 the die *™ ^ 
Small gate lock opens;  outer ram moves forward,  pushing 6-lnch 
liner forward so that support tube can be gripped by chain 
puller;  chain puller extracts support tube' die,   and butt    small 

contained       8e8 ^ ^^ 6-lnCh llner from ^^ l2-'in2 

portion11" brin88 8UPPOrt tUbe and ex,:ruslon mto unloading 

(11)     Support tube and extrusion moved to reloading position. 

Tlw Cycles  for General Press Operatlona 

b.low. ^ CyCle8 ^ Vari0U8 COna0n °Peratl°n« «ere estimated and are shown 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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Outer ram 

Small gat« lock 

Mam gat« lock        / 
Bylt carrier/ 

I  r- Support tub« 

Sa*7 "^.' f     ■ 

4 11-7 Puihar ram 

6-inch liner 

1.   Support tube loaded with die & billet 
movei into poiltlon. 

Auxiliary contain«r 

4.   Puiher ram moves back, auxiliary container 
movei into petition. 

FIGURE 24.  OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE FOR FLUID-TO-FLUID EXTRUSION 
OF A 6-INCH BILLET FROM 450.000 TO 100,000 PSI 
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5-   P1"11" ta.n moves «uxlliary container in position 
& gate locks close; containers are filled 
and bled. 
 ^7 

ÜÖ 
Gate locks open, chain puller grabs 
auxiliary container. 
ML. 

.   Chain puller brings auxiliary container to unloading 
position, small gate locks close; center ram moves 
forward, pushing die out of 6" container 

-H- ^_ 

FIGURE  24.     (CONTINUED) 
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9.   Outer ram move« forward pushing 6" container into 
forward position.   Chain puller grabs extrusion & 
support tube. 
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10.   Chain puller brings support tube to unloading 
position. 
^ ^* *f I-* L* . 

*1      .. K 

11.   Support tube moves to reloading position 

 1*. <-* if i^r        L* 

FIGURE 24.     (CONTINUED) 
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Fluid-to-Air Extrusion - 12-Inch. 250 000 osl Container. Maximum 
billet size: ll-lnches diameter x 96 Inches long. The following estimated 
tüwi are approximately the same as those for production of tubes. 

Stet Operation Time, seconds 

1 Outer stem stroke (conpresslon and       55 
extrusion) 91" at lOO'Vmln. 

2 Decompression and liquid exhaust 3 
(continues during Step 3 as well) 

3 Die lock release 2 

4 Retraction of extrusion, die and 11 
butt: 

a) 200" at 20"/8ec.  " 10 sec. 
b) slowdown at the end - 1 sec. 

3    Saw, down and up 9 

6 Die and butt removed 2 

7 Extrusion removal:  simultaneously 
with Step 6 

8 Billet loader action (billet and 2 
new die) 

9 Pushing billet and die Into chamber      11 
a) 200" at 20" per sec. - 10 sec. 
b) slowdown at the end - 1 sec. 

10 Die locked 2 

11 Inner stem advances  (0.1 s^c.)   and 0.35 
seats billet In die  (0.25 sec.) 

12 Fluid handling 7 
a) Chamber evacuated: 2 sec. 
b) Chamber filled:  20 gallons 5 sec. 

at 4 gps 

13 Chamber sealed by outer stem advance (    0.65 
(8 Inches at 12 Inches/sec.) 

14 Total cycle time 105 

15 Cycles per hour ^(^ie)  " 34.3/hr. 

16 For the purpose of calculating the 35/hr. 
power requirements, the number of 
cycles assumed was: 
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billet ,l,e FM?'!r^!...!!ffr"''1nn T 6"lnCh 4S0-nnn T-l Saatateffl  Maximum 

&& OESTätlaa Time, „cond, 

1 Inner ram stroke (compression and        15 
extrusion)  24.8" at 100"/mln. 

2 PresaurlBlng outer chanter: 
simultaneously with Step 1 

3 Decompression of both chambers and        6 
exhaust of liquid from 6" chamber 
(continues during Step 4) 

4 Push die and butt into support tube       2 

5 Main die lock release 4 

6 Small die lock closes (takes place 
during Step 7) 

7 Retraction of extrusion die, butt and     11 
support tube 

8 Die, butt and support tube removed        2 

9 Extrusion removal (away from the 
press) 

10 Billet loader action (billet new die 
and support tube) 

11 11 Pushing billet,  die,  and support, tube 
into main chanter: 

a) 200" at 20"/sec.   - 10 sec. 
b) slowdown at the end - 1 sec. 

12 End plug moves into position 3 

13    Die locked 2 

14 Outer and center ram retract to permit     5 
fluid filling P  ". 

15    Fluid handling 

a) inner chamber evacuated: 2 sec. 
b) inner chamber filled:   5 Bec' 
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Ste£ Operation Time,  aeconds 

16 Chamber sealed by Inner stem 1 
advancing 

a) 8" at 10"/sec.  - 0.8 sec. 
b) slowdown "0.2  sec. 

17 Total cycle time 76 

18    Cycles per hour: 47.4 

FUild-to-Fluid Extrusion. Maximum billet size: 5-Inch diameter x 
Z* inches long. Slx-lnch liner located within the 12-lnch chamber. Extrusion 
of shapes (or tubes with a floating mandrel) 450,000 pel against 250,000 psl 
6«ck pressure to produce relatively short extrusions (72 Inches long)  The 
operational sequence will be similar to fluld-to-alr extrusion from the 6-Inch 
Iner except that: 

(1) The stroke for the extraction of extrusion        -2 sec. 
will be shorter 

(2) Added time will be required to fill the support-tube +1 sec. 
volume 

(3) Manipulation of the end plug 3 sec. 

+2 sec. 

(4) Total cycle time = 76 sec.  +2 sec.  = 78 sec. 

(5) Cycles per hour:    46 

Flutd-to-Fluld Extrusion Using an Auxiliary Container.    The operational 
sequence will be similar to fluid-to-alr extrusions except that: 

(1) The auxiliary container must be moved Into and 
out of position.    This time would be a function of 
its length, but may be in the order of +20 sec. 

(2) An independent pumping system would be necessary 
to pressurize this chamber for flexibility;  this 
would require about +60 sec 

+85 sec. 

(3) Total cycle time:  76 sec. + 85 sec. - 161 sec. 

(4) Cycles per hour:  22.4 
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ANALYSIS OF TOOLING 

Container, stems, and dies are subjected to very high and complex 
stresses in the hydrostatic extrusion process.  These key components were 
analyzed In detail to:  (1) determine the practicability of various design 
concepts, (2) obtain general relationships that could be applied to a variety 
of designs, and (3) determine technical areas in which additional experimental 
data is needed. 

Various design concepts for high-pressure containers were analyzed 
in detail in a prior research program.(l5) Assuming a fatigue strength 
criterion and a high-strength liner, it was found that a multi-ring shrlnk-flt 
construction offered the most efficient design.  In order to achieve a pressure 
capability of 450,000 psl, it was found necessary to use fluid-pressure support 
principles.  The pressure capabilities of container designs were predicted based 
upon postulated fatigue behavior of high-strength steels under cyclic pressure 
conditions.  Unfortunately, actual fatigue behavior under these condittons was 
found to be an unknown and this certainly warrants further study In a separate 
program.  Also, the design predictions were based on a uniform pressure loading 
on the bore of the containers.  Additional loadings should be analyzed for their 
effect upon fatigue lif- of the containers.  It was also found that container« 
with large bores necessarily have large outside diameters which could, in some 
Instances, make manufacture unfeasible. 

In this report, design calculations are presented for a wiltl-ring 
container for 250,000 psl and a ring-fluld-rlng container for 450,000 psl.  The 
computer code MULTIR, developed in the preceding programO*), was used for these 
calculations. Analysis of additional loading effects is also presented, beyond 
that in the previous study.  In addition, the knowledge to date on the general 
fatigue behavior of high-strength steels and the specific fatigue data available 
on thick-walled cylinders Is reviewed.  The employment of the autofrettage process 
as a means of reducing the size of the containers Is also discussed.  The 
previous study(14) „as limited to five design concepts.  In this report, an 
additional container concept was considered.  This was a sectored container with 
no liner. 

Choice of Materials for Container Design 

One of the important aspects of the container design is the choice 
of material.  In a previous study(14), (he importance of a fatigue-strength 
criterion was emphasized for production containers.  Therefore, container 
materials with high fatigue strengths would certainly be preferred for the 
design of an ultrahigh-pressure hydrostatic extrusion press for production 
purposes.  However, there is a lack of trlaxial and biaxial fatigue data under 
the combined stress states experienced at the bore of the liners of containers. 



üühf" T" seneraP>r known »r« the more common unlaxlal fatigue data from 
h«! irf^T 0r Pufh-Pu11 te"s- * "udy of these data as reUted to the 
.^HIM  * condition of the material has been made to enable a choice of 
condition for the liner material that can also be expected to give similar 
fatigue-strength capability under cyclic internal pressure. 

Haterial Fatlaue Strength Considerations 

l— ^  .M0!t 0f ^ avallable fatigue data on a variety of materials have 
^ran^h'if  T  "latlvely 8nia11 ™*  *i*Pl*  laboratory specimens.  The faUgae 
^H ?f ? o£ •ctual P«"« ""der service conditions is affected by many factors. 
of .L J      T  rath!r difflcult t0 rela^ quantitatively the fatigue behavio; 
o„ ?^«LP      ,that 0f laborat°ry specimens.  However, many trends observed 
on laboratory .peclmens under various testing conditions do also apply to actual 
parts, at least In a qualitative sense. 

. u.        J 
In Ehe 8electlon of the material and Its heat treatment for a part 

subjected to fatigue loading, the fatigue properties of the material are of 
primary Importance.  Depending on the application, some other material 
properties may also be important and it is often necessary to find a proper   ■ 
balance between the fatigue strength of the material and its other desired 
properties. In parts subjected to high loads, for example, high-strength 
Mterlals must be often used to provide the necessary static strength.  However, 
the fatigue strength of high-strength materials does not always Increase in 

hJT!^.f,:0POrtiOV? thflr Statlc stren8th. and " -ay even decrease at ,ery high static-strength levels. 

Figure 25 (from Reference 30) illustrates results obtained from a 
large number of R. R. Moore-type rotating-beam fatigue tests on several alloy 
steels heat treated to various hardness levels. All these tests were con- 
ducted on unnotched speicraens at room temperature under similar test conditions 
Because the static strength properties, ultimate and yield strengths, of steels" 
do generally Increase with the hardness, it can be stated from Figure 25 that 
there la an optimum strength (hardness) level for each steel at which the 

levelUhi£rU^üCe J1"1" I'"011?8 a maXimim  Value- U8ln8 a steel at a stren8th level higher than this optimum level in a part subjected to fatigue loadln* 
would cause a decrease in the fatigue strength (life) of the par?.  It can be 

111 Jli        J'**  ,the fi8Ure that the optl,num "rength level might be different 
for different «eels and that the scatter in fatigue data increases with tie 
t.J      ""ngth levels, even for the same steel. To assure a safe design .gainst 

crltfr!. «M'K* 'H
6
 
l0Wer V8lUe8 0f the 8Catter band *""  be U8ed as 'he destgn 

.itJlt: "duces somewhat the "useful" fatigue strength of high strength 
steels as compared to their average fatigue strength.     »      s     8<. 
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FIGURE 25. - OPTIMUM HARDNESS FOR MAXIMUM FATIGUE 
STRENGTH OF SEVERAL STEELS 
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Increase ilt^^ ^^^ ^ t^,effecta **  «"""e metallurgical factors all 
increase with the static strength level of steels.  These factors are said 

between thrftltlfj^f^""8 5""^ the general trends in the relationship U^lV.      S!   J      fatigue strengths of steels at relatively high-strength 
level«. These data were taken from several sources(30-35).  They represent 
the results of rotating-beara fatigue tests conducted at ro^ temperature on 
unnotched specimens made of various heat-treated steels at various streLth 
level.. The fatigue limit was taken as the fatigue strength at 10^ cycles 

^h'^ 1:r.adPePlob^i
l0n^ ltW0UJd ^ better t0 haVe -"* - -at*  lo  for each steel grade obtained on specimens subjected to a fatigue loadlne that 

corresponds to the loading conditions in the particular appllcatloi?8 Lever 
ah?! HT    •ufficient d"a oi; that kind available and not all o? the^vaul 
able data can be considered as compatible.  The unnotched rotating-beam Talilüe 

«e more rHdnv6' 'n  t^^t  PUrP0Se8 ln Fi^e  25 becaus^tJes" da ^ are more readily available than other types of fatigue data. 

* w   .  Two general trends are apparent from Figure 26:  (1) the scatter in 
fatigue data increases with the strength level of steels and (2) the average 
uUSte8 rrfi  0f hl8h:8tren8th "eels increases considerably ess thin their 
clr^ .,«? e »tren8th- A8 wa8 explained above, the fatigue strength of a 
^Lr 1 K! ^ e T eVen decrea8e wlth an lnc«ase In its ultima"! strength 
^d ^     S a? 0J

PtlmUm Value- The fatl8ue data represented in Figures 25 
end 26 were obtained on smooth, polished specimens.  Because actual parts may 
not have such smooth, polished surfaces and the parts may contain geome r™ 
stress concentrations, fatigue tests conducted on specimens with surface finish« 
corresponding to the actual applications and on so-called "notched specimens" 
hav« III that t"  m0re rePresentatlve of actual conditions.  Althougr^ere 
have been many such tests conducts, it is difficult to correlate the results 

tlltTl  H H ^ lar8e Variety 0f n0tcheS 'nd 8urface "nditlons used in the e 
tests and because not enough data were obtained under each specific condit on 
Htwever, some general trends have been observed and these are reorLen^H 
«chematically in Figure 27. Although the shapes and reUtive values oflhe 

urH^. 0Wn/: Fi?Ure "^  Chan8e for di«erent materials, Ipectmen config- 
urations, and testing conditions, the general trends appear to prevaU n all 
cases whenever there are sufficient fatigue data available.  These trends are 
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FIGURE 26.  UNNOTCHED ROTATING-BEAM FATIGUE LIMIT FOR MISCELLAMSOUS HEAT- 
TREATED STEELS AT VARIOUS ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH LEVELS 

Data taken from several sources. 

Ullinwli Ttnult SMngm 

FIGURE 27.    GENERAL TRENDS  IN FATIGUE STRENGTH OF HEAT-TREATED STEELS AS A 
FUNCTION OF ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH 

I  -  Smooth,   polished  specimens. 
II  -  Specimens with mlUI  notches  and/or medium  smooth surface«. 

Ill - Specimens with  severe  nutche« and/or  rough surfaces. 
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characterized by a decr.ase of fatigue strength and by a shift of the optlmu.n 
-L/ü   r    «trength t<~ard a lower value with increasing notch severity 
ZtirUt  ,    ?  r0"8hne88- Jhe decrease of fatigue strength with the notch 
•«verity (and surface roughness) can be readily explained because notches 
cauae stress concentrations, and the higher the stress concentration the lower 
is the expected fatigue strength.  The main reason for the shift (lowering) 

tL tv TtTS    .    Mtt  tenS,lle Stren8th l8 Pr0bably the hl8her n«ch sens - tlvlty of high-strength steels. 

f    with th- 1,^ ?*  fo«golnp ^scussion it should be apparent that materials 
with the highest possible ,   ate tensile strength are not necessarily the 

tr« for n^iC?h r Vf1'' 8ubJected " f«i8« Fading.  This is particularly 
«Tf.:*,  pmrt8 'h,t =0ntair' stre88 concentrations and that have less than 
ptrfectly smooth surfaces at critical locations. Material selection from 
^f ^! T7 hl8h-8u

tr8n8th "eels with their various available heat treat- 
Zl .    i? KJ0'^ !n8th level8)' therefore, should be based in large part on 
.U«?r«ihliiM*tl8ULd:t'-<,

There arG SOme l"dlC8"ons, that hlgh-sürength 
steels exhibiting good ductility and toughness have also relatively good 
Utlgu« «trength.  These should receive the first consideration. 

l.h«,.^. lt  •hrUld be n0ted that  tlu! fatlSuc strength values obtained on small 
.o-clnfr»^  .^ T ae]ä0a  fully realized l" »"ual parts because of the 
IT/i^i      it eCt ' •VCn lf a11 thc other editions are similar.  In 
!» «J!-i l.Tt

W *"?  0ther f',Ct0r8 that ***  affect thc fatl8"* behavior of 
«nn^J P*« In .ervlce and these must be evaluated for each individual 
ffil.cu«:,. ?UCb ad,lltlonal effe"s in the hydrostatic container applications 
«re dlscuasad In the next section. 

gatlgue Behavior of Thick-Walled Cylinders 

~ %, A        V1*  m?*t exten8ive studies of the fatigue behavior of thick-walled 
eo worW^. ?V% ?" J

COndUuted by M01' son' Crossland, Parry, Burns, and their 
co-workers In England. These studies ;ere recently sunmarlzed at the Hish 
Pressure Engineering Conference In London. September 1967 by Burns and Parry(36) 

fhey have United the study primarily to one English steel. En 25 (Vlbrac V-30) ' 
,;;.:  f" !P*clBen8 had approximately the same chemical composition* and heat 
treatment. The strength values were: 

yield strength,    o    - 103 to 112 ksl 

ultimate strength,  a . 121 to 129 ksl. 

U,ül3 P, 2.53 to 2.58 Nl, 0.57 to 0.60 Cr, 0.57 to 0.60 Mo. 
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This is a relatively low strength level.  This material is comparable 
to AISI 4340 steel and therefore, at this strength level, it can be expected to 
exhibit ductile fatigue failure corresponding to points to the left of the peak 
of the endurance limit-hardness curve, Figure 25.  The conclusion of the studies 
on En 25 steel was that the fatigue data correlates best with shear stress^4). 
(This was the assumption made in Reference (14) and confirmed here.) Figure 28 
shows a fatigue diagram for the semirange in shear stress S plotted versus the 
mean shear stress S ,  This figure is essentially the same is Figure 28.6 In 
Reference (36), excgpt that here the semirange in shear stress is used Instead 
of the total range, and the stress units, ksi, are used instead of tons/ln2. The 
data points in Figure 26 were taken from the original publicationa. References 
(Jb-42).  Data for compresslve mean stress for push-pull test« from Reference 40 
are also plotted which were not included in Figure 28.6. 

Figure 28 also shows data for torsion of tubes, push-pull of «olid 
round specimens, and Internal pressure cycling of monoblock cylinders, «hrlnk- 
Iiticd cylinders, and autofrettaged cylinders.  The shear stress In the torsion 
tests is the applied stress.  The shear stress in the push-pull teata la: 

n 
S-f CD 

where c - the applied axial stress. The largest shear stress In the cylinder 
test occurs at the bore and is 

S 
a0  o o - r 

(2) 

where a9 - the circumferential (hoop) stress and a - the radial streas equal 
to the applied pressure at the bore. The semlrangS in shear stress la 

and the mean shear stress is 

S 
r 

S 
m 

S S 
max -    mtn 
 2       • (3) 

S             S max -t    mln 
 J  (4) 

(Reference:    Equations   (6a,  b) Reference   (14). 

Figure  28 also shows  the  line  for R - 0.    The stress  ratio R la a comnon 
fatigue parameter used  in  the U.S.     It  Is defined as: 

R - S   .   /S 
min    max 

\. 
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Data  In Figure 28 shows  that hollow cylinders have a lower fatigue 
stress  for 10'  cycles than obtained by torsion and push-pull  tests.    This 
difference was also pointed out in Reference  (14),  in connection with 
discussion of the  fatigue data reported by Watervllet Arsenal, Reference  (43). 
Attempts have been made to correlate the data, but overall correlation cannot 
be obtained and  is not apparent at this time.    Apparently there are some other 
effects  involved,     it may be that  fluid under pressure has a detrimental effect 
such as helping to propagate cracks by a wedge type of loading. 

Autofrettaged cylinders also show the lowest fatigue strength,   lower 
than shrink-fitted cylinders.    This  is believed  to be due to an effect of 
cycling upon toe residual stresses.     The residual stresses  result from plastic 
deformation during the autofrettage process.    This residual stress state may 
not reach a lower and elastic repeatable value until after several pressure 
cycles.    The steel may exhibit a Bauschlnger effect and hysteresis.    These 
effects would contribute  to the  lower fatigue strength for the autofrettaged 
specimens.      The autofrettage data point on the compresslve side of Figure 28 
is a corrected value.     It apparently was mistakenly reproduced on the tensile 
side of Figure  28.6,  Reference  (34). 

The data all show an increasing trend  for the semirange shear stress, 
Sr, when the mean shear stress,  S  ,   is decreased.    The stress S  ,  is proportional 
to the range of the applied pressure,  p.     Therefore,  increasing^    increases the 
pressure capability.    But  this does not mean S    < 0 is necessarily desirable 
for as pointed out in Reference  (U), S    - 0 cSrresponds to- 

P 

<ae)m " - T (5) 

where (ffe)m is the mean hoop stress. This means that the minimum hoop stress, 

(CT9>mln " * P (6) 

and the maximum hoop stress is ' 

8 max V'; 

when there is no residual bore pressure, i.e., the hoop stresses are entirely 
in the compresslve range and (<Vmln - - P i« really the limitation imposed by 
m 

/« ,n.     Addl,:lonal information and conclusions regarding Figure 28 and References 
(36-42) are now summarized as specific points: 
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(1) The torslonal and push-pull data In Figure 28 are for specimens 
with unprotected surfaces at atmospheric pressures. 

(2) The cylinder data are for virgin specimens with surfaces unpro- 
tected from the pressurized hydraulic oil, but with good, honed 
Internal surfaces. 

(3) Runout cylinder specimens (tested below the endurance limit), 
when retested, show a higher fatigue strength(38).  (This Is 
probably due to what is known as a "coaxing" effect). 

(4) Cylinder specimens that are honed (re-honed) after heat-treat- 
ment show a higher fatigue strengthOS). 

(5) Cylinder specimens with a rubber protective film show higher 
fatigue strengths, at least at 10° cycles and le8a(38).  (There 
are no data for longer life tests). 

(6) The effect of anlsotropy on the fatigue strength has been observed 
In torslonal tests(38). 

(7) Compresslve push-pull fatigue strength seems to decrease after 
reaching a certain value of mean stress(^O),  However, additional 
data does not show a marked decrease, Figure 28. 

(8) Push-pull testa in oil under pressure (44.8 ksi) result in shorter 
fatigue life than teats conducted In air, but if the specimen 
surfaces «re protected by a rubber film, then the fatigue life is 
longer than In air with no pressure(41).  (For reversed loading, 
the numbers for endurance limits are:  (a) ~ ±35 kal In air 
(b) ~ ±32 ksl under pressure, and (c) ~ ±37 ksi under pressure, 
protected). 

(9) Under fluid pressure of 44.8 ksl, there are no fatigue failures 
at mean compresslve stresses, but only ylelding(4l). 

(10) In torslonal tests on solid specimens, the effect of liquid and 
pressures is similar to those of push-pull tests:  (a) for 
reversed tests in air ±44 ksl, (b) in oil bath (no pressure) 
±39 ksi, (c) in oil under pressure (44.8 ksl) ±38 ksl, and 
(d) in oil pressure, protected ±56 k8i(40).  xhe same trends 
have been also observed for repeated loading. 

(11) Nitrlded surfaces Increase the fatigue strength(42). 
(12) For auatenltlc stainless steel the shear-stress correlation is 

poor. This has been explained by the effects of "natural" auto- 
frettage, etc.(42). 

Thus, although the fatigue strength of ductile steel cylinders has been 
extensively studied there are still some unresolved differences between cylinder 
tests and other conventional tests, and many influential factors have been 
uncovered. It must be emphasized that what la yet needed is a fatigue study of 
high-strength-steel cylinders under cyclic Internal pressure. Until such a study 
is conducted, the best that can be done is to postulate the fatigue behavior of 
high-strength-steel cylinders based upon the available unlaxial fatigue data. 
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Manufacturing Considerations 

The material  tensile strengths and  fatigue strengths determined on 
laboratory specimens may not be realized In actual containers because of 
!*"" ?«Uni«8 llnlitations-    It  appears  that yield strength levels much above 
-    ' 225.000 psi are difficult  to achieve  in H-ll cylindrical  forglngs  in the 
large diameters considered in this  study(44).     To obtaln higher 8tr*h 

\lTZn      large diameter,  an alternative is  to use a maraglng steel.     A 
250,000 psi yield  strength,   18  percent nickel raaraging steel cylinder,  can be 
manufactured   in relatively small   sizes.     Non-uniform properties  are  produced 
in rmgs manufactured  from large  ingots,   the  sizes of which are required to 
make a 12.1nch ID container.     The maraglng steels,  moreover,  have exhibited 
appreciable notch sensitivity in  fatigue  tests(45). 

m™^ A,   C>'lin<|rical   f^glngs  can also be expected  to have  appreciably different 
ongltudinal  and  transverse properties.    For example,   the  transverse ductility 

is normally expected  to be only one-half -hat  in the  longitudinal direction 
These manufacturing limitations can be expected to reduce  somewhat the expected 
fatigue  life of container designs. 

The Autofrettage Process 

The autofrettage process has  found extensive use as a means of 
producing compressive  residual  stresses  at  the bore of a cylinder.     In particular 
it has  been used on gun barrels(46).     A cyUnder is autofrettüged by «"    läl 
over pressure beyond  the yield pressure but below the plastic collapse pressure. 
The autofrettage pressure produces  yielding in an inner annulus of the cylinder 

Sds  roTT    V    o6 b0re-    UP0n releaSe 0f the P«"ure.   the Inner annulus 
tends  to take a tensile permanent  set   (elongation) but  is  restrained  from doing 
so by  the outer annulus of material which has  remained elastic or in the extreme 
case also yielded but  to a lesser extent.    Thus,   the outer annulus compresses 
the  mner annulus of material upon  release  of pressure.     The compressive hoop 

to'ÜMff^K      e ^f! f" balanCed  by tensile h00P "«"" ne« the  outside to satisfy the equilibrium condition under zero bore pressure.     Thus,   residual 

hoon^TMr,     ^T? ''S™ b0re Simllar t0 "henkln« the cylinder with a 
hoo in " 0 FrenCh WOrd  """t^«""«*" "neanlng "self- 

It  la not  Intended here  to review the  theory of autofrettage.    This 
has already been very well done  in a report by Watervllet Arsenal^?.     However 
some of the more  important results are  summarized here  for-a perfectly plastic   ' 
material   (no strain hardening).     The  application of the process  to high strength 
disced ""^ hardenln8 and  Imitations  of autofrettagf .r. also 
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frettaee ^1^*1^™* 0ver8traln" ls  ofte" ""<» ^ connection with auto- 
h.mHrfH J    ln^lcate  the  Percentage of the wall  thickness  that yielded.    One 
!"de dialer      n"^?.  CO"ea^ds   t0  P^"°  "- all   the way  to the  out- 
«.  the ^lo ^ ^        T. Pruent autofretta8«,, i» a^° used.    It  la defined 
«rlln    t« ^h ? re8"ual  hoop stress  at  the bore,  for a given percent over- 
^ «h^ th^ ,nn mU,n theore"cally P°"it>le for a given wall ratio. It can 
Kr 1™ 1 r.CloVtT2 T0^^ iS aChleVed t0r 100 Percent overstrain 
thin 100 Lr«^ .  i        FOr K < 2-2'   100 percent »verstraln produces  less 
lo^r J™^ .J «utofrettage. i.e., the residual hoop stress at the bore is 
lower in magnitude  than the  compresslve yield strength. 

autofrett.« C^al80.be 8hoWn
f
for 100 P^cent overstrain and for 100 percent 

•utofrettage,  the maximum autofrettage pressure is  P,,^ - 0.91 a„ where o    is 
tS/a       ,tre" a Perfectly Plaatic serial.    xSus. P^ i^ ^s Ls! 

oroc.« ^^  " P"*11"'116 ""«essful  application of the autofrettage 
^?i!.    /^nS    """Sth steels it  is  important  to consider the ductility.     The 
S «iilnVTK,*'  ™ere u* 1S  the Censlle strain ln inch/inch) of some a «la 
Jrom Zl "r^ ' "I'    ^r fata ^  '" SimpU tenSile te8" °" «P^inens 
l^lt^ Ll^    ^,?!"*     In lar8e  for8in8s'   ^ "" be expected that  the 
S Jh« h^l tT    I?*.*** reaCh theSe values but  the fansverse ductility 
SerenewLfrer    n)  at

1'^  "^ "^ be  0nly 1/2  the v^es  in Table IV. Reference  (44).     For example,  consider  the D-6A steel  in Table IV vlth an 
expected transverae ductllitv of 7 5 r !    ,.u    ü 

a    uuctxncy or /^3 _ 3 75 percent:      Compared with  the maximum 

O^ri!1^ C!1!Ul!,:e?  f0r  100 Percent «"tofrettage  for a    - 250,000 p.i, 
«Uv    iutSrett«. of^H^"  than

1
(,ß)n-x      This comparisoX shows  that! theoreti- 

cally,  autofrettage of theae steels  in Table IV should be possible because  the 
percent elongation  la greater than  («„) -^ime  because  the 

max. 

TABLE IV. DUCTILITY OF STEELS 

Steel 
Tensile Ylc 

Strength o   , 
Id 
ksl 

Elongation 
(100 c),   percent 

AISI 4340 228 

130 

270 

11.0 

21.0 

11.0 
AISI H-U   (modified) 244 10.0 
D-6A 250 7.5 
187; Nl maraging 268 

-_ 
11.0 
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However,  caution  is  urged IKTC;  the ductility values  are given  for 
a necked down specimen.     A better value may be  the strain from a  (conventional) 
stress-strain diagram at  the peak of the curve where  the stress begins  Co fall 
off.     For example,   for H-ll  steel at   the peak, 

a    » 300,000 psi at  t     ,   - 0.060 
u peak 

In  the  transverse direction,   («e)peak might be  0.030.     However,   («o)max " 
0.0275  at o    - 250,000 psl  and K « 2.0.     Thus,   the difference between  («g) 
during auto^rettage and  the   fracture  strain of the material may be imaller 
than   indicated  by  the ductility   figures   in Table  IV. 

This discussion indicated that autofrettaging of high strength steels 
is  a possibility.    However,   it  should be ascertained whether the ductility in 
the   transverse direction is great enough to avoid  fracture durinp autofrettage. 
Further discussion of strain-hardening effects  in autofrettage  is given in a 
later  section. 

Analysts  of Mul ti-ring Containers 

MultiTltut Container Designs  for  250,000 psl 

A multiTlng container of shrink-fit assembly was first considered. 
It was  to have a 12.0-inch diameter bore and a pressure capability of 250,000 
psi based upon a fatigue strength criterion.    Both H-ll  and Maraging 300 high- 
strength steels were considered  for the  liner material.    An compressive yield 
strength of at  least 250,000 psl was  preferred because  the liners were  to be 
designed with a prestress of  this value.    However,   theae steels were found  to 
be  Impossible  to obtain  in forglngs of  the size required, with guaranteed 
properties at these high strength levels  (corresponding to ultimate tensile 
strengths,  280,000 to 300,000 psi).    Higher-strenpth steels with Ou > 300,000 
psl  such as a bearing steel,  were not  considered because  they were expected 
to be  beyond  the optimum point  of the  fatigue  strength versus ultimate strength 
curve.  Figures  24,  25,   and  26.     Also,  more brittle  failures and greater notch 
sensitivity  (Figure 26)  under  fatigue  loading can be expected  in steels at Coo 
high a strength level.     It  appears  that  250,000 psl  Is  Che maximum ultimate 
tensile  strength achievable  In  forginp.s «1th the  large  sizes    of interest. 
This  corresponds  to a tensile  yield  strength of about  225,000 pal and en 
expected compressive yield strength perhaps,  10 percent greater. 

It was  decided  that   the maxiraum ultimate  strength level  to be 
considered should be o    ■ 200,000 psi.     From Reference   (14),  Equation (44) 
given: 

p        m 2a o (8) 
"max r u 

V) 



for li.rj'.e overall wall ratio, K.  For p   . 250,000 \>al   and ') - 250,000 psl, 
the semi-range fatigue parameter r^ l,asm^o he 0.5.  From the averaye fatigue 
data for both H-ll and maraging steels In Figure 42, Reference (14), page 165, 
V* 0■50 Can be exPected t0 8lve about 10^-105 cycles life (under Ideal 
cindltlons).  However, lifetimes of 105 cycles and greater are Indicated by 
the fatigue data for H-ll In Table XLII, page 166 of Reference (14). 

For the outer rings of the container, It was considered best to reduce 
the strength levels required. High strengths are more difficult to achieve In 
larger sizes and lower strength requirements correspond to more ductile conditions 
and a safer design. Accordingly, with the selected strength levels shown In 
Table V, It was found necessary to use 5 rings*.  Table V also gives the 
dimensions of the rings.  The material of the liner and the second ring are 
expected to be H-ll steel and the cuter rings an AISI 4340 or comparable steel. 
The tensile strength of the liner Is given because this Is the typically avail- 
able data and fatigue predictions have been made on this basis.  However, the 
liner muat alao have a compressive yield strength of 250,000 pal because the 
liner bore la compressed (shrunk) to this value. 

The dimensions of the design (Table V) have been calculated so tf at 
the design la optimum for the material strength levels chosen.  For an optimum 
dealgn, it can be shown that the wall ratios must be related as follows: 

kn + 1  Jn j 1 
~2 S— (9) 

k       n n 

where kn - OD/ID for ring number n,  and o    » strength of ring number n. 

Calculations were performed  using computer code ffln/TIR.     The mean hoop 
stress for the liner was preset to (Oy)    - 125,000 psl.    Thus,   for p        - 250,000 
pal and  (o.)    - 1/2 p        at the limit,   the maximum hoop stress  is   (a"5x      . 0 
(This corria^onds  to a*maximum shear stress of p      /2 - 125,000 psl.    Xffowing 
^Vmax > 0 would  increase the maximum shear strefs and may cause premature 
fatljue failure).    For the outer rings  the shear fatigue criteria has been used. 
(The outer ring can be considered as a  safety ring.    A factor of safety of about 
1.6 on the fatigue strength was used on  the outer ring.)    The pressure capability 
calculated  la 

p - 255,479 psl for the  5-rlng container. (10) 

* This is baaed upon available unlaxial   fatigue data.    Biaxial  and  trlaxial  fatigue 
data for the cylinders under pressure  are not available  for high t^rength steels. 
If higher strength levels  than    those of Table V could be used,   then It would be 
poaaible to design a 4-rlng container. 
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TABLE V. DIMENSIONS AND RE^mRED STRENGTHS OF RINGS FOR 
THE  5-RINC CONTAINER 

Ring 
Number 

ID, 
inches 

12.0 
21.0 
33.5 
47.8 
68.2 

OD, 
inches 

21,0 
33.5 
47.8 
68.2 
91,6 

Ultimate Tensile 
Strength,   kai 

300,000 
250,000 
200,000 
200,000 
175,000 

Yield Tensile 
Strength, ksi 

260,000 
215,000 
170,000 
170,000 
150,000 

given in iSe v?      !f^    ^T0 ln"r^^ce-to-radius ratios  (A It )  are 
Issembly o?    i„L fr^ th. ?    f^ "' the a8Serably l^erference.  (6 ^r ^£0^ 
the as LblVinterfe^nces ie^e dew' T* IT ^ ^^ in-    *'****  **' 
VI are .o J to ^lllT^ll "^„ti^te'^^^r' " T'bU 

TABLE VI.     REQUIRED INTERFERENCES FOR THE 5.RING DESIGN 

Between 
Rings 

Number 

1 and 2 
2 and 3 
3 and 4 
4 and 5 

Manufactured 
Interference Ratio, Assembly Interference R«ti,. 

-2 6 /r n    n 

0. 00406 
0.00265 
0. 00288 
0. 000434 

Inside-Out 

0. 00406 
0.00388 
0.00465 
0.00257 

Outside-In 

0.00891 
0.00529 
0.00315 
0.000434 
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2TI r    Ln 

2000      qn'   t0n8 <11) 

wtere L - length of rings, Inches, 2n r Lü » the lateral surface area, In , 
and where q is the Interface pressure äurtng assembly, corresponding to 6 . 
For the calfculations L - 120 Inches. Results are given in Table VII. Preis 
forces above 30,000 tons  are required  to assemble the 5-ring container. 

TABLE VII.    REQUIRED PRESS FORCES FOR ASSEMBLY OF THE 
5-RING CONTAINER 

Assembly Inside-Out 
Assembly of Rings Required Force  P,   tons 

2 onto 1 11,300 
3 onto 1 and 2 17,400 
4 onto 1, 2, and 3 31,00C 
5 onto 1, 2, 3, and 4 22,400 

Assembly Qutside-In 
Assembly of Rings Required Force P, tons 

A into 5 2,600 
3 Into A and 5 18,200 
2 into 3, 4, and 5 27,800 
1 into 2, 3, 4, and 5 34,300 

Because the interferences are high and Che required press forces 
eetlraated for the 5-ring design are so high (based on p. - 0.1), It was decided 
to investigate a 7-rlng design to determine how much less press force per ring 
may be required If more rings were used.  Tables VIII, IX, and X give the 
dimensions, interferences and required press forces for the 7-ring design. The 
press forces required are lower than the 34,000 tons for the 5-rlng design, but 
are still relatively high.  Thus, the advantage from the asst... Ty forces stand- 
point is small for the 7-ring design.  However, It is important to note that the 
OD is smaller for the T-Ting design.  The pressure capability for the 7-ring 
design of Table VIII was calculated to be 

p ■ 263,105 psi (12) 

Results of the computer print   out  from MULTIR for these container calculations 
are on file  for future  reierence. 
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ß'Ol      it Tut ?e ^Pt  '" ,nlnd that the "«rbly force, .r« b..ed on 

proportionately        lubrlcatlon- •"«' tha. the ...•„bly force, would be reduced 

TABLE VIII.    DIMENSIONS AND REQUIRED STRENCTHS OF 
RINGS FOR THE 7.RING CONTAINER 

Vl
R1"f 4

ID- OD. Ultimate Tensile 
Number inches inches Strength,  k.l 

12.00 
18.62 
26.38 
33.38 
42.20 
53.40 
67.60 

18.62 
26.38 
33.38 
42.20 
53.40 
67.60 
80.«JO 

300,000 
250,000 
200,000 
200,000 
200,000 
200,000 
175,000 

Yield Tensile 
Strength, kal 

260,000 
215,000 
170,000 
170,000 
170,000 
170,000 
150,000 

TABLE XX. REQUIRED INTERFERENCES FOR THE  7-RING DESIGN 

Between 
Rings 

Number 

1 and 
2 and 
3 and 
4 and 
5 and 
6 and 

Manufactured 
Interference Ratio, 

A 

0.00265 
0.00194 
0.00213 
0.00212 
0.00213 
-0.00060 

Assembly Interference Ratio, 

6 /r 
n n 

Inalde-Out 

0.00265 
0.00292 
0.00379 
0.00436 
0.00477 
0.00232 

Outside-In 

0.00905 
0.00679 
0.00522 
0.00353 
0.00213 

-0.00060 
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TABLE X.     REQUIRED PRESS  FORCES FOR ASSEMBLY OF THE 
7-RING CONTAINER 

 Assembly Inalde-Out  
Assembly of Rings Required Force P,   tons 

5,150 
7,420 

12,500 
18,900 
26,500 
15,000 

2 onto 1 
3 onto 1 and 2 
4 onto 1 2, and 3 
5 onto 1, 2, 3, and 4 
6 onto I, 2. 3, 4, and 5 
7 onto 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 

Assembly Outside-In 
Assembly of Rings Required Force P,   tons 

6  Into 7 0 
5 Into 6 and 7 7,9:° 
4  Into 5,  6,  and 7 13,80. 
3  Into 4,  5,  6,  and 7 17,200 
2  into 3, 4,  5,   6,  and 7                                            23,900 
1  Into 2,  3, 4,   5,  6,   and 7 26,900 

Pressure Capability of Multlftng Containers at Temperature 

This  discussion  refers   to  Che   two raulttring container  designs described 
In the previous sections.     That  analysis was based on room temperature strengths. 
The reduction of pressure capability for higher temperature operation is now 
considered for two conditions; 

(1) Uniform change  in temperature 
(2) Change in temperature  accompanied by thermal gradient  through 

the wall  of the container. 

Effect of Uniform Temperature Change. It  is  first  assumed that  t.ie 
container  Is  preheated  to  t "mperature  uniformly and slowly so  that there  is 
negligible  temperature gradient across  the vail of the container.    There are  two 
significant effects of the  temperature change; 

(1)     The  elastic moduli  E    decrease with  temperature.     This   in  turn 
decreases   the  shrink  fit   residual   pressures  q     in  proportion  to 
the change  in the E  . 
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(2) The strengths of the rings decrease with temperature.  Both of 
these effect« reduce the pressure capability.  For ^«h-atrangth 
steels, the latter effect (2) Is greater. Figures 29, 30, and 31 
from Reference (47) show the decrease In strength versus temper- 
ature for the three steels considered. At 500 F, the strengths 
are reduced as follows: 

(a) AISI 4340- ^--i|^2£- 0.915 
RT 

,,      0T        256.000      n 01S 
(b) AISI H-ll - — - jäötöÖÖ" 0-915 

RT 
T        242.000      ft aan (c)     18% Nl maraglng - 5— - „5 000 " 0.880 
RT 

Consequently,   the Internal  pressure  p must be reduced by the 
minimum ratio for the steels  used.   I.e.,  If maraglng steel  la 
used,  p must be reduced to: 

p - 0.880 (250,000)  - 220.000 psl* (13) 

for 500 F operation. At 800 F, the strengths are further 
reduced as follows: 

,„„  aT   136,000  . ,» (a) AISI 4340 - — --53^005- 0.68 
RT 

,,  aT   233,000  n -,, 
(b) AISI H-ll - — - 28o 000 " 

0-833 
RT 

0T        223,000      n -,, 
(c) 187. Nl maraglng - 3— - 275 000 - 0.813 

RT 

Using the smallest ratio,  the pressure p must be reduced to 

p - 0.68  (250,000)  - 170,000 psl (1*) 

for 800 F operation. 

Exposure of AISI 4340 steel  10 temperature above 800 F Is not  recoa- 
...ended,  ol; course,   because a redaction in room temperature properties will  result. 
Maraglng steels are aged  at  900 F and would not generally be used above 800 F for 
long times.    Therefore,   operation above 800 F Is not possible unless  the container 
could be made entirely of H-ll steel.    In  this «case,  the reduction in pressure 
capability  from Figure  30 is: 

p - ±|^ (250,000)  - 173,000 psl . (15) 

* It is assumed in this calculation that the fatigue strength-to-ultimate strength 
ratio is the same at elevated temperature as It Is at room temperature. 
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FIGURE  29.     TENSILE   ULTIMATE AND YTELD STRENGTH  VERSUS   TEMPERATURE 
FOR AISI-A340 STEEL HEATED TO 200,000 PSI 
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FIGURE 30.     TENSILE ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF AISI-HU  ALLOY STEEL 
VERSUS TEMPERATURE AFTER VARIOUS EXPOSURE TIMES 
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FIGURE 31.  TENSILE ULTIMATE AN» YIELD STRENGTH OF 18Nl-9Co-5Mo 
MARAGING 300 STEEL VKRSUS TEMPERATURE 
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for 1000 F for «hort  time exposure.     It  Is noted from Figure  30 that long time 
at  temperature may result  In creep rupture unless  the pressure  is  reduced stl'i 
turther,   i.e. , " 

P " 280!000 ("O.OOO)  - 143,000 psi , (i6) 

for  100 hours at  1000 F for a container made entirely of H-U  steel. 

u      *ffcct °f Temperature Gradient,     if a temperature gradient is produced 
through the wall  of the container,   the  pressure capability  is  reduced still 
turther,  because  of the resulting thermal  stresses.     For steady-state heat 
transfer  from the  inside  to the outside,  compresslve stresses develop on the 
inside and  tensile on the outside* according to the formulas  in Reference  (46). 
It  is  found  that a 100 F temperature differential,  from the ID to OD,  produces 
stresses  of about  -19,500 psi  and +6,500 psi at the XD and OD respectively for 
! im! 6 ^ K ^ 7  (in the ran8e of the container designs.  Tables V and VIII). 
A 100 F temperature differential  is  the maximum that can be allowed.    Anything 
greater will  substantially change  the  residual  stress distribution and may cause 
compressive yield  at the bore  and  tensile yield of the OD. 

IAA „    u    Container designed  to operate with a  temperature differential  AT > 
100 F should have  less shrink-flt  residual   stresses  than the  room-temperature 
^    lgns-    6 de'lgn incorporating a temperature differential would be juccesaful 
however,  only if  the temperature differential and thus  the compresaive residual 
stress at  thabore could be accurately controlled and maint^d.     Tor ...mnl« 
consider a 500 F design with also a 500 F temperature differential.     From 

2^™" (J ?' P r 220,000 psi at 500 F- A therml hooP "ress of aQ - -195 (500) - 
-",500 psi is calculated at the ID from AT - 500 F. The manufacturld interferences 
required  now are  smaller,   i.e., 

A* -  f220-00(\ r-220,000 -  (-97.500ri  . n ,a  , 
n       ('25Ö~ÖÖÖ) I -220.000     J An " 0-49 An     • (l7) 

where An - the interference in Tables VI and IX.  (A total compressive prestress 
(ae) min - -p is desired for (a ) max. « o).  Thus, the interference and also the 
press forces, are approximately 1/2 those for the RT design. Of course this 
design could not be used at RT. 

The above calculation assumes that all rings of a multtring container 
are the same material, i.e., a, € and v are the same for each ring.  For rings 
of different materials, a more detailed analysis would have to be made. However 
the above calculations give a good indication of what can be expected with most ' 
steel materials. 

* For the opposite condition-heating from the outside In, the stresses are 
reversed.  AT becomes negative in the appropriate formulas in Reference (48). 
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Autofrettaged Hulttclng Container for 250.000 psl 

In Tables V through X, Cho design requirements for 5-ring and 7-rlng 
ahrlnk-flt designs were given. These requirements were severe; large outside 
diameters were required, and consequently, large assembly forces (25,000 to 
35,000 ton«), were predicted. 

Compresslve prestreas at the bore of a container can also be provided 
by using ihe autofrettage process. This process could reduce the size of 
containers becauie fewer shrink rings would be needed to provide the required 
preatres«. Less shrink-fit also means lower assembly forces would be neoded. 

The autofrettage process has been used extensively on low-strength 
ductile steels. It has also been used on higher strength strain-hardening 
steels at relatively low pressures where a factor of safety could be used. 
However, the successful use of the autofrettage process for high-strength 
cylinders for high-pressure applications, at low factors of safety, has been 
Impossible to predict heretofore because of lack of confidence in theoretical 
predictions. 

Battelle now has a computer program (FEELAP, finite element elastic- 
plastic analysis) that has the capability of analyzing the elastic-plastic 
behavior of bodies of revolution made of strain-hardening materials. This 
program has been applied to the autofrettage problem or. the present design 
study. 

As a check of the program, a strain-hardening calculation of an AISI 
4340 cylinder was performed. Stress-strain data from Reference (47) were used. 
Th« stress-strain curve at 80 F was represented by: 

a - 354,000 e0-16 for a > a , (18) 
e 

where a^  - 152,000 psl at the elastic limit, and c - total strain. 

The computer results for the strain-hardening solution are shown in Figure 32 
along with the experimental data from Reference (49). There Is very good 
agreement as indicated.  Therefore, It was believed that the computer program 
FEELAP could be used for accurate calculation for autofrettage of higher strensth 
AISI H-U steel cylinders as well. 

A container^oesign using an autofrettaged H-ll steel liner of wall ratio 
k, - 2.0 was analyzed.  A sufficiently large wall ratio for the liner is needed 
Ifi order for the autofrettage process to be successful.  It is assumed that the 

* Since this calculation was made, it was learned that large H-ll forgings of this 
ftrcngth level cannot be obtained(W). However, this analysis indicates also 
the benefits that may be possible for autofrettaged 18% Nl maraging steel liners. 
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FIGURE 32. RESIDUAL HOOP STRESS .N AN AUTOFRETTAGED AISI 4340 
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f\Z,  T      ?! aul:of:(!t
L

ta8ed hy ovcrprcs^rc,   finish machined by grinding to 
fina    dimension.,   and  then shrlnk-flc  assembled  into two outer  rings      A 
singl« ring unit  of large OD and  a  12-inch-di.araeter bore  is not considered 
practicable because of heat   treatment  difficulty of larRe sections      A large 

"ma"!  I":"   ■"ati0,  '■   ^ neCea8flry t0 keep  Che  t0tal  ™W ^ h°°P "res.8 

a    - n K2 +  1 9    7TT <19) 
where. K - OD/ID. 

Thus' CTe " 250.000 (|)  - 416,000 psi,   for K - 2.0, 

ae - 250,000 (±2)  = 313,000 psl,   for K - 3.0, 

CTg . 250,000  (||)  - 28),000 psi,   for K - 4.0, 

!"" P,r,2^000 P81-    A" üvt'raU wal1   r«tiü.  K - 4.0,   Is Hufflcientlv laruL-- 
a6 - 283.000 < 300,000 psl,   the maximum ultimate tensile strength of H-U  steel*. 

Oil ulM«-?!^!«^  ^J 8iV!8 a u
stre4s-ät"in diagram for H-ll  steel of 300,000 

«..? ™ü ."u6"8^-    Th0  strfli"-hardening characteristics of this ■teel were represented by 

a - 406,000 e0,10 for a > o  , (2o) 

wh,re a - 251,000 psi at  the elastic limit. 

^töfr!^ •ut0fretta8inR a li^ °f this  steel are shown in Figure  33.    The 
autofrettige pre.sure is p       . 202,000 psl.    The residual stress at the bore 

Srcent    h :"T  K '200
a'n
m PSi-     The  Cylinder was not autcfrettaged    00 

r cS; at r/r^ T^ 80 P!"ent ^f n0ted ln Fi8ure 33 at the Peak i" ** 
jUr^l i .f9 - V' Autof«basing to 100 percent (making the cylinder 
corralV^M 'f  ^ autofretta8e  Pressure),  is not recommended because of 
to he L^fJ^1/'6'."  'hlS Umlt  the 0D be8lns  t0 ^Pand  rapidly and has to be restrained  to avoid failure by bursting. 

addltlm,./ ^n'nL1'00? Pre"res8  of -250.000 psl is desired at  the  bore.    The 
r£L!      ri i?'000 Päi can be Provided by shrink-fit assembly of two outer 
rings.     The dimensions and renuirer"  strengths  for this  3-ring container are 

n« of " Ifl* XI-     The Stren8th re('ulred  ln the °^er ring ?s on" 175 000 psi 
"lull lht*l£7X.level- e•e••200,000 P81, wil1 pr°vlde a L"« S 

* JwherT"1  "rf/r/aTf8"?^ ^ T "u  " 300>000 Pal  la equivalent  to « twnere a^ - (Qg)   r/a )  for 10^ cycles  iifc. r 
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FIGURE 33.  RESIDUAL STRESSES IN AUTOFRETTAGED AISI-Hll STEEL LINERS 
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TABLE XI.  DIMENSIONS AND REQUIRED STRENGTHS OV  RINGS FOR THE 
3.RING CONTAINER WITH AN AUTOFRETTAGED LINER 

Ring     ID,       CD,      Ultimate Tensile    Yield Tensile 
Number    lnches    lnche3    strength) ksl     strength ksl 

I ll'n It0. 300'000 260.000 z 24.0     36.0       210,000 ,„„'..„, 
3      36.0     48.0 

180,000 
1/5,000 150,000 

AM* ™ 

TABLE XII.  REQUIRED INTERFERENCES FOR THE 3-RING DESIGN 

Manufactured 

Interference Ratio,    Assembly Interference Ratio, 
Be tween i 
Rings -2 6,,/r^ 

Number r
n Inside-Out      Outside-In 

2 »nH ? n'nn^0 0-00190 0-00208 2 and 3        0.00031 0.00094        0.00031 
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TABLE  XIII.     KEWUlil)   IMUISS  FORCES  FOR   ASSEMBLY  OF 
THE   lURTNG  CONTAINER 

Assembly  Inside-Out 
Assembly of R!ngs -■  Kequ . red For---r.-- 

I  0T  ! 6,000 
3  onto  1   and  2 ■i<l)7() 

Assembly Outside-In 
AS3embly of Rings Ri?rr^r-F7rco  P.   ton 

2   into  3 
1   into  2  and   3 

1,025 
8,500 

With  use   of'thf cCuu/^rFEElir' ^Tlllll^   ^   ^  ^  ^^ frettage  are nseLAP.     The  residual   hoop strains  after auto- 

(*9)rfcs    - 0.0075 at  the bore, 

(Vres.   ' 0-002'3 at  the OD. 

Thus,   the  change  in diameter  is  predicted   to be 

AD -  0.0075   (12)  = 0.090  In.   at   the ID, 

AD - 0.0023   (2A)  = 0.055  In.   at   the 0D. 

Pointed out!16 ^«"re^^s'ibL'diL^ 'T^ ^ ^'""^ "  ^-ady 
show  that  the  fatigue  stre^thnff disadvantages,   however.     Burns and Parry(36) 

lower  than that  of ^hr nk.ffJed cvl  ndir^f' Cy!tnderS   1S  20  t0 25 ^^ 
expected  for autofrettageVcvlindPr    ^      l      ^ '  leSS  fatißue  life can b« 
is  believed  that  thereaidu^ ItrnL« f"      r c™Pletely shrink-f itted ones.     It 
down to lower values w    .   coL  nuo.     R  1". autofr"taged cylinders  tend  to shake 
For exa.nple,   the change JnrL dual  sran^'   .Thl\Wa"ants   fu"her investigation, 
easily determined  by !se of s  Jain  .1'" '  ^  ""'   feW Cycle8 **> b« 
possibility of a Bauschinpcr effect  ad    T        eXpe'imCnt^   cylinder.     Also,   the 

-o be  investigated beca^sl ^c^ ^IsT^^trlb^e^^rfle^^^tlLre 
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The total operating (maximum) stresses and residual (minimum) stresses 
(autofrettage residual stress ^ shrlnk-fit stresses) arc given In Tables XIV and 
XV. The stresses for Rings 2 and 3 were based on shrink fitting only.
The stresses for Ring 1 Include the computer results for shrlnk-flt plus the 
autofrettage residual stresses.

^ , A fatigue life of 10^ cycles Is expected for the liner and a life of
10**-10' cycles Is expected for the outer two rings for these residual stresses. 
However, reduction of the autofrettage residual stresses during cycling may 
result In a lower fatigue life than 10^ cycles for the liner.

TABLE XIV. MAXIMUM OPERATING STRESSES IN AUTOFRETTAGED 
MULTI-RING container

Radius,

Inches

Radial Stress, 
psl

Hoop Stress, 
psl

Shear Stress,
psl

Maximum Strt-sse.s in Ring No. I

6.0

12.0

-250,000 
- 68,380

31,210

119,460

140,600

93,920

Maximum Stresses In Ring No. 2

12.000

18.000

- 68,375
- 19,231

108,542

59,399

88,458

39,315

-

■

18 000 
24.000

Maximum Stresses in Ring No. 3

19,231

0

68,682

49,451

43,957

24,726

TABLE XV. MINIWIM RESIDUAL STRESSES IN AUTOFRETTAGED 
MULTI-RING CONTAINER

Radius,

Inches

6.0

12.00

Radial Stress, 
psl

Hoop Stress, 
psl

Shear Stress, 
psl

Minimum Stresses In Ring No. 1

0

-18,750

-250,000

36,750

-125,000

27,750

e ■ ■



TABLE XV.     (CONTINUED) 

Radius, Radial Stress,    Hoop Stress, Shear Stress, 
Inches psl            psl psl 

Minimum Stresses in Ring No. _2 

12.000 -18,750        25,835 22,292 
18.000 - 6,365        13,450 9,908 

Minimum Stresses In Ring No. _3 

18.000 - 6,365        22,733 14,549 
2',. 000 0        16,368 8,184 

Fluid-Support Container Design for 450.000 psl 

A rlng-fluld-ring container design with only one ring In the  Inner 
unit was considered.     (See Figure 6).     A fluid-supported liner with a bore 
pressure p    and a support  pressure p.   is assumed.     The pressure cycles  are 
assumed  to be proportionate and to vary from 0 to the maximum values of p 
and  p.   respectively.     It  is  presupposed that If the maximum hoop stress 
at  the bore  Is kept at zero,   then a long fatigue life will be achieved.     Two 
conditions of axial stress are considered:  zero axial  stress,  a    - o;   and a 
-p.   for the  case when the pressure p.   also acts over  the ends  of the liner. 

then  the external pressure  p..   on the  liner must be 
If the hoop stress  at  the bore of the liner Is  to be kept at zero, 

e p1   or 

Po  (K2 + 1)       1       ' -„. 
pl ' ~        „2    ' ^ 2 (21) 

where p    » bore pressure,  and the maximum hoop stress  Is 

2 2 
(a.)        -p    K    * 1 -  2      -£  -0     , e'max      "o K2 _ 1 P! K2 .  1 

for an elastic stress state. The maximum shear stress at the bore Is 
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s    . !ilA. 2^i=£fli t ji (22) max 2 2 2 *    ' 

For p    - 450,000 pal,  S       - 225,000 psl      Therefore,  a high-strength material 
capable of withstanding flu« high shear stress  Is required.     If It Is assumed 
that a hydrostatic pressure p    does  not Increase the yield strength*,   then a 
material like H-U  for example will  yield at pressures below p    - 450,000 psl. 
Therjfore,   It Is necessary that an elastic-plastic analysis be0conducted.    It 
is expected  that the  liner will be autofrettaged  (shake down  to -ilastlc stress 
cycling)  after Initial plastic yielding on the  first application of pressure. 

It  Is desired that  the  fluid support preswure be p1   - 250,000 psl. 
Equation (21)  shows  that a wall ratio of K - 3 Is then required  for ffg - o if 
the stress state was entirely elastic.    An alternative Is chosen.    A wall ratio 
K "2 Is tried corresponding approximately to the proposed deelgn with a 6-inch 
ID and a 11.75-lnch OD liner.     This means that  the liner will have a shorter 
fatigue life  (becauae  of higher stresses for smaller K),  but  a fluid-supported 
liner can easily be replaced when It falls.    However, whenever possible in 
design,  It la recommended that p^^ and K be chosen to satisfy Equation  (21). 

The elastic-plastic autofrettage analysis was performed using the 
computer code FEELAP,   previously described.    Two problems were  solved; 

Problena I p    - 0 to 450,000 pal, 

p.  ■ 0 Co 250,000 psl, 

az-0, 

K    - 2.0, 

Problem II p    - 0 to 450,000 psl, 

p,  - 0 to 250,000 psl, 

\ m -pl' 
K   - 2.0. 

The pressure cycle Is  Illustrated In Figure 34.    The strain-hardening properties 
of H-ll, Reference (50) were used.     (Any effect of hydrostatic pressure on the stresc 
strain curve was neglected). 

The  Important results of the analysis are given In Table XVI.     It is 
evident that  fluid end pressure, cr    - -p,   for Problem II,  Is beneficial.  I.e., 
for s    ■ 0 the percent overstrain Is 96 percent, whereas for a    - -p.,  the percent 
overstrain la 82 percent.    The corresponding resldusl strains ire 0.04068 and 
0.00623 respectively at the bore.    These amount to a growth In a 6-lnch ID of 

* It Is known that a hydrostatic pressure does  Increase the ductility.    References 
(43),   (44),  and (45) of Reference  (14). 
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AD - 0.04068(6) 

AD - 0.00823(6) 

The diameter changes at  the CD are 

0.2''(08 inch,  and 

0.04938  Inch,   respectively. 

AD - 0.00354(12)  - 0.04248  Inch,   and 

AD • 0.00186(12)  » 0.02196 Inch,   respectively. 

From these results,  It  Is evident   that  the all-around hydrostatic  condition 
(P,   - 250,000 pal) of Problem II   Is  to be  preferred.     For  th«  first case  I, 
any slight reduction in material   strength could result   in gross  plastic 
deformation beyond the 96 percent  predicted, whereas  for II a margin of safety 
above 82 percent  Is available. 

TABLE XVI,     RESULTS OF COMPUTER CALCULATION FOR FIRST PRESSURE 
CYCLE OF FLUID-SUPPORTED LINERS(a) 

Condition 

First yfeld preasure, (p ) , psl, 

(P°)^ P»l 

Maximum hoop strain fg, In/In, at ID, 
at OD 

Residual hoop strain Cg, ln/ln, at ID, 
at 0D 

Overstrain, percent 

Maximum hoop stress a., psl, at ID, 
at OD 

Residual hoop stress Og,  psl,  at ID, 
at OD 

Problem I 
(zero axial 

stress,  a    » o) 

231,862 
128,800 

0.04813 
0.00215 

0.04068 
0.00354 

96 

-125,000 
-    5,000 

-205,000 
120,000 

Problem II 
(axial stress. 

250,989 
139,400 

0.01721 
0.00286 

0,00823 
0.00186 

82 

-120,000 
- 60,000 

-200,000 
55,000 

(a)    po - 0 to 450,000 psl,  p1  - 0 to 250,000 psl,  K - 2.0. 
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It  Is  difficult to predict  the  fatigue life of the  fluid-supported 
autofrettaged liner.     It  Is well to be  reminded here   that autofrettaged cylinders 
are weaker  in fatigue  than are shrlnk-fltted cylinders,  but the  fluid-supported 
autofrettaged liner will be easier to remove and replace than a liner of a 
shrlnk-fltted container.    Thomas, Turner,  and Wall^-"1'  report that pressures, 
p,  up to 290,000 psl have been applied many times to a monoblock autofrettaged 
cylinder of 285,000 psl ultimate tensile strength.    Assuming that  the effective 
cyclic pressure  in the  present case  (II)  Is  450,000-250,000 • 200,000 psl.   It 
may be expected  that appreciable fatigue life can be achieved.    However, experi- 
ments are needed  to determine  the fatigue strerpths  of liners under these 
conditions. 

Analysis of Additional Loading Effects In Liner 

Pressure Discontinuity on Bore 

If a seal  Is  located at the end of the stem,   the container bore will 
have a discontinuous  pressure applied  to It.     A portion of the bore  length will 
see  the  full  fluid pressure, while the remaining length will be unpressurlzed. 
The stem seal will mark the point of pressure discontinuity,  and during the 
extrusion stroke  this point will move down the length of the container bore. 
It was felt  that axial  tensile stresses could be present in the liner in the 
region of the seal*    Such stresses are not  accounted  for by the Lame1  equations 
used  for container design.    Therefore,   these additional stresses have been 
calculated so that their effect on the fatigue  life of the container liner could 
be  considered. 

The configuration studied Is  shown In Figure 35.    This  represents a 
long cylinder of wall  ratio 2.0.    Thus,  container end effects were not Included. 
The  results,  however,   indicate that such effects will be significant only when 
the pressure discontinuity (or stem seal)  Is  less than about one bore diameter 
from the end of the  container.    The bore pressure is  shown in Figure  35 to 
decline rapidly over a small distance  (0.05)   to zero.     This  is believed to 
closely approximate  the pressure distribution at a stem seal. 

The stress distributions,  calculated with Battelle's  computer program 
for axisymmetrlc bodies,  are shown In Figure  36.    Axial stresses,  o   ,   are present 
near the point of the pressure drop,  and on the bore surface these approach 0.5 
times the fluid pressure at the pressure discontinuity.    The significance of 
these stresses on fatigue life was evaluated by considering the maximum shear 
stresses in this  region.    These shear stresses are relatively moderate and the 
analysis  indicates  that these .local stresses  In the seal region should not Unit 
the fatigue life of a liner,  since they are less severe than those predicted by 
the nominal container stress calculations. 

* A liner without axial fluid end-pressure Is assumed here. 
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<ra (or ID) 

Sdess. p»i 

CompfM»»«  itre" 

2 0 

os "0 
£»01 Dntanot.z inena« 

\  T«r«il« 

FIGURE 36.  CALCULATED STRESSES FOR A LINER WITH A DISCONTINUOUS 

PRESSURE APPLIED TO THE BORE 

FIGURE 37 .  HOOP AND AXIAL STRESSE:. IN A LINER WITH DISC'WTINUOUS 
PRESSURE APPLlkD TO THE OUTSIDE SURFACE 
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PreBKuro DisccTtlnulty on OP uf Liner 

During the assembly of a multi-ring container (as one rinß is pressed 
onto another), axial stresses will appear in an Inner ring, where the end of an 
outer ring bears on its outer surface. 

Such stresses may result in a tensile failure of a brittle lin"  during 
assembly.  Also ii the design of side-bore containers, a set of outer b . .nk rines 
may be separated in the axial direction.  If the rings, are not closely spaced, 
«xially critical local stresses could appear where the ends of the outer rings 
bear on the liner.  There is also the question of how close the rings must be 
spaced to maintain the compresslve hoop stresses at the liner bore. 

The configuration considered Is that shown In Figure 35, but with the 
constant pressure of 1.0 pat* acting on its outer surface.  The band of pressure 
represents the shrink-fit pressure of an outer ring. 

The calculated stresses are shown in Figure 37 with the axial stress 
5 ',pfr°'chln8 • valuc of about 0-5 tiraes the applied pressure. Thus, the liner 

material In this case must be capable of withstanding a tensile stress a = 0. 5 p 
This may limit the press fit assembly of liner materials such as tungsten carbide 
tf the required shrlnk-flt pressure p, is too large. 

Consideration of the shear strtsses showed that the maximum values were 
not at the point of the pressure discontinuity but at the bore of the pressurized 
^ , I*-?    cylinder. This maximum shear stress is the same as In a uniform 
•nrink fit of two rings of equal length. 

Stresaea in Region of Notch (Seal) In Liner 

If the stem seal is set Into the liner, a notch must be cut in the liner 
tZlti Jhejuestion arises whether a large stress concentration will occur at this 
notch which will reduce the liner fatigue life. 

To answer this question, stresses were calculated for the notch config- 
uration shown In Figures 38 and 39.  This geometry was suggested by a design used 
by ASEA in Sweden; where possible, sharp corners in the notch were rounded to 
reduce stress concentration. A liner of wall ratio 2.0 was assumed and the effect 
ILT.    I  rJnf« "«' not ""^"ed in the analysis.  The loading was a hydrostatic 
pressure of 1.0 psi which was taken to act on the container bore and on the surface 
oi tne notch. 

The contours of maximum shear stress are shown In Figure 40 and it can be 
üf*TJ   I  ,  aaxi,mB!  stress l8 not at th* ""eh, but within the pressurized portion 
alniJ,  CO?ta,ln"' and """ponds to the stress predicted by the nominal container 
«d « ?M  . "^   tS  Jndicates that a "«eh of the deal  ahown ln F1     38 and 39 will not reduce the liner fatigue life. 

* The pressure is normalized to 1.0 psi.  Stressäs at  a™ „.-Ko 
proportional to the pressure. "resaes at any other pressure are 
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0.1 inch 

Drawing scale 

FIGURE 38,  LOADING AND GEOMETRY OF THE NOTCHED LINER 

001 inch 

Drawing  Scale 

FIGURE 39.  DETAIL OF ASSUMED NOTCH GEOMETRY 
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AnalysiH  of CHIicr ConCatner DfKi^nti 

Sectored  Container with  no Llnur 

nf.rw f
In Rcf"'nc': (U>> ^ was show" »hat a ring-segment container, „ 

nlenor to a multi-ring containnr. This comparison was based upon the fa 
trength of the   liner. 

waa 
tlgue 

Wilson anrf ^  y'  I" " ^ *'   lbQ "^ Pressure Engineering Conference(52>> 
™? <    t™ SlH,W  that  a se"ored vessel  is  superior  to the multi-ring 
container    tf  the sectored vessel  has no liner,  or if It  has  a  liner of zero 
™ rS  It      Can wlthscand  lar^  st"in-    Their evaluation  Is  based upon 
comparing    he strength of  the  liner.  Component  1  in the multl-rlng container. 
(rut eTh 0f the  firSt backl'p rln8- Component 2 of the sectored conUlner (They  ignore  the  strength  of the  liner.) contamer. 

K«f„        ■.ulf a  llner 1S USCd  t0 8eal   ,he  Pressure at  the bore  from enterln« 
f!ll  flr-t6 "8men

<
ts'.the analy3ls   i" Reference  (14)  shows  that  the liner will 

If    t  ,,  «I.      ri'  1S necessary  to 'onslder a high strength liner.    However. 
emp Led      h^        f  ^ ^V "**"* 0f  Sealln8 between the  *****<* " employed,   the use  of a sectored vessel   then raav bo worth conalderln?     Thla 

Zucltll l1lneToCf0n8ldlMd ?" the i011^^'-'  I' f ".^ihafattor. replace  the  liner of a raultl-rlng container as shown  in Figure 41.    Therefore 

but with a bore  pressure on Component  2   (the first ring)  of 

Pl   " Po/kl 

uprP r*i.  ?n.R^ferf,nCe  (u2)'   the maxlmum burst and maximum autofrettage pressures 
were calculated.     Here,  however,   the  fatigue  pressures of shrlnk-fltted containers 
are  calculated.     Using Equation  (40)   of Reference   (14)  for the  shear fatigue 

ÄoalV ^^V-"^ Wlth a11  rln8S  0t ** "** -terla la8" iiOC.OOO pal),   the  following ratio is  obtained: u ~ 

Ps      N-l   (-^7r)   (K2y(N-l)_k 2/(N-lT) i^ (23) 

till Pm I3  thu maxl,nura P"ssure   for  the multl-rlng container,   p    Is  the maximum 
rill 7        I ^ t*'10"* contalner.  N is   the  total  number of exponents ^ each 
waU  ratl; of ^h    ' TV"]1 ^^ rati0 0f eaCh ^tUner,  andV   Is  the "ner 
coi alner raulti-in8 container and  the segment wall  ratio o\ the sectored 
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b)  Sectored  Contoiner 

FIGURE 41. MULTI-RING AND SECTORED CONTAINER DESIGN CONCEPTS ANALYZED 
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The following calculations are made-  for the optimum geometry K - k N: 

p 
N - 2,  K - 3.0,  k.   - 1.732, -S . 1.15 

1 P. s 

N - 2,  K - 5.0,  k.   - 2.236, -2 - 0,895 
1 p

8 

N - 3,  K - 4.0,  k.   . 1.590, -2 - 0.945 
1 P8 

N - 3,  K - 5.0,  k.  - 1.710, ^S- 0.878. 
'1 p

S 

larger walfr!;.«  fS  fMUnd  that   f0r l"** OVeral1 Wal1  r*tios- »nd coneequently larger wall ratios  for the sectors,  that the pressure capability of the sectored 

h^sTuneTof zero US* ^-^"^ ** ««tored cLtaU^ Z.ll liZrot 
container y.J        "f"""8   <*•*"  a rubb" ""«).     However,  the multi-ring 
container  Is yet superior for  the case when the liner  (or sector) wall ratio    k 

N - 2.     Furthermore,  for a multl-rlng container with a high strength liner    the 
fatigue  pressure capability pm will be even greater. """>«"> "ner.  the 

no nn.,    "/?* b?Uevcd ^  the 8Mlln8 problems for a sectored vessel with 
preLnt «adj. 8    lty dld "" Warr'nt further "«""««!•" In the 
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Stum AnalywlH 

Since the item In hydrostatic i-xtrusion press must withstand high 
conpretiive «Cresset, a material with a  compresslve strength at  least equal to 
the extrusion fluid pressure  is  required  tor this application.    For 250,000 
ptl  fluid pressure this requirement  can be met by various  tool  steels;  however, 
for 450,000 psl pressure one must  consider  tungsten carbide or a  similar mate- 
rial.    However,   the design of a  stem  for  hydrostatic extrusion cannot be based 
solely on the  compressive strength of  the .naterial.    In this  study,  several 
other potentially critical factors  have  been evaluated to determine possible 
limitation« on stem load-bearing capacity.  Foremost among these  Is  buckling. 
In hydrostatic extrusion there  Is  no  limitation on billet  length since there 
1» «««entlally no blllet/contslner friction,  the billet  is uniformly supported 
by the  fluid,  and  buckling of the  billet cannot occur.    The maximum billet  length 
1« thus determined primarily by the  length-to-dlameter ratio  (i/d)  of the stem 
•t which buckling of the stem occurs.     This critical  length-to-dlameter ratio is 
quite dependant on the compressive stress-strain behavior of the stem material. 
Thl« Include« not only the nominal value of Young's modulus of the material but 
alao the  t«ng«nt modulus at high compressive stresses.    Other factors considered 
in thl« «tudy have been the sensitivity of the stem stresses and buckling loads 
to pre«« mlaaUgtncnt. and the required rigidity of lateral support for the «tern 
If auch «upport 1« needed to Increase the «tem-buckllng resistance. 

In addition to the above factors which have rather general application 
to hydrostatic extrusion stem«,  several additional questions  have  been considered 
which relate more «peclfically to the press design evolved during this study. 
Th««e factora  include the possible stress  concentration at  the notch at the end 
of  the «tern, axial «urfaces stress produced by a pressure discontinuity on the 
lateral surface of the stem, end  limitation on concentric stem designs. 

Stem Buckling 

As the «tern i.ength-to-dtameter  ratio increases,  the  possibility of 
column-type buckling becomes greater.    The elastic bucklina load of compression 
■ember« a« given by the classical Euler buckling formula(53)   is 

2 
p      >      n El 
« ie2 

"h«r« Pcr -    buckling load 

E - Young's modulus 

I -    moment of inertia of cross section 

le -    effective length. 
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.-h i^The 8tem-buckli"8   load«  predicted  by   this   relation are  shown  by 
the 801Id curve. In Figure 42     „ a  function of the  length-to-diameter ratio 

(i ;      unllT   ^ ^ uppe' en,i o£ the 8teB, *' Prevented fro» r°""ng 
fl«^'  aJt      1:      l  c

e  ^ ^  LW0 Un,lti"8 "d condition»  (hinged and 
fixed)  are considered for which the effective  length, are 0.7/ and 0.5/. re- 
spectively.    A value of 30 x 106 pai  for Young', »odulua  is a..un»d for .teal. 

la  inrti.,^ pr(>P°8ed "-inch-diameter stem design for 250.000 p.i fluid pressure 
9      Se  6 0 Ch if""/        lt  '/ ab0Ut  108 incheB  lon8 -nd h" an ^d r"io of y.     The  6.0-inch-dia.neter stem design will be discussed  in greater detail  in a 
following section,  and  is  not  indicated on Figure 42.    Experience at Battelle 

L "ch "'is" t0  ^Tr1 ^g ^  the 8tem 8ea1'   the "e" Pre-'ure L* 1: aa much as  15 percent higher  than the fluid pressure.    The design .tern pre..ure. 

«th-r%hWt> ^^Un
th^ref0re•  haVe been taken 88 300'000 P«1 "' 500.000 pel. 

<nhA    ^      I50'000 P,i and 450'000 P8i-    F1«ure 42  indicate, that  the  12.0- 
.e-.i     ^fr      ^n0t,^Ceed  the theore"c«l Mastic Euler buckling load for 
i^h    T    h E " 30uX 10    P8i-    The de8l8n Pre"ure ot ^O.OOO p.i for the "o- 
inch stem mean,  that a material such a. tungsten carbide with a very high co- 
pre..lve .trength must be used  for this application. 

At high stres.  levels,  stress-strain curves  comnonly become nonllnaar 
Consequently,  the effective elastic -nodulu. which govern. buckU^^vlo^ 
crea.ee      The so-called tangent-modulus  theoryOS)   account, for thl. effect  bv 
u.lng the Euler buckling formula with Young's modulus rep aced bj tSe co^re«lve 
tr«. a^i111' " th\">W1"' ««" level.    On the'llne.r porSon^f t^ 

"IS J. ^„«r'M ^ tWO nod"U a" e<'u*1 '"d.  "u..  the predicted buckling 
load la unchanged.    However,  at higher stress  level.,  the modified value of the 
buckling load can be much lower.    The dashed curve.  In Figure 42 errtte buckSng 
strfn^'f ^nnT V""—"«i» *"' ^ a  steel with an ultimate c«pr«.lv^ 
c««e. raoidS'0    t^'V The CUrV!8 ^^ ^ the bucklin« ".l.t^I de- 
rltio*        P     y " the 8tre8«-«r.ln curve become, nonlinear for the .mall //d 

Compresslve .tress-strain data are  limited  for the very hlgh-strenath 
materials that are required for the high stem pressures,  and III t.ngen    Äl 
,L^. ^-"i?'1"18 "" n0t  knOWI, Wlth any "«alnty.    However,  for hlgh-.^ength 

^the.r" a"^d-    FOr hl8her 8tre88 level8 a  tan8ent modulu«' ""eh varl^ linearly 
Un» ^re" and de"e"ed to «ro at the ultimate strength „as assumed.    The b^k- 
ling pres.ure. from the tangent-modulus  theory and this stress-strain curve are 
re^rted" l^ll 'I    ^J"*1^ '™"™* ^ cylindrical comp^ea^on Zbe" .. 
rnlTtlf ^S11'*^ Ludlum are also Indicated  in Figure 42.    Although the end 
T0Till0nl    <l^V* te8t8 W,!re n0t rePorted.   ^e buckling pressure. Ippear to be 
o^i^H W^      t6 1

t"8ent-,»odulu'« curves.    These result. Indicate that the 250,000 
p.i  stem de.lgn .hould not  buckle, assuming a steel .uch as HTB-S at Rc 60 1.  us^d 

Allegheny tudlum Steel Corporation designation. 
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FIGURE 42.  STEM BUCKLIN(.; PRESSURES BASED ON EULER 

AND TANGENT-MODULUS THEORIES 
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Snail eccentricities in the axial load or auperlmpoaed lateral loads 
could possibly lead to premature buckling.  In hydrostatic extrusion, the load 
is applied as a uniform pressure to the end of the stem and, chua, there appears 
to be little chance of the axial load being applied off-center.  However, du« 
to press or stem misalignment, lateral loads could result from contact of the 
stem with the container bore. This problem is analyied in a following aectlon 
to determine the magnitude of the problem and to determine the alignment toler- 
ances which will have to be built into the production extrusion press. 

Lateral Support of Stems 

By providing lateral support at the midpoint of the stem length, th« 
theoretical buckling load can be increased from 

Pcr  " 
4 n2 El 

8.18 n2 El 
cr " il 

to 

asbuming that both ends of the stem are fixed. The lateral support serves to 
decrease the effective length of the stem. To achieve thla Increase In buck- 
ling load, however, the support must have sufficient stiffness. The critical 
aupport stiffness, <»„,  In this csse Is 

«cl. - 208 "    (lb per  Inch)   . 

No benefit Is gained with s grester stiffness, while a  less stiff support will 
not be ss effective.     This crltlcsl support stiffness can be compared with 
stiffness of the stem to lateral deflections due  to a  losd spoiled st  Its mid- 
point, which Is 

a    - 192 11    (lb per Inch)     . 

Thus,  the support  should have about the same stiffness as the stem. 

Besides being sufficiently stiff,  any  lateral support must be able to 
retract so the stem can  fully enter the container.    The cupports must  slso be 
maintained in precise alignment with the stem and the container bore. 

Lateral support will not be required for the 12.0-lnch-dlameter stem 
since its  length-to-dlameter ratio should not be  critical.    However,   for the 
6.0-inch-diameter stem in the concentric stem arrangement,  buckling is  predicted 
If no lateral support Is present. With this arrangement the lateral support Is 
provided by an outer concentric stem which clearly Is consldersbly more stl££ 
(becsuse of Its  larger diameter)  than the  Inner stem which It supports. 
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Analyglg   of  Composite   Stenm 

it.  fr-ctur«^  "«O
1
lB

f
C0"8trutted  °t *  high-atrength  but   brittle material, 

.tiff     ti,l    t ^  f e   CK*l0Si™   in  "-t"«-     The   surroundin«   of  a   h.rd, 
• tiff,   hlgh-.trength Inner core with a more ductile   lowor-strengt* »Uovo could 

h.     teHo!  "h rl^le  f,'UUrt  0f  U,e  C"U-    An8^18'   "-ever.'lndl Itcs     ha the  ate»  losd-bearlng  capacity would  be  largely  limited  by  the  strength  of  the 

L mxritmL"0 ^^ the additlünal  Strl'n8t,l üf the C°re -terLTluld Ü« 

.tr.ln  lnUWh ri01/?'^"*'..8   comPüsiu'  stw «iH   Jefo™  ao  that   the  axial 
Sm^e unLLl     W ^   ^e  fa,ne-     T,,U8■   tfle 8tre8Ses  ln the  two materials »111  be uneqwl, but proportional   to thalr elastic moduli.     Ideally,  the mate- 

that   both put.ri.1. would  reach  their  .allure  stress  at   the  same axial  »train. 

.•■-. „* ^e "'C>Unt of/«ductlon i" »ten, load-bearing capacity versus a  solid 
^Hv* di-L^8 mLter al !'  'hOVD ln FigUre " a8 a   unction of the core and 
iZZttonTtlrS      ^t?tlC n,0dUli  r',ti0-     The8e  CUrve8 "e  for ^e  ideal rtTlt ?r !        ^ •»^ll-to-.trength ratios being the same for both materials. i?*t    ^•"••^ 'hat budding dot8 not occur     The corre   ondi     reduction "' 

ÜSJ JL^! -^ l0'd i8  ln?lCated in Fi8Ure 44-    The «duc"°" i" the budtllng load is quite severe,  since the bending stiffness, El, of the stem is 

Ttll^tf    " t0 th! 0Uter ,B-teri-1-    figure, 45 and 46 P«se« the reLtive 

Autn    STlAuZT      *    *? 'nt ! '0lld Ste,,, IMde o£ the weak« ^"ve material. 
SlltC ™IH L !,UBe the ■,,0duU •nd 8tren«th 8re Proportional.    One pos.i- 
Ülrt thriLSr^tlo"0?! T0:^1^ "" and a  hi«h-"rength steel sleeve",  for 
3 MO 5So^ f«r JÜ ^ '  3-0-    A8'Uniing an ul"~te compressive strength 
.LJw'^,rL.t 216 A?" Tv^'  the cor«8P°ndin8 "rength of the ^eel 
OK    ~lJtl.:T    *],'        P8^    Takin8 "  ^«-to-sleeve.  outer radii ratio of 

o'tlnwlAa iF^lt0™   (F.l8ure 45) at an avera8e 8tem P"S8"« Ot 465,000 pji  (i.e.,  2.15 x 216.000 psi).     This would  be  accompanied  bv an  in- 
«M.e  in the buckling lo.d by ,  factor of 1.65  (Figure 46).     In this case    both 

^teriA'^JlLtJl^ comPre8sive f"11"« will occur first in the core 
■aterlal. and thus the added strength of the sleeve will not be utilized. 

durin. .xtrull^ d'£^rtion 0f ^ "datively ductile  sleeve material could occur 
exla^at  t^ iLlÜr l",exp08ed t0 the fluid Pre.aure.    A critical  situation will 
cSwnuitl«      AL^      ««.s  concentrations arise from geometric and loading dis- 
contlnuittea.    Another critical situation would result  if the fluid pressure were 

£PL~£aV%£Tc£^i^WMn the 8leeVe and COre -terisls/aVd «paratr 
llJTif til'. ^ ?    considerations seem to exclude  the use of a ductile outer 

«üd is  uL^o ^Jle    "HL1"0 ^ "i11 0f,thC contain-.  »i-e contact with the 
contact wlTäf fluid I?        ' ^J*"1  iS P08ltioned " the end of the stem. 
^Tiwi   W shorJ „f ^"Ure  fDUld b! aVOlded Wlth a  de8l8n th't terminated en« sleeve Juat abort of the seal, as shown in Figure 47. 
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FIGURE 43.  REDUCTION IN LOAD CAPACin OF COMPOSITE STEM 
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FIGURE 44.     REDUCTION IN BÜCKLING  LOAD OF COMPOSITE STEM 
VERSUS  SOLID STEM OF CORE MATERIAL 
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Notir 

a  Maximum  looa  bawd on comptotivt 
foilurt   of matoriolt 

b. For modulut-la-eompmaiM tfronglh 
roliot  tom« for toch mottriol 

FIGURE 45.     INCREASE IN LOAD CAPACITY OF COMPOSITE STEM 
VERSUS  SOLID STEM OF SLEEVE MATERIAL 

Ratio  of Radii,   r /r 

E, = Young'« moduhn   of   «IMW 

Ef> Young'« modukii   of   cor« 

FIGURE 46.     INCREASE IN BUCKLING LOAD OF COMPOSITE STEM 
VERSUS  SOLID STEM OF SLEEVE MATERIAL 
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Seal position 

JfJjnAr 

12   diamcttr 

iiiilllUiuiir- 

Brittle core material 

' Tough, ductile sleeve 

FIGURE 47.  COMPOSITE DESIGN FOR THE 12-XNCH-DIAMETER STEM 

nr^.1»"!""" ■•""" •"- >...-.""«« r^ss ;L':n.-d 

Localized Streeae« at Seal Locate«» 

One poaslble seal arrangement has th« seal set Into . r«*— A    -U 

(I.e.. 1.5 times Che stem pressure).  Below th« »urf-L Ü! 5 l,0,,ln"1 »•!«» 

^orLt.srr:^ 

msxlmum .^.^.r^Tiors^lll^tS «'c.^L^^ ^^ ^ '** 
Thus there 18 „„ increa.c ln the' Lxl^m ^hear Sre.^"^ St' rtL"""1'" 
of the stem whlc., aIso e.ua.s one-h.U  the ste. Pre^urr^vailaU^nT^r" 



hvrfro^MT"'! in the 8eal region fro,n thelr nomlaal valu" i» 1-rg.ly hydrostatic in character »nd,  consequently,   little  increase  in sheer stres 
occurs. 

The results shown  in Figure 4H are valid when the pressure dis- 
continuity Is a distance of one stem diameter or more  from the end.     End effects 

J'e      JeTa«Vf ^ i^™"™^ ls «<>*** "> ^ end.    However,   in this 
.Urfacr:Lpr:.SinP!Ul    """* ^ ^  ^ * ^ "^ lnC""e  ln the "ial 

fin^r Jt* ^* **'1 iS  l0Cated at  the end of  the ste,n rather than in the con- 
Jo ecco^Ll!^' concentration, may ,pPe.r due  to the notch in the  stem needed 
to eccofl-odate the seal.    These stresses are considered in a  following section. 

Stem Misalignment 

If the stem and container bore are not  In orpcln» «viol  .i<nnn *       ^j 

iTndV:^ iBPTd r the end 0f the Stem-    ^«eP."de8to d 8L      es        du    ng 
«St^to ill.??    " ^V": ,My al80 deCrea8e  lt8  bucklln8 resistance.    ?hesensi. 
figure 5      ä.8rn h    «  "? eV8lUated by con8ld"1"8 'he idealized  case  sS^n 

«ill  l«d    P      rll'f T f' «
p"sented " »  cantilever beam supporting an 

t«t J^ . u    f ** end 0f the beam ia d«"«"«d "n smount. 64  through con- 
ttl. Jl* •/■00t? rl8id W•11  (e-8-'   the "Gainer bore).    It Is assumed that 
A ÄiCt^^.ln ' 8ide l0-d' Q' at the end °f the ""». »« no ".train. 

hev. b..B
PdLI™<Ilbr!KC0,,dJti0^'  the re8ultln8 bending »tresses in the beam 

• ccouS fJr ^Ject^h1  T^T »yPe 0f -n-13"'^-(53)    Such an analysis 
yield. r.l!^!n      I*  t    f        ! •Xl"1 l0ad' P'  on the ben<lln8 ot ^e  beam,  and 
7i!3 V      . ?"' *hJCh 8lve the bendln8 8tre88 in th« ^am for a given «iial 
loed, P. «d leter.l deflection.  6.    These relations have been programed for 
•valuation on Battalia', CDC 6400 digital computer.     Numeri"" resu"^« 
ganaratad for th. .olid 12.0-lnch-dlameter stem of this desijn study    and are 

o£% So51.T 50/f 
Th"e JndiC'te' £0r eXampU' that' 8t " extrus on pr sLre 

strlli'^XLX non * f1"1^ lar8e ^"lignment of 0.25 inch, the bending 
tltln nnn    T      i    ? P31-    A •tre88 of 12'000 P8i l8  relatively small compared 
Sduc« JSa'a'L'lL^ K8 ^ d0e8 ^ 8ee^, that the ^'^^t 'igniflcanTi; raauces the stem load-bearing capacity in this case. 

accountedTfor"fÜe,h 0f ' decr!a8ln8 tan8ent n'odulu8 «t higher stresses is not 
^hlft thf ™L J irr^ 0f Fl8Ure 50- A ^"easing tangent modulus would am« the point at which the curves of Figure 50 begin their raoid rl». t-n I 
iTlllln" ^i-    The bendln8 8t"88«8 d"e  to axfal mUaUg^Jt ajain will 
ba «ignlflcant only if the stem is loaded nearly to its buckllnTload  (1 e      80 
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Saal  Position 

Axial Distance from Pressure  Discontinuity, z/2o 

Note 
(a) 
(b) 

Solid curve corresponds to sharp pressure discontinuity on surface. 
Dashed curve corresponds to gradual pressure drop over distance of 
about 0.1 along the surface 
a » stem radius 
z - distance along stem axis 
p m  fluid pressure 
oz - surface axial stress. 

FIGURE 48. AXIAL STRESS RISE ON STEM SURFACE DUE TO PRESSURE 
DROP AT SEAL POSITION 
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r^gHuf

FIGURE A9. ASSUMED CONDITIONS OF STEM AND CONTAINER MISALIGNMENT

FIGURE 50. BENDING STRESS IN 12-INCH STEM DUE TO MISALIGNMENT 
AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL STEM STRESS
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Analysia of NoCch at End of S^n. 

To investigate this question, the dastic stress state at the end ofTno^L. 
ste. „as analyzed. The configuration considered is ^n ^ F?gU°e 51 

FIGURE 51.  ASSUMED LOADING ANP CALCULATED MAXIMUM-SHEAR- 
STRESS CONTOURS FOR ANALYSIS OF A STEM SEAL 

«ta «.toh t, „due. .K."lr..  ^«r. L~ .J".
1",)t^'1L

1;S " "" "V " 
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The  calculated contours of tn.ixlimim sheer stress ste shown  in Figure  51. 
The nominal value  la 0.50 tines the axial  compreaslve stress and  at notch the maximum 
shear Is lesa than thla.    The greatest value of ahear stress occurs away from 
th« notch and In the Interior  of the stem,  and  la about 0.57 times  the  fluid 
presaure.    The results of the stress  calculations thus indicate that the notch 
does not produce a  significant stress concentration. 

Design of Concentric Stems 

The stem arrangement evolved in this design study for extrusion at 
450,000 pal uses a  12.0-lnch-diaiiieter hollow outer  stem to pressurize the 
230,000 psl  fluid,  snd a 6.0-lnch-dlameter  Inner stem to pressurize the 450,000 
psi fluid. Also,  It  has been proposed to use  concentric stems,  for extrusion at 
250,000 psl.    Here,  the inner stem will apply a  positive load to the end of the 
billet and aid in the handling of the billet during loading.    This section dis- 
cusses this concept  from the stress analysis viewpoint and presents  some analysis 
which apply to thla dealgn.    The following discussion will concentrate primarily 
on the 450,000 psi design. 

te<iuir«d Lenath of  T^nar  <!frr 

Since the  inner stem is only 6.0 inches in diameter and is required to 
support 450,000 psl of fluid pressure,  it  is  important to determine its  length 
for buckling considerations.    The concentric stem arrangement is shown con- 
ceptually in Figures 52 tad 53.    The outer hollow stem is quite short so that 
th« highly stressed inner stem can be as short ss possible.    The required lengths 
of the sterna hare been determined, and these lengths are based primarily on the 
estimated travel of the outer stem in compressing the supporting fluid to 250,000 
pal, and that of the inner stem needed to compress the 450,000 psi fluid and dis- 
place the billet. 

A total length of about 96 Inches  is needed for the  inner stem.    Of this, 
60 Inches must be of 6-inch diameter, while the remaining 36 Inches  can be of 
larger diameter (10 inchea to 12 Inches).    Figurea  52 and S3 indicate the con- 
figuration considered.    The outer stem must travel  12 to 15 inches  to compress 
the fluid, depending on whether fluid-to-air or fluid-to-fluld techniques are 
employed.   These lengths plus an allowance for seals and a tapered section or 
the outer ran determined that the outer stem must have a uniform bore 25 inches 
long, as shown in Figure 52.    The determination of the lengta if the 6.0-inch 
Inner stem it based on the configuration of Figure 53.    The ler.gth of 60.0 inches 
Is accounted for as  follows: 
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hzzzzzzZ^^. 
W7777% 

FIGURE 52.     CONCENTRIC STEM CONFIGURATION SHOWN WITH OUTER STEM FULLY EXTENDED 
AND INNER STEM F"LLY RETRACTED 

S^SSS^^SE^ 
- Corbidt inntr «lam 6 inch diomtltr 

gssss^ssssst 9 

//SS// 

J v//// 

FIGURE 53.  CONCENTRIC STEM CONFIGURATION, SHOWN WITH INNER STEM 
IN FULLY EXTENDED POSITION 
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(•)    Distance that the 6.0 Inch stem must enter 
the 6,0 Inch container to extrude the 
billet and to eject the die and butt 

(b) Length of 6.0 Inch stem that  la  needed to 
pass through bove of outer stem 

(c) Allowance for swparatlon of end of outer 
stem and end of 6.0-lnch container 

Total  length 

32.0 Inches 

25.0 Inches 

3.0 Inches 

60.0 inches 

In •«•ditlon,  the larger-diameter portion of the ram must extend back about 

£ 5rireh;.o.reach the pre"head-in -^thi8 •—" £* titTni* 

»h. .-i.i^J?*^^ the diaBeter of 'he Inner stem from 6 inches to 12 inches 
the axial compre.sive stress can be reduced from 450,000 psi to only 112 omll'i 
This means that steel could be used for this U-inchldiameter Lnjth P 

Buckling of inner St«n 

be required.    In addition to its high compressive strength.lungsten carblle h« 

Ät^! IIZ™Ü TtTl "HM inCrea8e8 bUCklln« »-S"-    Tf s'tiL8 e .^ni^?    i     ^ .  t 6-0-lnch-<>l-ineter stem,  the Euler buckling formula for 
- cylindrical column with one end fixed and one end hinged can be applied: 

Jsr(    l500'?00 P8i'   d ' 6-0  lncheS'  and E  " 80 x 106 psi   (l.e.     tunesten 
carblSe). the critical length is 85.3 inches.    Although the total Wt^of the 
tZL'T Vf*0 inCh!8'   the effective  ^ngth  for buckling  consiSio« 
will WeZ th    H- J?6 ^^ Part 0f the len8th i8 °f 12-in^ diameter will Increase the buckling resistance.    In addition, the outer stem can orovldp 
lateral support to the inner stem to further increa« its buckli™ resistanc" 
The maximum unsupported  length (Figure 52) is  35.0 + 36.0 - 71.0 ^ches    a*d 
•ince about half of this is of 12.0-inch diameter,  the effective length based 
wltS L ^CMdiim?ter VT 8h0

o
Uld be '^nlficantly less  than n.O inches    Ihus 

lllu^t f i   ^    len8
1
th belng 85-3 tnch'  the lnner "«» 8h°"" have sumcient buckling resistance.    A more precise but more lengthy buckline analvJ. ^ . 

for the variable diameter could be used  to checklhis coSLfon      * 
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HOOP Strew in Qut.r gttn 

.-M,. .^ cilculation. .h«, that tl 1. not .dvUable, with the concen- 
rltLt        f'"08-*"''   to ^-t« the ,eal for the outer hollo» .t« iHte 
container bore.    Thla 1, becauae the outer surface of the hollow at«. 1. th«. 
expoaed to 250 000 pal of fluid pre.aure and thla re.u t. t.^lTj^Zi*. 
hoop atreas. which could lead to Inward collapae of the outer at«      ^Ta aolU 

ee".:aUlhM
a: ^nf:0 ^ ^ '^  ^  ^ hOOP •^•" ^^^4 "^ 

at! do«^^      P      ff 
he cont,lner to™-    Th« l-rge hoop atrea. in the outar 

at« does not occur if      e aeal  la placed at  the and of the ate». 

«nf „f ^he.":and'tu I"!me ^elation',. wh«n -PPHed to the concentric stem arraote- 

rth^: TtiTottT.tT*'81ve for the i-'-rd di"i'~e •»- ^•'"" 
u    -    -0.067 Inch 

0e -    -667.000 pal     , 

where the nuldpreaaure p0 - 250,000 pal. OD - 12 Inchea,  ID - 6 Inchea    and 
E - 30 x 106 p.1.    Thla meana that if the ID of the outer at« i, inltllll» 6 000 

/.v- .  ^U th' -ll0MW« c«»prM.Ive ttxM« of the «t«M MtwUl la  300 000 MI 

outer ate« could be prevented by aupportlng it with thi inir ät«      ft"    W.r 

a „^f-i        r    «wvement of t^e concentric sterna.    At 250,000 pal fluid oreaaur. 
Lilt?    "Tl? f6"" 0f 250'000 * 113'000 " ^.OOO pal wlli.xl.t"t tha 

F -   i* x (contact atreaa)  x (area in contact). 

Inoh« ,:hV'*«lcl«nt of friction ^ - .1,  the  length of contact a. 6 feet - 72 

TÜ^lör^l ^^ri: gr
n^^a"th

6ei"t
Ceh"' ^l^T '"""Atw IL. 

and relative ^veLnt w^id St te Sa.Su. ^      ^ *ttMi^ "l«'^" "S-thar 

Pifferentlal Poia.on R^^ston „f ft^r 
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present design study with steel  for the outer stem and  tungsten csrbide  for 
the  inner ««.  ,o th.t E, -  30 x lO* psl. v2 - .25.  E,   - 80 x lO^ p.t. and 

.LI  'il      r^'/r/2 " ^50,000 P81'  "l " 450'000 P»1    the ^ange In Clear- ance  Is calculated from standard elastliity relation, as 

Ld2 - Ad1  «    .0041 inch. 

hl'üü'-L8?1' ■P5M!, betWCen  Lhc  8tem8•   ilnd  Lhl8  is a   re8ult  °f  the  relatively 
.r^nTltt        0t t^1

C-rbIde  inner 8t^-     I" contrast,   if both stems are steel. 
Jroilded P and blndin8 Wil1 OCCUr  lf Pr0per «^"«"ce  is not 

Tuna.fn C|r^trfT  ...  , stem Mater4^ 

kj.i. The ?te" f0r e,ttrusion at ^50.000 psl will   require a  material with a 
SS  h^!      n •K^"8'!!  t0  re8l8t  CrUBhln8 and a  hieh  «l"tic modulus  to  re- 
ÜJL;   1     ^' ,:he8e  COUntS'   tun8sten carbide  appears  to be  suitable 
^Üficitlor^/T"611  C'rbide  tann0L  "*  reco™«"ded at  this  time without 
2£. f«^ ?* T      I        aU8e mUCh mterial Property data of potential  import- ance  to  the design of  stems     re   not available. 

1.......
ThVb0Ve c-lcul«tions  for the critical  length for buckling of a  6.0 Inch 

J^Hn L»?    ?f rKrbide "r "•" b"8ed 0n an "•"*** "rictl^llnear stress 
!t««  f-™?'  *        w •Ct!f-1 ":r"8 8,:rain curve d«^«ted significantly at high 
««! ciw L f"" 11?e8rity glVln8 a decreaaln8 ^"«ent modulus,  the calcula? 

tltlitlZ      ? I' hl8  l8  n0<:  docufflent^ "  n« stress-strain curves  could  be 
l^ät^i'tJlll' ""JT"? t0 be ln Pro8""(55>   to «""re the buckling 
load, of  tungsten carbide column specimens of various  slenderness ratios.    When 

iSrcetrS^h^rckUna1!'.1!6',^!' 8hrld/eneCt '*? "**«* moduli,effect  and Si vJfld.     ther bucklin8 calculations based on a nominal value of Young's modulus 

effect^^Lfri'n" th"t T" "• 0£ 1,BPortance in design of stems are size 
tant in £.?« ^ co.Pre..lve .trength data. Both these fsctors are impor- 
tant  in de.lgn and are known for tensile applications,   but data are lackine for 

^.P[":wVl^'r"0"'-    "T^f  the ^"™ a"  that theL factors's e 
p^ir'iLT^tat tc^eref:c1;:I!

oadin8-The ibove mentioned te8t8 houid 

     Another behavior of tungsten carbide which needs  further study is its 
reported .pon'aneou. cracking after removal of high compressive stresses      The 
indication    .that this cracking occurs only if the comjresslve "re"    i 
nwrly equal to tae ultimate compressive strength.    Since the deslsn stem 
loading, are up to 450.000-500,000 p.i while the ultlLte cLj'„SiVe «re«tth 

^^'««"c^aLi^ v50'000 p;1'the 8tre88e8 at ^ich"";^:^! cracKiog can occur should be known rather precisely. 
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Pie DM im 

Mil *        Th* dle• a,*d ln Mroitatlc extnulon are locally .ubjected to 
billet pressures In excess of those exerted solely by the fluid.    At 250 000 

satisfactory in experlnental work done at BattelledD.    „^ -rL«ure. of 
to^™^0' 450'000 P'J/« considered, ho-ever. the dleTj^I ^^ted 
itrSt^r™8^        the ^^ 0f naterlal •"««th. even if the die «re^! 
structed frcn tungsten carbide.    In vie» of these consideration.,  a th^wtlc^ 

^die..^i:^^^^ 
«d 450.000 P.i      m addition, the result, sh.« italtation. on -«tSTf^ilbl. 

SÜ Ä'mlh:^^ '^ the be,ieflt of fltt" —"" ••**•«l- "SS 
The analysis centered on the die design is shown In Flsur. 54     This 

Mterlals at fluid pressures up to 2 60.000 psl In a 2.3/8-itich dlaneter bore 
container.    To »^ce the analysis general,  the GO of th- die „.. n^SLlTto 
on. inch a. indicated in Figure 54  (geosetrically sUillar die. or larg^OD 
. .. ?T*. Bmm 'tre" 8tate)-    The dle •tr«" ■aaly.l. wa. pe  forjrf uslna 

^ !r^      de'1f,ed t0 f*1"!«" »tresse. for «rbltrary cross .ectlo«. .ubjected 

Assumed Die Loadings 

-..     .      Th? T"!!"" ^ 0ther loadin88 'hat act on a die during extrualoa 
«re not precisely taown.    Figure 55 show, the pressures that were issj*! 
For generality,   a hydrostatic extrusion pressure of I.0 psl was considered. 
To obtain the results for any other pressure,  one oust oily increase t^ 
stresses proportionally.    The assumed die loading is described as follow.: 

(1)    a fluid pressure of 1.0 psl acting on the top and exterior 
of the die above the seal. 

a constant normal pressure of 1.0 psl acting on the seal 
land to support the seal ring forced against it by the 
fluid pressure. 

(2) 

fluid pressure 
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(3) ehe outar dl«  aurface below tlie aaal la unloaded,  which 
aaaunaa that thera Is no contact batwaan tha dla and 
contalnar bore. 

(4) a uniform contact aeraaa on tha baaa of the die of magnltuda 
aufflclant to aupport the die.    A •lapliflcatlon la Involved 
In thla aiaumptlon alnce the actual contact atreaa would be 
non-uniform and related to the elaatlc deformation of the 
backup tooling.    However, thla non-uniform behavior would have 
an important  Influence on the die atreaaea only at relatively 
email dlttancea fron the baae. 

(5) on tha die face the pressure of billet waa taken to deereaae 
fron the entrance towards the exit of Che die.    This variation 
la discussed  ^ . detail below. 

(6) a uniform pressure »aa assumed to act on the die land of 
magnitude equal to the billet pressure at the exit of ehe dla. 
The  analysis below eatlmatea  thla pressure to be equal to the 
billet yield strength. 

The distribution of the billet pressure on the die face ahould be 
considered In calculating the die stresses.    The streaaea that exist in a billet 
during axtrualon through a conical die have been Inveatlgated by Shabalk, 
Lee,  and Kobsy (56) and Shabalk rn.i Kobayaahl  (57) using the visie- 
plastlclty Mthod.     This method unfortunately doea not give highly eccurate 
raaulta for the streaaea at the blllet/dle Interface.    The results do. however. 
clearly Indicate that tha billet preaaure la highest at the die entrance and 
loweat at tha exit. 

Pugh and Aahcroft  (58) have applied a theoretical aolution formulated 
by Sacha and Xiabeln (59) to the deformation of the billet in hydrostatic 
axtrualon.     It la aaaumed that proper lubrication would reduce the friction en 
tha die face,  ao that tha shear streaaea on the dla face will be small and 
can be neglected.    Data compiled by Pugh (60)  supports this aaataaptlon.    The 
following relation between the blllet/dle preaaure distribution Mid the fluid 
preaaure was obtained. 

CT(r) pf {l + l/ln(*j) [l -  ln(*7)]} (24) 

where pf Is the fluid pressure, a Is the billet rsdlus at the entrance of the 
die, b la the billet radius at the exit of the die, and r la the radial distance 
from the center line of the die to a point on the die face. The above relations 
glte 9 - p* + Y for the pressure at the entrance of the die (r • a) and 
<T- Y at the exit of the die (r - b). The aasumed preaaure dlatrlbutlon of 
Figure 55 uaad for the die stress analysis waa calculated using Bquatlon 24. 
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CclcuUted Renult» for Partlculw: Die Design» 

Ma Btalm I 

Th« dafontatlor a« computed for the  loadings previously described 
la preaantad In Figure  55.       This particular die Is designated Design 1  to 
dlatlngulah it from variations  from It  to be designated Designs 2,  3, 4,   and 
5.    Aaaumlng the fore-mentioned  loading.  Figure  56a shows the computed 
deformation of the die   (greatly exaggerated In scale)   superimposed on the 
■kdefomed shape.      As  Indicated,  the die  Is actually deformed inward. due 
to Che fluid support acting on  the outside.    In contrast. Figure 56B shows 
the resulting computed  outward deformation of the same die,  If the fluid 
support ware abaent  (ae  in conventional extrusion without shrink rings on 
the die).    The distribution of hoop stress corresponding to the deformation 
of Figure 56a almost entirely compresslve,  and  this clearly indicates the 
benefit of fluid support.     In contrast,  the hoop stress distribution of the 
unaupportad die  (Figure  56b),   shows tensile hoop stresses, which are aa high 
«•2-3 times the extrusion pressure. 

When the stresses In the die arc entirely compresslve,  the failure 
of the die can result from stresses other than tensile hoop stresses.    One 
criterion for failure of brittle materials In compression with some experi- 
mental basis, la that of maximum shear atress.    That la,  the material falls 
«hen the maximum ahear atress exceeds the maximum shear stress at failure in 
• simple axial ccmprassion test.    This shear atress  In the simple compresslve 
teat la one-half the compresslve strength of the material.    For the deformation 
of the fluid supported die ahown In Figure 56a,   the overall maximum shear 
atreaa was calculated to be about 0.8 times the extrusion pressure, pf.    Basing 
the dealgn stress on a maximum ahear stress criterion,  a material with an 
ulttaete compraaalve strength of about  1.6 times  pt  would be required.     It  is 
significant to note that  the maximum shear stress occurs at the base of the 
die.    The base of the die must  always support a compresslve stress greater 
than the fluid preasure,  since the total  force over  the annular area of the 
beae aaiat equal the total  force developed by the  fluid pressure acting over 
the entire are« of the extruaion chamber.    In effect.  Die 1 will be limited 
by coaqpreaalva failure at Che baae. 

Ma Ptitm i 

Die Design 2 is the sane as Design 1, but with a larger die opening. 
The loarflnga were equivalent and the included die angle of 45 degrees waa 
preaerved  Figure 57a shows the deformation of Die Design 2 and indicates 
that during extrusion considerable outward expansion of the die occurs. This 
can be related to the increase in the ratio between billet/die interface 
preaaure and fluid preaaure, and the thinner wall aection of Design 2.  Tensile 
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canprewlve yield 'treSth.«er^hlv      '^ t 't"1 '**" the t«n«1l« ««» 

t«ng.t.„ carbide with 1 clSv. «'££% '"K,1" J^ ' n,aterlal •uch M 

•trength.  the pre.eure c.olblll^ !* S!?*   ,r0Ug?ly 4 tlm* lt, t«n«11« 
that of ieetlnT "^""y «>f D««!»" 2 would be only .bout 35 p.rc«,t 

Pie Daelen  1 

Pieced cW to tS b... o5 the dl.   ^H8" ]' **tT that the dl* •••l * 
length of the die     The L^5 l^*'«    h 8lVe' "Uld •u,,»,ort *™ • *™t*v 
The die 1. forced l^rd^rScil^   '^r " '%He"Crlba<1 ^ ""^ l- 
■tree« at the die base la oult«  1-,.- ,1   I    ' J™1 the caaVr^Biv hoop 
The correapondlj -h«r .tr«2. «f A'? I '? 3 tiM" the flu" P""ur.). 
• die of thiy design wou d "quJre'" „Iterui wlt^ Pf ^ ^ iailC't" *" 
«bout 2.5 time, the fluid pre.,ure      It J.    rt^ compree.lve .trength of 
.upport can be detrimental^ certilnc.« £' !!!? ^ t00 ,,wch "«" 
« compared to De.lgn rhL^f^^'J,^'^ ^^^^J--} "«" -PPort 
percent the fluid pree.ure capacity.        ^e,U1C•<, ln * dle "*'»> only about 65 

Die Dcalyi A 

. .ingle rliLrtllrt « thrJ^oTSeli^18" ^  ^^ •"""—' h" 
thlckne.. la po..lble «d fluid !.!^     ? L" ' ,Ml'    A 8rMt«r ««1«-«H 
The deformatlo'n o^tW.^."^^ ^f^8 ^ ^^ 0' rt- ^- 

riTor^lrand^ro^- 'VJ« * ^ "'" P-"- Ä. 
ten.lle hoop^tre^e.^of^ %' "^ ^^"^ ^ ^ "OM r"0" 8iW 

^llll^l^ll^rV d    V Sf^-^. ---"an 
1« thl. c.,e reaul^r^atV^Ä ^r^S.'^' hM 

in line wÄ'S^ SeÄLT ^hJr"^ "" '^ 0rlf:C' ^^ 
the twisting of the cro.s section -nH «rangement, which ahould reduce 
has worked Ltl.f^rl" " L^r^^r'1'13' ^ ^ ^'^ """"• 

Die Dealan 5 
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previous die configurations, billet handling, and teal arrangaoenta.    This 
concept places the die seal in a groove In the container bore, with the 
position of the seal being apparent In Figure 58    by the extent of fluid 
pressure on the outside of the die.    In the analysis,  the dimensions were 
normalised to a one-inch container hon dimeter, with the billet dimension 
corresponding to a 11-Inch diameter billet In 12-Inch bore container. 

The calculated deformation is shown in Figure 59.    The results indi- 
cate that the fluid support maintains compressive hoop stress in the exit region 
of the die, but that tensile stresses appear in the thin leading edge, where the 
hoop stress la calculated  to be about 2.2 times the fluid pressure, while the 
corresponding maximum shear stress la about  1.8 times the fluid pressure. 

Since the high stress levels at the leading edge of the die would 
limit the pressure capability of the die severely, die design modifications 
were investigated to reduce these stresses.    These die modifications are 
designated as A, B,  and C in Figure 58, and Table XVII.   Three approaches were 
used.    The first approach waa to reduce the billet diameter (Modification 4), 
in order to increase the die wall thicknsss.    The second approach was to 
increase the die angle from 22.5 degrees to 30.0 degrees  (Modification B). 
Modification C conbines both of these modifications.    The computed values of 
the critical stresses at the leading edge are Hated in Table XVII for each of 
the modifications,  and it ia seen that significant stress reductions are 
achieved. 

TA»L! xvu.   sumAm or ckumMa sntssts in LBADIHC act or DI« oaiai 5 
«ID HODiriCATIOKS A,  B, AHD C r(« IMOC BILLEt/lOU 
DUHETBt IIATIOS 

•Jill« MlUt CrltU.l  St...... 
Bora Half Raductlon Maximal       Hucimm 

Dlmatar DI. In Araa, T«n«l)a Shaar Praaaura  Ui.lt.tloo. tlaM JtMlura CuaUUnCM 
«atto Ansla     parcant Straaa'*'    str...<") ' ............        !.'■;'-■"»"'! W»""^' 

Oaalgn No.   5 

Modification A 

Modification B 

Modification C 

!/6 22.!' 

io     An.1.     parent      Straaa")    ,„...?.)    i.^", ,7;^-^       IT.^'"^^^. 

11/12      22.5*        87.2 2.2 l.g 0.45    K tAntll« ttrMgth    112.000 piil(c)     67,500 MiW) 
0.555  x Bhmmr  ■crmtth 

0-8 10 1-25 x CtnalU »trtnith      200,000 pti^  U7.000 Ml«) 
1.0    x ihaar ttraagth 

11 l'0 0'1 « C«n»llt ^trtngrH      200,000 ptlfO  137,000 miW 
1.00 x ihaar  ■tringth 

01 0-7 10.0    x tcnatl«  icrwifth    285.000 pil<«) 460,000 ••1<C> 
1.43 x ih«ar atrangCh 

11/12      30.0" 

S/6 30.0° 

(•) B«i*d on a fluid  prtiaur« nonulitad  to 1.0 pal. 

(b) Llalta Impo—d only at tha raUtlftly high btlUt/bor« dlanatar ratloa Indlcaead. 

<c) Praaaura limitation due to shaar atraaa moat aavara. 

(d) Praaaura limitation dua to tanslla atraaa moat  iavara. 
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From the foregoing analyals, the pressure capability of the Die 

S !trf„r^ •'J1""*1 f0rJ
tW0 "'•t«1«1''5 «"SO tool steel and'tungsJen carbide The strength values assumed for M-50 tool steel were: caroiae. 

tensile yield strength - 350,000 psl 
ultimate tensile strength - 410,000 psl 
ultimate compresslve strength  - 540,000 psl 

The Mxlmu» allowable die tensile stress was taken as 350,000 pel. the tensile 
yield strength.  The maximum allowable shear stress was taken as 0 5 tlm« fh! 
compresslve yield strength which was estimated to Se "So olo psl. The^teSth 
values for tungsten carbide were taken as: ,        v*   .     ine screngtn 

ultimate tensile strength - 150,000 psl 
ultimate compresslve strength  - 650,000 psl 

«ÜSS? •11<n"ble 8!ear 8tre88 wa8 taken " 0.5 times the compresslve 

«.- « , ^f «8tl»«ted pressure capabilities of the four dies are listed in 

Sen cSid^ r.^ I:"6 T" The "^^y 1°*  tensile strength of tuJg- 

£11      *   ' ! »«cl»"» hoop tensile stress reduced to 0.1. the high 
compresslve strength can be utilized. 8 

billet dl-^L^lati
J
0n8 8hCW ,:hat there ^ a """«ion on the ma:cljnuill 

11 ÜinSTnL ?   ?Jva" co"tain« "ore diameter.  In particular, for a 
per«S tilTl £  * 12-0-in°h fha,"ber <and f« a billet reduction of 87 
H «S 000 «1 "äv KPre88UyK,1%11,,,^ed t0 ab0ut 200'000 P8i- Pressures up 
«d^T^r   L  P°"lble for this billet diameter if the billet 

Ä«~s  B^f" f."^"' 0r lf the die half "V1*  i8 increased beyond 
bill« SllL..!! f 0n ^ f"" 0£ Table XVI1' an e8tln'ate "f the maxinJ 
««U „f ^      extrusion at 250,000 psl has been made. With an deluded 
angle of 30 degrees, the maximum billet diameter for a carbide die is 10 5 

SJ* h..f es^t«^^1 8teel dle 10-25 inChe8- " 8h0"ld 'e ei^i ed asÜ^d dlJhn^     die-f e8aure capabilities are based on such factors as 
SZTttJi Pressure distributions and allowable die stresses. Thus 
£ ^^.^"w'.f*^111"'8 COuld be elther conservative or optimistic 
and precise die limitations can only be determined through experience 

* ii ^ In the die calculations, one further aspect considered was the »fiw 

« ."JiTlS P?: di%«0 'r a 8harp leadln8 ***  "'her than the smaU fl« 
•• «hoim In Figure 58.  It was found that this addition of material was not 

obS^d""1 ** ^ faCt' a 8U8ht reduCtlon in 8t«88 " thrieeX edge was 

Approximate Die Analy««« 

d«.<.n. <J.he/e!Ul^ 0f the con,Put6r »trees calculations for the various die 
design, illustrate the sensitivity of the die stress-distribution to v«iations 
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in design parameter!. However, to show the factor« which 11« behind th« dl« 
response, and to determine limitation« on extru«lon, an approximate analyai« 
has been formulated. The die wa« represented a« a thick-walled ring a« «hown 
In Figure 60. It was assumed that the ring thickness, t, approximate« th« 
mean die wall thickness.  If a fluid pressure, pf, acts on the outer radlu« 
r0 and a billet pressure ^  acts on the inner radius r^ and A, and A, are the 
original and extruded cross sectional area« of the billet respective!/. Th« 
hoop «tress, ao, can then be expressed as a ratio to the fluid pre««ur« a« 
follows: 

Pf A 
t/ro(2 - t/ro) (1 - j2) 

(25) 

where t - r0 - ri 1« the wall thlckne«« of the ring. The hoop str««« a« 
predicted by this relation is plotted in Figure 60 as a function of percent 
reduction In area, (1 - A2 /A^ x 100 for a range of wall thlckne««. WhlU 

these curves cannot be expected to give accurate quantitative result«, they 
do show qualitative behavior which is consistent with the result« of th« 
computer strei . calculations. For large reductions In area, th« hoop «tr««« 
1« compressive even when the wall thickness is small and this result« fro« 
the fact that the billet pressure on the die face very nearly balance« th« 
fluid pressure. For smaller reductions, the hoop stress la many tlae« th« 
fluid pressure even for a very thick-walled die. 

The fact that high hoop stresses result from «mall reduction«, i« 
balanced by the fact that pressures for small reductions are relatively low. 
The pressure required for extru ,ion can be estimated a« 

Pf * Ym ln ij    > (26) 

where Ym Is the mean yield strength of the metal.  Equation (26) can then be 
rewritten as a ratio of CTQ to the yield strength as follows: 

fa   1 h^A-t12'^ 
\        ^2 ~ AT    • (27) 

t/ro (2 - t/ro) (1 - ji) 

This relation is plotted In Figure 61.  It is seen that for small reductions In 
area, the die hoop stress approaches the metal yield strength for a very thick 
walled die. On the other hand, for a very large reduction the hoop stress can 
have compressive values much higher than the metal yield strength. 
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FIGURE 60. MAXIMUM CALCULATED HOOP STRESS IN RING DIE COMPARED 
TO BILLET YIELD STRENGTH AS A FUNCTION OF PERCENT 
REDUCTION IN AREA AND WALL THICKNESS 

<'-*i/*,I"IOO 

FIGURE 61. MAXIMUM CALCULATED HOOP STRESS IN RING DUE COMPARED 
TO FLUID PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF PERCENT 
REDUCTION IN AREA AND WALL THICKNESS 
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SMUBMTV 

iu Ai.. A ^ ^^T"6 of thl* 'UMlyi* "«to calculate the strMM« that axl.t 

(i) 

(2) 

of the important concluaion« of this study are: """^ r-ccor«.    Sows 

Fluid prea.ure support can In many cases coapletely 
eliminate tensile hoop stresses during extrusion      It 
appears that this always will occur when the percent billet 
reduction In are. Is relatively large (say. grater tSn 

Excessive fluid support can in scsse cases remit In wry 
large compresslve stresses,  so that failure of the die 
■aterlal In shear can occur.    In other cases,  fl«U prasaore 
•ctlng at the base of the die cause, twisting of the 
croa. section, and this produce, large tencll. MMM«. 
In the top portion of the die.    The Mount of fluid 
support ahould thus be controlled by poaltloolag the 
die seal ao that It Is In line with the die orifice 
bearing surface. 

In caae. of relatively large area reduction. »1th the .roper 

will be the compresslve stress which can be supported at 

a:^dir^- ^•"••u*-""ZZ<£ 
For small area reductions (say. leea than 50X) there will 

2:A , 5*ti0n ^ the »■xlBU" "«" pr«i«ure capability 
S  ™ ewr?lned by the ten,lle hooP "r.-^.Tthe' 
^ ...   ,,llBlt,tlon c*n be ,,ade UM •"«•• by 1-crM.lq, the die wall thicknea.. 7 *W:™»IBB 

While the analysis perfor««» herein applies strictly only 
to dies with circular orifice.. .IIU? conclu.low 
concerning the proper smount of fluid .upport would al.o 
be generally valid for other die orifice, (such as tee 
sections). 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF HYDROSTATIC  F^TRUSION 

The purpose of this section Is to evaluate  the economics of the 
hydrostatic extrusion process and  to relate  the findings  to more conventional 
processes.    The hydrostatic extrusion process can manufacture certain products 
in competition with conventional extrusion, drawing,  and shear forming. 
While coabinlng many features of these conventional metalworking processes. 
hydrostatic extrusion does not completely displace any one  process.    Therefore 
economic comparisons mist be considered on the basis  of making a particular 
product.    The features of the hydrostatic extrusion process will be described 
and  the basic  assumptions  of  the  economic  analysis  given.     An economic  analysis 
will then be made and applied to processing of conventional materials,  refractory 
materials,  difficult-to-extrude materials, and to the production of tubes and 
shapes. 

Hydrostatic extrusion offers the  following advantageous  features: 

(1) There is no contact between container and billet 

(2) Long billets with high L/D ratios may be extruded 

(3) Billets may be of any cross-sectional shape 

(4) Long  liner and die  life 

(5) Small die angles can be used because  the hydrostatic 
fluid supports  the dies 

(6) Tungsten-carbide dies may be used for exceptionally 
long  life 

(7) Because of the  low die wear, excellent dimensional 
control can be maintained over the length of the 
extruded product 

(8) Hard-to-work or brittle materials may be hydrostatlcally 
extruded without cladding. 

(9) Heavier reductions  are possible relative to a conventional 
drawing operation 

(10)  Increased strength due  to cold working. 
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The  limiting  features  of eha hydro«tat 1c extruilon procesa are: 

(1) Dimensions of tha stem,  liner, and die must be maintained 
within close  tolerances  to effect sealing 

(2) The billets must be nosed to conform to the die angle ao 
that a high-pressure seal can be established.    This may be 
coatly  in  the case of re-extrusion of shapes. 

(3) Manipulation of seals and  fluid could raise the processing 
costs. 

(4) Hydrostatic extrusions  have a cold-worked structure which 
■ay require annealing  for some materials and applicarions. 

(5) Smaller extrusion ratios are possible compared to the hot 
extrusion process. 

As with most  new process™,  hydrostatic extrusion  la subject  to some 
unknowns,  such as  the   life of seals and  tooling  (container,  stem, end die), 
which have not been completely evaluated at  this point.    Thus,  the analysis 
of hydrostatic extruaion is necessarily more uncertain than would be a similar 
economic analysis of conventional extrusion. 

Using empirical equations* relating pressure and extrusion ratloa 
for the hydroatatic extrusion of several material«,  tlv  following W**imm 
extrusion ratloa were calculated for fluid pressures of 250,000 pal and 430,000 
pal: 

Jk£S2i£L 
Beryllium (hot pressed) 

TZM Holybdemtm (recrystallized) 

A-286 Iron Base Superalloy  (hot worked 
and solution treated) 

Inco 718 Nickel Base Superalloy (hot 
worked and solution annealed) 

Ti-6A1-4V Titanium Alloy  (mill annealed) 

AISI 4340 Steel  (mill annealed) 

7075-0 Aluminum Alloy  (annealed) 

Estimated Extrusion 
Ratio«  for a Clven Prea.ur« 
2>p.000 BÜ        450.000 pal 

7:1 40:1 

7:1 

6:1 

40:1 

32:1 

4:1 12:1 

5:1 16:1 

7:1 32:1 

2100:1 „m 

H.l 



The« values are rounded-off to the nearest whole number and are meant only 
a* guides.    The extrusion ratios   Indicated for 450,000 psl were extrapolated 
from data obtained up to about 250,000 and therefore are very approximate. 
Ho limiting value is »hewn for aluminum at pressures of 450,000 psl, since the 
la,ri' reductions predicted may be neither very accurate nor practical. 

In this economic  study,   It   Is assumed that  both hydrostatic extrusion 
and conventional extrusion would be done on the same  17,000 fon press with 
appropriate changes  in tooling.    Most  of  the economic  analyses were based on 
u^ing a 250,000 psl contalrer because many of  the appropriate parameters  have 
b««n established In experimental  programs at  this pressure  level.    Some general 
analysis of hydrostatic extrusion was prrformed to establish approximate 
conversion costs on the samt press using  fluid pressures  of 450,000 psi. 

Press  and Averagf Conversion Costa 

The cost  of  the  basic   hydro«ti«tlc  extrusion  press  and a variation 
of  the  original design were  determined us in«  standard   industrial  techniques. 
The basic press will meet  the design Ronls  of  this  program and has been 
described  in a previous section.    The press variation referred to as a dual 
purpose press would have a ram strok» of 150 Inches  so as  to be adaptable  to 
coaventlonal extrusion and could have either a ram speed of 100 1pm or 720 ipm, 
daponding on the hydraulic pumping system selected. 

E*ti**t*d pr**' co,t8 w«re obtained by determining the cost of: 
(1) engineering,  (2) manufacturing press components and tools, and (3) conmerclal 
Items which would be required to build the basic hydrostatic extrusion press. 
Thaae figures were than modified to determine the cost of the design variations. 
Tha «stlMtad costs of the basic hydrostatic extrusion press and the dual purpose 
proas capable of extruding at   ~!0 1pm are shown on Table XVIII. 

Thes« estimated costs  for a press of  17,000 ton capacity can be used 
to obtain approximate costs  for similar presses  of different tonnages,  by usina 
tha following factor: -a    ■    / a 

/^Tonnaee of Prc?s A\0- 1 

^Tonnage  cl  Press B/ 

The  factor  is applied to the kn<wn cost of one press  to estimate  the cost of 
another press.    For example,  a  14,000 ton basic hydrostatic extrusion press 
would coat approximately: 

- 0.7 

.17 000/    0-8729 

»5,989,152 x 0.8729- $5,228,000 

This  factor should only be used  to compare presses with tonnage ratings within 
«bout  50 percent  of  the  press   for which  th<   cost   Is   known. 



■ ■«« *<i «;'!5«; 

TABU XVIII.    SUMKm OF THE COSTS TO CONSTRUCT A HTOROSTATIC 
EXTRUSION PRESS AND A DUAL PURPOSE PRESS OT 
17,000-TON CAPACITY 

!        (a) »"ic Hydro, tat ic Dual Purpo.. 
— Eactruston Pragg Pf,,, 

Hydr'UllC PU-^« ^"-(b) ^^ n.878.«0 
Pre., and Material. Handling Sy.t.« 3.672.602 3 9« l02 

Tooling (container., .te«. M„drel, etc.) jflj.^ft l!3ia.'A,, 
Co.t at the Conatructlon Site $5>149>152 ^J^ 
In.tallatlon Co.t. „A' 97,062,377 

TOTAL COST -_MJ2fifi W.W 
        L C06T ^.989.152 $7.902.377 

<*) ÜtH! C08t8 "" ' 8U"Mry 0f * d«*"«<« co.t breakdown »ade of .11 
Mjor pre., component..    Standard ccwnerclal e.tl»atlL^.ci.!f 
were employed to determine the.e value.! e,tl,Mtln« "chnique. 

(b) The Mraullc pumping .y.tem. are de.igned to permit extm.lon In 

Xo::^rT7ii\^
aiott —«™ £ - "r^ 
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A 17,000 ton extrusion press cannot  function efficiently without 
proper support equipment.    The amount and size of the support equipment 
required by a 17,000 ton press makes  It unlikely that this equipment would 
be available In an existing  industrial plant.    Therefore,  In order to obtain 
a realistic estimate of conversion costs  for both hydrostatic and conventional 
extrusion an entirely new extrusion plant was postulated as necessary and 
used in calculating conversion costs.    Th . estimated extrusion plant costs   for 
a hydrostatic extrusion press and a dual-p  rpose extrusion press are shown  in 
Table XIX.    The major differences between the two proposed plants are  in the 
construction costs, press costs, and billet heating  facilities. 

Estimated conversion costs  for both hydrostatic and conventional 
extrusion on a dual-purpose press are given in Table XX.    For this dual- 
purpose plant, the cost per hydrostatic extrusion was calculated to be $46.29 
and a corresponding value for conventional extrusion was  found to be $77.50. 
Assuming the typical billet sizes shown In Table XX,  it is seen that the 
volume of a conventional extrusion can be more than twice the volume of a 
hydrostatic extrusion.    On this volume basis  then,  the conversion cost per 
cubic Inch for hydrostatic extrusion ($0.00528)   is 25 percent more  than the 
comparable cost for conventional hot extrusion  ($0.00417).    Hydrostatic 
extrusions made In a plant designed exclusively for this operation would have 
a slightly Iwer conversion cost per cubic  Inch of extrusion ($0.00490). 
This lower cost would be due to the reduced capital outlay required to build 
a single purpose hydrostatic extrusion facility.    Conversion costs  for 
conventional extrusion would not appreciably change  if the plant was designed 
•oley for conventional extrusion.    This Is because,  In this case, the only 
major reduction In capital expense would be In the cost of hydrostatic 
extrusion tooling and this cost amounts to less  than 2 percent of the total 
plant coat. 

There are many deviations  from average cost values which can change 
the relative costs between the two processes.    Further      there are many 
commarclal processes  In which costs are related to the product dimensions or 
shape rather than the theoretical weight output of the process.    Several of 
these cases will be Illustrated and discussed In the following sections. 
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TABLE XIX.    TOTAL ESTIMATED COST FOR AN EXTRUSION PLANT WITH 
A HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION PRESS TOA WAL-wL«J 
EXTRUSION PRESS OF 17.000-TONS CAPASS 

Items 

Land  (40 acres) 

Construction  (land improvements,  buildings 
and cranes) 

Equipment: 

Extrusion Press 

Stretch-straightener (2500-ton capacity) 
Billet heating  furnaces 

Heat  treating furnaces 

Materials handling (not related to the 
press) 

Miscellaneous  (accessory tooling, etc.) 

Service equipment  (maintenance,  shipping, 
laboratories, etc.) 

TOTAL PLANT COST 

Hydrostatic 
Extrusion 
Plant 

§        30,000 

3,743,000 

5,989,000 

2,000,000 

1,500,000 

758,000 

350,000 

1.215.000 

Dual 
Purpose 
Plant 

$      40,000 

4,715,000 

7,902,000 

2,000,000 

1,500,000 

1,500,000 

880,000 

350,000 

I.21S.PW 

$15,585,000 $20,102,000 
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TABLE XX.     ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS FOR BOTH HYDROSTATIC  EXTRUSION 
AND CONVENTIONAL EXTRUSION ON THE 17,000-TON DUAL PURPOSE PRESS^") 

Hydrostatic 
Extrusion 

FartoiKMl 
(85 salaried and 122 hourly en^loyees) 

Maintenance 
(4% equipment + 2X buildings) 

Depreciation (57. equipment  + 2.57. buildings) 

Miscellaneous Supplies  (207. direct  labor) 

Major tooling (containers and steins) 

Liquid nake-up and seals 

Water 

Electric power 
($0.015/kwhr) 

Building ht at 
(141,000 sq ft) 

Industrial heat 
(billet heating and heat treating) 

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING COST 

24,750 

309,999 

$2,314,050 

Conventlonal 
Extrusion 

Total Annual 
Cost«  for Both 

Operations 

$ 874,800 $ 901.800 $1 ,776,600 

320.000 388,140 780,140 

397,000 488,170 885,170 

82,000 82,000 164,000 

134,000 151,000 285,000 

62,500 - 62,000 

5,000 5,000 10,000 

114,000 114,000 228,000 

24,750 

1-720-OQQ 

$3,874,860 

49,500 

2-020.000 

$6,188,910 

Operating cost/hr 

Nu»ber of extrusions per year 
(7VL efficiency) 

Cost per extrusion 
(without die and mandrel coats) 

Cost per extrusion 
(Including a prorated die and mandrel cost) 

Typical billet slee 

Typical billet volume 

Conversion cost/ln.3of extrusion 

$1,157 

50,000 

$46.20 

$48.20 

11  in.  CD x 
96  in.   long 

9123  in.3 

$0.00528 

$1,937 

50,000 

$77.50 

$85.27 

20  in.   OD x 
65  In,   long 

20,420 in.3 

$0.00417 

(•)    It was assumed that each process is used 2000 hr/yr. 
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Bffgnowt'; AauaOi Anniiad to vr^, M.t«ri.i. 

An an«ly.i» was made of the  relative merit» ol Che hydroit.tlc and 
conventional extru.lon procesaee as applied to the extrusion of round« and 
In^rvM?"    T/"81,* alun,lnu,n'  titanium, refractory «etal., nlcktl alloy., 
and berylllu«.    Thl. analy.la wa. ba.ed upon the operating coat, estimated for 
the du«l-purpo.e extrusion press designed during thl.  program.    Only dlract 
conversion costs were calculated.    These conversion co.Vindicate ho, «ch It 
costs  to proceas a particular metal through an extru.lon operation.    The co.t 
figures shown  in these sections  should not be confused with .elllna price. 

Finnin      H •1S0 inClUde mkterial ':08t8'  pr0flt'  'ellln* «P'n.a.^ckl^ and shipping charges, corporate  overhead,  etc.    Each of Che conver.loi co.t. 
r'^lu f!"        SUbJeCt t0,»«11""^»"» reflecdng expecCed proce.. ylald.. 

AISI  4340 Sr.1? 

,   ..    , *" •n•1y,,i,' "•■ "««i* of the extrusion of AISI 4340 steal into 
-elatlvely .laple shapes by hydrostatic and conventional technique..    Steel, 
are nor^lly hot extruded in the temperature range fron 2000 Co 2300 F.    In 
lubrlc^^Th/IT'  hl!h e,ctru8lon r"1°« •« po..ibU. buc hoch glaa. 
Sr    HvSr^^f8   "tru'lon •P««'» -"« be employed Co obc.tn reaaowhle Cool 

for I«?3^ ^    ,eXtrU!l0n 'nd convcntlon«l hot excrueion proce..lng pwrameCer. 
for AISI 4340 sceel can be compared  fro« th* data in Table XXI.    These paraatta» 
..sun»  that  the  17.000-ton dual press developed  In thl. .tudy would be ^Hor 
both  types  of extrusion.    Using these parameters,  the  conventional hot-.xtru.loii 
process can outproduce  the hydrostatic extrusion proce.. more than 2 to 1 on a 
Si£i»tt basis.    Further,  the hot extrusion process can produce a product with a 
smaller cross-.ectlon than can the hydro.t.tlc extru.lon proce.. except when a 
drawing force  I. applied to the product  (HYORAH). 

C>ne
J
0f.the LafOItant  factors "h^h significantly Influence conver.loti 

cost   per pound,  however.   Is  die cost.     Die life  Is  relatively short In hot 
extrusion.  e.pecl.Uy m the production of shape, where  the die can only be 
reworked a few times before  It must b,- scrapped.    Because dl-  life can only be 

^r ."nr^JT^i    wrCh ,neth?i,  the conve"1°n c°" P« ?<*»* was calculated over a probable die life range  for each process  to Indicate the general trend.. 
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TABUS XXI.    CONDITIONS USED IN ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL 
AND HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION OF AISI-4340 STEELS 

Item 

Billet: 

Dimeter,   In. 
Le/igth,  In. 
Wel«ht,  lb 

Production rate, blllet/hr 

Potential output,  Ib/hr 

Maxlnun practical extrusion ratio 

Extrusion else: 
2 

Minimi) cross section,  In. 
Mlnlau« diameter.  In. 

Maximum extrusion ratio practical with 
OTDMH (100.000 pel draw stress) - 17.9:1 

Extrusion slaa with HYDRAW: 

Minimum cross section.  In,* - 5.307 
Minimum diameter.   In. 2.59 

Conventional 
Extrusion 

Hydrostatic 
Extrusion 

20(.) 

65(b) 
5779 

u(c) 

96(c) 
2580 

35 35 

202,260 90,300 

50:1 7:1 

6.24 
2.82 

17.35 
4.7 

(a) This billet diameter was baaed on an assumed pressure requirement of 
110,000 pal developed by 17,000 ions of press  force. 

(b) This billet dimension represents   the  longest  length that could be 
conventionally extruded on the dual-purpose press. 

(c) It was aaaumed that  these are  the maximum billet dimensions   for the 
12-lnch bore x 120 Inches  long hydrostatic extrusion container. 
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Hydroitatlc Extrmlon pie Co«ti.    The die coata to product a alavla 
ahape using the hydroat«tic extrualon proceaa ware calculated In the followlni 
manner: ^^ 

Starting Blank Slae:    12-lnch diameter x 9.« Inchea long 
Weight: 315 pounds 

Die Material: M-50 

Material Cost: ^ 943 
Machining Cost  (relatively simple ahape): 350 
Scrap Value  (15 percent original coet): 

Net Die Coat: $1154 

The life of hydrostatic extrusion dies  Is expected to approxlaMte the 
life of conventional cold extrualon dies,  since  the streaa  levels,  reductloni, 
and Jubrtcatlon systems are similar for both proceaaea.    Cold extrualon dies 
may be used to make 50,000 to 100.000 pieces that «ay be 2 to 4 Inchea long. 
(A die  life up to 1.000,000 pieces have been reported for carbide dlea but these 
dies will  not be considered In this study although there ia no technical renaon 
not to uac carbide dies  In a production operation.)    On thla basis and aaaualng 
each hydroatatlc extrusion Is 56 feet  long  (billet  length, 8 ft x extrualon 
ratio,   7), a die life  from 150 (50,000 pieces each, 2-lnches long)  to 600 (100.000 
pieces each, 4 Inchea  long) extrusions la predicted.    Aa with conventional 
extrusion dies, Iwwever, these hydrostatic extrualon dlea can be reworked, 
perhaps  four times,  to obtain a die life in the order of 2400 extruaiona.    To 
keep the economic comparison on a conservative baala, however, aodUrwarklne 
Sag asstffed and a die life range of 150 to 600 extruaiona waa uaed In thla atiidy. 

Conventional Extrusion Die Costa.    The die costs  for the conventional 
hot extrusion process were calculated In a similar manner to thoae  for hydro- 
static extrualon: 

Starting Blank Slae:    20-lnch diameter x 12-8/8 inches long 
Weight: 1070 pounds 

Die Material: H-U 

Material Cost: $1070 
Machining Cost   (relatively simple shape): 500 
Scrap Value  (15 percent original coat) 160 

Die Cost: $1410 

Rework 4  times  at  $150/rework: 600 

Net Die Cost: $2010 
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Hot extrusion dies  have been reported to have a die  life which may 
vary  fron 1  to 75 extrusions before  the die must be reworked.    The  life depends 
on the  die material, billet material, amount of reduction,  and  the shapes 
required.     Despite the reported   long die  life, a die  life  of 25 extrusions per 
die before reworking is generally considered very good.     Conversion costs were 
estimated  for a total die  life  range of UO to 100 extrusions, based on a die 
life  range of  10 to 25 extrusions  before  reworking and upon reworking four 
tlaes.    Conversion costs were also calculated for a total die  life of 25 and 
ISO extrusions  to illustrate  the  cost  trends  In these ranges. 

With these estimated  net  die coses,  the billet weights  shown in 
Table XXI,  and the conversion cost data given In Table XX,  Table XXII was 
constructed.    This  table shows  the  influence of die  life  on the conversion 
coat per extrusion and on the conversion cost per pound  of extrusion, based 
on the assumptions  used  in this analysis.     It  is seen that  if the die  life of 
40 extrusions  Is  assumed  for conventional  extrusion,  the cross-over point  for 
roughly equal conversion costs  per  pound  is a die  life  of  100 extrusions  for 
hydroatatlc extrusion.    As pointed  out  earlier, hydrostatic extrusion die  life 
la estimated to be  in the  range  of  150 to 600.    If this  lange would be 
achieved,   the conversion costs  per  pound   for hydrostatic  extrusion v^uld  be 
leas.     However,   if a conventional extrusion die  life of  100  is obtained,  the 
conventional extrusion process would he cheaper,   regardless of the die life 
achieved   In hydrostatic  extrusion.     However,   it  should  be  kept   in mil d that 
the two processes  produce different  quality products.    Hydrostatic extrusion 
will produce a product having mechanical properties and  surface  finish 
comparable to a cold-drawn shape and have tolerances of  the order of ±0.002 
Inch.    The hot-extruded product,  on the other hand, would be relatively soft 
and would have tolerance of the  order of ±1/16 inch.    To get a comparable 
surface  finish,  the hot-extruded product would have to be machined or cold 
drawn, both of which would add appreciably to the conversion cost. 

In order to produce a hydrostatic extrusion equivalent  in size to 
one obtainable  from hot extrusion,  the  HYDHAW technique would have  to be used. 
In this  caae, however, the extrusion  length would be  limited to the draw stroke 
of the pulling apparatus. 

A calculation of conversion costs  from the 450,000 psl  liner Illustrates 
that  this container would be usei4  only  for very special products.    A billet 
for the 450,000 psi chamber may measure up  to 5  Inches  diameter x 24 Inches 
long and would weigh 133 pounds,   if made  from steel.    Roughly,  the conversion 
coats  for this billet would be: 

$46.29/extruslon ;   133  lb/extrusion - $0.347/lb    . 

To this value oust be added a die  charge.     Since  this conversion cost  is at 
least an  order of magnitude greater  ihtn moat conventional primary metalworking 
processes.   It  is  apparent  that   this container and pressure  level, while capable 
of making  large reductions, will   find use  only in very special applications 
which cannot  at   thia  time  be considered commercial   items. 
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TABU XXI1. HYDROSTATIC AND CONVENTIONAL EXTRUSION COSTS 
FOR 4340 STEEL AS A FUNCTION OP DIB LIPE 

Item 

Cost  Parantt^ys 

Cost per die 

All  other conversion costs 

Hydrostatic   Extrusion COTventlonal Extrusion 

$1154.00 $2010.00 

pe 

Wei| 

r extrusion(a> 

?ht per extrusion(b) 

(Total Number 
of Extrusions) 

$46.29 

2580  lb 
$77.50 

5780 lb 
Conversion 
Cost Per 

Extrusion 

Conversion 
Cost per lb 
of Extrusion 

Convert Ion 
Cost Per 

Extrusion 

Conversion 
Cost p«r lb 
of Extrusion 

Pie Life 

25 - - $157.90 $0.0273 
40 - - $127.75 $0.0221 

100 $57.83 $0.0224 $97.60 $0.0168 
150 $53.99 $0.0209 $90.90 $0.0157 
600 $48.21 $0.0186 - . 

2400 
Kmm =— $46.77 $0.0181 - " 

(a) From T*ble XX. 

(b) From Table XXI. 
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The economic analysis  of hydrostatic extrusion compared to conventional 
hot extrusion as developed In the  foregoing can be applied, with only slight 
modifications, to a wide variety of materials as will be shown In subsequent 
•ectlont. 

Uimium MJ äiaaiam tdisu 

Aluminum and aluminum alloys are generally considered to be easy to 
extrude.     In conventional processing,  these metals  flow at relatively low 
pressures when heated between 650 and 950 F and are generally extruded without 
lubricants thrcugh flat-face dies.    Aluminum and Its alloys are also easy to 
hydros tat lolly extrude.    These metals can be reduced by U\rge amounts at room 
tenqierature using only modest  fluid pressures,  (100,000 to 150,000 pel).    Hydro- 
static extrusion and conventional extrusion will be compared on the basis of 
the conditions shown In Table XXIII. 

The production output  for conventional extrusion of aluminum and 
aluminum alloys are restricted by metallurgical factors.    Aluminum and aluminum 
alloys are sensitive  to the extrusion exit speeds.    At high exit speeds,  these 
materials  tend to develop surface cracks due to incipient melting.    Coranerclal- 
purlty aluminum it extruded at exit  speeds up  to 50  fpm.    Relatively soft alloys 
such as Al-Mn, Al-Sl,  and Al-Mg2Si require that the exit speeds be  limited to 
30 fpm which 7075 aluminum «llpy and  other high-strength structural alloys exit 
the die at only 3 to 4 fpm.^     '    Experimentally, Fiorentino,  et al,(H-)  have 

' demonstrated that  7075 aluminum alloy can be hydros tatically extruded at exit 
speeds of 250 fpm.    Such a large spread in exit speed is a major difference 
between hydrostatic mni conventional extrusion of this metal and its  Inituence 
on process economics was examined In detail. 

Production output measured  in Ib/hr was determined as a function of 
exit speeds for each process using the following formula: 

(BiUct Wtkht. l^ft Salt SP^d. fpm) g aajBtoZluJ . Extruill0Il a.        lb/hr> 
(Billet Length, ft) x (Extrusion Ratio) r    ' 

The extrusion outputs are summarized   in Table XXIV for a variety cf exit speeds. 
The hydrostatic extrusion process using exit speeds of 250 fpm, can outproduce 
the conventional extrusion process when the conventional extrusion exit speed 
Is  less  than 30 fpm.    The crose-over point  is approximately 30 fpm; at higher 
exit speeds, conventional extrusion results  in the hlgm r production rates. 
If the exit speed for hydrostatic extrusion is assumed to be as high as 300 
fpm,  the  theoretical extrusion output would be 34,080 Ib/hr.     However,  the 
actual output is limited by the capacity of the materials handling system, 
which if about 35 biliets/hr or 31,850 Ib/hr. 
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TABLE XXIII.    CONDITIONS USED IN ECONOMIC COMPARISON 
OF CONVENTIONAL AND HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION 
OF ALUMINUM ALLOYS 

Item 

Billet: 

Conventional 
Extrusion 

Hydro»tatlc 
Extrusion 

Diameter,   In. 
Length,   In. 
Weight,   lb 

Maximum practical extrusion 
ratio 

Rxtruslon size: 

Minimum cross section,  In.2 

Mlnlnum diameter,   in. 

32(») 
65(b) 

5228 

60 

13.40 
4.13 

ll(0 
96(c) 

910 

60 

1.58 
1.42 

(a) This billet dioension wes based on using a 32-lnch diameter  liner. 
This  liner size  Is  practical only  for relatively soft materials 
such as aluminum which can be extruded at  relatively low unit 
pressures. 

(b) This billet dimension represents  the  longest that could be 
conventionally extruded on the dual-purpose prtss. 

(c) It was assumed that  these are  the maximum billet dimensions  for the 
12-lnch bore x 120-Inch long hydrostatic extrusion container.    This 
billet diameter could be much larger  In a container designed excluslvel? 
for aluminum. 
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TABU XXIV. HYDROSTATIC AND CONVENTIONAL EXTRUSION COSTS FOB 
ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM ALLOYS AS A FUNCTION OF 
SXTXUSION EXIT SPEEDS 

I tea Hydrostatic  Extrusion Conventional Extrusion 

Press operating 
Mat/hr 

Weight per 
extrusion, lb 

$1157 

910 

(«) $1937(«) 

Conversion Cost 
Extrusion per lb of 

OMtWt  Mr       Extrusion 
Extrusion 

S228 

Conversion Cost 
per lb of 
Extrusion 

Extrusion Exit 

4 " - 3.840 $0.SO4 
30 " - 28.800 $0.067 
40 " - 38.400 $0.0504 
50 5.680 $0.2036 48,200 $0.0407 

150 17,040 $0.0679 
200 22,740 $0.0509 
250 28,440 $0.0406 
300 31,850(b) $0.0363 

(a) Those operating costs were obtained from Table XIX. 

(b) f«!*^'   li*it 0f 0UtpUt <", r*strlct',d by ™«lmun' extrusion rate of 3j blllets/hr 
for the proposed press.    The theoretical output would be 34,080 Ib/hr. 
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►K   i.     , c<»«v«riloo cottt •ham In T.bl. «IV war« dattnlmd by dividing 
th« hourly prtu optrating coat «or aach procaaa by tha hourly axtrualoa out- 
put at each axlt apaad.    Hourly oparatlng eoata ahown In Tabla m wara 
datermlntd on the baalt of a two-ahlft oparatlon (2000 hr/yr/ahlft) with tha 
preaa tine dlvidad aqually batwaan tha two axtrualon procaaaaa.    An hourly 
prcas coat waa than datanlncd by dividing tha total annual coata by 2000 hr/hr. 
Value, of $ll57/hr and $l937/hr wara obtalnad for hydroatatlc and convantlonal 
extrusion,  reapactlvaly. 

For the extruilon of aluminum and aluminum alloya tha coat of dlaa 
were  found to cortrlbut« little to the conversion coat.    Tha  low dl« coat la 
due to the fact that the Ufa of a die uaed for aluminum la long; a dia Ufa 
of 2000 extruil-ma  1* quite coonon for these alloys.    A dia that coat $2100 
would add ?1.05 to the cost of each conventional axtrualoa. but oa tha baaia 
of weight this additional coat amounts to laas than $0.0002/lb.    Tha hydro- 
static axtrualon billet Is relatively small compared to tha conventional 
extrusion billet; therefore, a higher die coat was calculated for tha hydro- 
static extrualon process.    This die coat,  baaed on a die coat of $1154 (same 
as that for ateel), would add $0.0006/lb of extrualon.    Thaaa dia coata ara 
considered negligible and are not Included in the conversion coata ahown in 
Table XXIV.    From the tabulated data, it may be concluded that a hydroatatlc 
extrusion oparatlon using an axlt spaed of 250 fpm la cheaper than a conventional 
operation employing an extrualon speed of 40 fpm or laaa.    For an «tit apaad of 
300 fpm In hydrostatic extrualon the exit apaad for conventional axtrualoa wat 
exceed SO fpm to be competitive. 

It  la also noteworthy to compare tha two extrualon procaaaaa j| 
Production at an identical product.    For example, conventional axtrualoa la 
limited to a mlnlnim extrusion cross-sectional area of 13.40 aquar«  inches 
(See Table XXIII.)  for an axtrualon ratio of 60:1.    If tha aame product war« 
made  in the proposed hydrostatic extrualon tooling, the extrualon ratio would 
be only 7:1.    From the previous formula,  it  la seen that tha axtrualon output 
Is Inversely proportional to extrualon ratio; thus, for an axtrualoa ratio of 
only  7:1 the theoretical extrusion output  for hydrostatic axtrualon could be 
Increased by a factor 60/7 or 8.5.    (Thia assumes an Increase in ra» apaad to 
maintain a given exit speed at the lower extrualon ratio.)    With thia  in mind, 
consider the caae  for hydrostatic extrusion at 50 fpm in Table XXIV.    The 
extrusion output  for this caae is 5680 Ib/hr.    Theoretically, tha output could 
be Increased by 8.5 times to 48,300 Ib/hr.    However, as mentioned before, tha 
maxlmm output for the proposed press  is only 31,850 Ib/hr,    Even at thia lower 
output, however,  tne production rate at 50 fpm (5680 Ib/hr) would be  increaaad 
almost 6 times and the corresponding conversion coat would be reduced by a 
similar factor to $0.0363/lb.    Under these conditions, hydroatatlc axtrualon 
is the cheaper process even when limited to only 50 fpm, tha mutimam exit 
speeds attainable  in conventional extrualon.    Thus, for aluminum alloya it would 
appear that reducing the extrualon ratio is a vary effective naana of increaalna 
output and reducing conversion cost. 

In sumnary,  it has been shown that aluminum and aluminum alloys can 
be processed at  lower conversion costs by hvdrostatlc extrualon over a wide 
range of exit speeds. 
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Titanium and titanium «lloys are conventionally hot extruded between 
1850 and 1930 F using glaaa  lubricants.    Lubrication of titanium la a very 
critical parameter, since  titanium will gall dies severely whenever the lubri- 
cation film falls.    Care also must be  taken not to embrittle the titanium with 
pickup of oxygen and hydrogen during heating to the extrusion temperature. 
Titanium can be hydrostatically extruded at room temperature.    Room temperature 
proteasing minimises embrlttlement  from gas pickup and facilitates good lubrica- 
tion.    Hydrostatic extrusion was compared  to conventional hot extrusion using 
the parameters shown on Table XXV.    The high yield strengths at room temperature 
of titanium metal and alloys  restrict  the practical extrusion ratio obtainable 
in hydrostatic extrusion to values  1/3 of those obtained in conventional hot 
•xtrualon.    Both processes  can make extrusions comparable in sice only if the 
conventional process  Is  limited to reductions  of  less  than 16:1 and a draw-force 
ia assumed to be applied to the hydrostatic extrusion. 

Titanium metal and alloys are notorious for galling dies whenever the 
lubrication systems fail and the titanium contacts the die. This galling 
results In a vary Short die life. The lubrication systems developed for the 
hydrostatic extrusion of titanium generally prevent galling and thus the die 
life and coats can be assumed equivalent to those derived previously for the 
hydrostatic «xtrualon of steel. Hydrostatic extrusion conversion costs will 
b« estimated using those die costs  ($1154 per die). 

In conventional extrusion the lubrication of hot titanium is a problem. 
Several commercial extrusion companies  in the titanium industry have determined 
that using precision-cast dies for one to five extrusions, and thon  remelting 
the dies, results in the lowest die cost per extrusion.    The dies are coated with 
a ceramic prior to each extrusion.    This coating usually oust be repaired or 
replaced after each run.    Costs based on cast dies will be estimated for 
conventional titanium extrusion and the resultant conversion costs calculated. 

Conventional Extrusion Cast-Die Coats.    The cost of a cast die was 
determined by calculating the volume of a typical die and applying  factors   for 
the casting coat, machining cost and ceramic coating. These calculations are 
shown below: 

Die Slae: 20-inch OD x 12-7/8 inrhes long. The Inside 
configuration of the die was assumed to be a 
10-inch high cone having a 20-Inch diameter base. 

Die Weig|it;     774 pounds 

H» Hlt«HH=     H-ll 

Material Coat:     $387.00 (baaed on a  finished casting cost 
of $0.50/lb) 
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TABLE XXV.    CONDITIONS USED  IN ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL 
AND HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION OF TITANIUM ALLOYS 

Convent lönrnlHydröätätic 
Extrualon Extrusion 

Billet; 

Diameter,   In, 
Length,   In. 
Weight,   lb 

Production rate, 
blUet/hr 

Potential  output, 
Ib/hr 

Maximum practical 
extrualon ratio 

20(.) 
650») 

3267 
96(c) 

1458 

35 35 

14,340 51,090 

50:1 5:1 

Extrualon Size: 

Minimum croas section, 
ln,2 

Minimum diameter.   In. 

6.24 

2.82 

19. 

4.92 

Maximum extrusion ratio 
with HYDRAH (100,000 pel 
draw force) 10. 

Extrusion size with HYDRAW 

Minimum cross section,   ln.^ 
Minimum diameter,   in. 

9.50 
3.47 

(a) This billet diameter was  based on an assumed pressure requirement 
of 110,000 psl developed by  17,000 tons  of press  force. 

(b) This  billet dimension represents  the  longest  length that could be 
conventionally extruded on the dual-purpose press. 

(c) It was assumed that  these  arc  the maximum billet dimensions for 
the  12-lnch bore x  120 Inches   long hydrostatic extrualon container. 
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Machlnlnt Coit: $100.00 

Scrap Value  (20 percent of the 
original cost) $ 77.40 

Ceramic Coating Cost per extrusion $ 15.00 
Net Die Cost $424.60 

The value  of $0.50/lb  for material cost represents  the average 
»ailing coat of alloy castings.    The machining costs represent the cost of 
finishing the cast dies  and thus are much  lower  than the machining costs  for 
wrought die.    The  »crap value for a casting  is  generally a higher percentage 
of the original coat than a similar value  for wrought products.     For this 
reason, the scrap value  in this example was estimated at 20 percent rather 
than 15 percent of the  initial cost.    Coating and recoating the dies with a 
ceramic was eitiraated  to cost $15.00 per application and  It was assumed  that 
this would have  to be done prior to each extrusion. 

The conversion cost» which  resulted   from this  analysis  arc  shown  on 
Table XXVI.    Hydrostatic extrusion can produce  titanium extrusions  at a  lower 
cost than conventional extrusion when relative die life  is considered.    As 
mentioned previously, cast dies are used only a  few times before  they are 
remelted.    A die  life of five extrusions  for conventional titanium extrusion 
la exceptional and it 1» unlikely that a longer die life would be achieved. 
Longer die life was  Hated only for comparison with hydrostatic extrusion co»ta. 

Titanium becomes embrittled when exposed to hydrogen and oxygen at 
elevated temperatures.    Despite precautions to prevent contamination during 
heating, a layer of embrittled metal commonly  forms on the surface of titanium 
extrusion».    Thla   layer must be removed either by pickling or machining. 
Either operation will- add to the conventional  processing costs  shown  in 
Table XXVI.    No additional surface conditioning  is required on titanium 
produced by hydrostatic extrusion, 

Befractforv Metal» 

Refractory metals are broken down at temperatures from 2000 F to 
3000 F. These materials are hot extruded only on a limited basis, because 
of vfry short tool life. In the case of refractory materials, not only do 
dies wear out rapidly, but the extrusion  liners also have a very short life. 
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TABLE XXVI. HYDROSTATIC AND COHVINTIONAL EXTRUSION COSTS 
FOR TITANIUM AS A FÜNCTIOK OT  DIE LIFE 

Item 

coat Eaiaaeigja 
Cost per die 

Hydrostatic Extrusion 

All other conversion 
costs  per extruslon(<l) 

Weight  per extruslonf*) 

(Total  number 
of extrusions) 

I 
2 
3 
U 
5 

10 
25 
50 

100 
150 
200 
600 

Conversion Cost 
per Kxtruslffl 

$1154.00(a) 

$    46.29 

1458  lb 

Conversion Cost 
per lb of 

 Extrusion 

$92.45 
$69.37 

$57.83 
$53.98 
$52.06 
$48.21 

$0.0634 
$0.0476 

$0.0397 
$0.0370 
$0.0357 
$0.0331 

Conventional Extruaion 

»424.60<b'c) 

$ 77.50 

3267 lb 

Conversion Cost 
par Extru.^ 

$502.10 
$297.30 
$229.03 
$194.90 
$172.42 

$133.46 
$108.88 

Conversion Cost 
per lb of 

$0.1937 
10.0910 
$0.0701 
$0.0596 
$0.0528 

$0.0408 
$0.0333 

(a) As  previously described  in section on AISI 4340 steel. 

(b) Cost  for a cast die derived  in  this  section. 

(l) ^^am^t ""^ ^ *"** " ^ die C08t for e-ch —^ 
(d) From Table XX. 

(e) From Table XXV. 
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Since refractory inptals can be hydrostatlcaily extruded at  room 
temperature,   the  life of hydrostatic  tooling  Is not greatly  Influenced by 
the materials  being extruded.    TZM molybdenum alloys  have been successfully 
hydrostatlcaily extruded at room temperature.    Special dies are required to 
produce a crack-free product at  room temperature, but  In all other aspects 
of behavior,  this  alloy Is hydrostatlcaily extruded much  like  steel. 
Consequently,  the economic analysis of  the  hydrostatic extrusion of 
refractory metals was based on the Hie costs  derived  for steel. 

The conventional extrusion processlnn costs must  be modified to 
reflect  the expected reduction in extrusion  liner life.    The conventional 
extrusion cost  of $77.50 per extrusion contains a factor of $1.00 per 
extrusion for the cost of a liner.    This cost was based on a $50,000 liner 
which had a  life of 50,000 extrusions.     The  temperatures used  to extrude 
refractory metals could easily reduce  the  life of a  liner  to 5000 extrusions 
and a life as  short as 500 extrusions would not be unexpected.     Based on the 
life of  WOO extrusions a net charge  of $9.00 would have  to be added  to the 
cost of each extrusion.    The cost of a conventional extrusion would  then be 
$86.50 rather than $77.50. 

Because of the short die  life expected extruding refractory 
materials, a cast die would  likely be used.    The cost of a cast die would be 
the sane as derived for titanium, $424.60.    The hydrostatic and conventional 
conversion costs  for TZM molybdenum alloy as a function of die  life as shown 
In Table XXVII. 

The conversion costs  for each process are comparable at a die  life 
of 4 for conventional processing and a die  life of 25 for hydrostatic 
extrusion.    If a conventional liner life of only 500 extrusions  had been 
assumed,  the conversion costs would be comparable at die lives of 10 and 25 
extrusions for conventional and hydrostatic extrusions, respectively.    The 
conversion coats per pound can be adapted  to any refractory metal by applying 
the relative density factor compared  to the density of molybdenum. 

Nickel-Base Suaerallovs 

The  nickel-base superalloys  ;ire  extruded at  high speeds  using glass 
lubricants nwch In the same manner as  steel.    Nickel alloys must be worked 
over a very narrt*» temperature range  to prevent cracking.    Despite billet 
heating techniques designed to produce  temperature gradients which will 
prevent the tail end of the billet  from chilling below the desired extrusion 
temperature,  only relatively small short billets can be hot-extruded successfully. 
In contrast,  hydrostatic extrusion can cold work long billets of these materials 
significant amounts.    Cold working  these alloys entirely eliminates  the problems 
associated with billet heating. 
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TABLE XXVII.  HYDROSTATIC AND CONVBNTIONAL EXTRUSION C06TS 
FOR MOLYBDENUM AS A FUNCTION OF DIE LIFE 

Item Hydrostatic Extrusion 

Cost  I'arameters 

Cost  ptr die 

All  other conversion 
costs  per extrusion 

Weight  per extrusion^6) 

$1154.00(8) 

$46.29(c) 

3366 Ih 

Conventional Extrusion 

$424.60(b) 

$ 86.50 (d) 

7535 lb 

Conversion Cost 
per Extrusion 

Die  Life 
(Total  Number 
of Extrusions) 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10 

25 
bO 

100 
150 
200 

600 

$92.45 
$69.37 
$57.83 
$53.98 
$52.06 

$48.21 

Conversion Cost 
per lb of 
Extrusion 

Conversion Cost 
per  Extrusion 

Conversion Cost 
per lb of 
Extrusion  

- 
$511.10 
$30*.30 
$238.03 
$203.90 
$183.42 

$0.0678 
$0.0406 
$0.0316 
$0.0271 
$0.0243 

- $142.46 $0,018.* 

$0.02 75 
$0.0206 
$0.0172 
$0.0160 
$0.0155 

$117.88 $0.0156 

$0.0143 - - 

(a) As  previously determined  In the  section on AISI 4340 steel 

(b) As  previously determined  in the section on titanium alloys. 

(c) From Table XX. 

(d) From Table XX as modified  in this sertlon to reflect a short  liner life. 

(c)  Based  on the bil.et dimensions  shown on Table XXV and  the density of 
molybdenum,  0.36''  lb/in.3 
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A close •stimace  of conversion costs as a function of die  life  for 
nickel-base  superalloys   Is shown  In Table XXII.    While  the calculations 
sunotarlzed   in the table were  formulated  for steels,  there ore no significant 
difference«  between the two metals with respect to the economic analysis. 
The calculated conversion costs  per pound of extrusions,  however, would be 
about  5 percent  less  for nickel  alloys  than those shown  In Table XXII  for 
steel.    Thl«  factor  Is simply determined on the basis  of the relative density 
between the  two metals  (density of steel/density  of a nickel-Iron-chrome 
alloy - 0.9A3). 

The sane assumptions  and restrictions stated  for  the two extrusion 
processes   for steels are applicable  to nickel alloys.    Thus,   for nickel-base 
alloys as   In the case of steel,   it was concluded  that  the hydrostatic extrusion 
process can  in many cases produce a high quality extrusion at a lower cost  than 
the conventional extrusion process. 

BtrvlUmp 

Beryllium is  normally  clad  in steel Jackets  to prevent cracking during 
extrusion at  temperatures  from 1800 to  1950 F.    The cladding required to 
conventionally extrude beryllium prevents attaining precise dimensions on rod 
or tube«, makes exceptionally difficult the production of shapes having uniform 
close-tolerance dimensions,  and  increses  the processing costs.    The steel cladding 
does  eliminate lubrication problems  since only steel,  and not beryllium surfaces 
need be  lubricated.     In other aspects,  the hot extrusion behavior of clad beryllium 
la quite similar to that of steel. 

Hydrostatic extrusion techniques have been used  to extrude crack-free 
beryllium rods at room temperature without cladding.^'    Reductions up to 7:1 
are theoretically possible with hydrostatic  fluid pressures  of 250,000 psi. 
Special dies  are required to produce crack-free beryllium using unclad billets 
but this  Is  the major item in which the hydrostatic extrusion of beryllium 
differs  from that of steel. 

Clearly,  the results  of the economic analysis  for steel is generally 
applicable  to beryllium for both  processes.    The cost per extrusion remains 
the same  for both materials but  the conversion cost per pound of beryllium will 
be 4.2  times  that for steel shown on Table XXII.    This   factor represents  the 
relative densities between beryllium and steel.    The effect of using cast dies 
on the conventional processing costs  of beryllium can be  shown by applying a 
titanium/beryllium density factor  (2,40)  to the conversion cost shown in Table 
XXVI. 

The results of these analyses  Illustrate  that  the magnitude of con- 
version costs reflect changes caused by the processing  of various materials, 
but the relative merits between hydrostatic extrusion and conventional extrusion 
•re consistent over a wide range of extrusion conditions. 
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KTOffWic An«lY,f, united t0 ^ fr^tri^iT rf 

^n^^ 7 "  gear blanks.    An extrusion would be made with the desired 
tooth for» around the circumference and gears  sliced off the .xtru.1™      «. 

0 05 f'J . .el r^rf'"T "tl0 Cf «PP^^tely 0.03 fJr SLu^^ u.us tor steel or titanium and tubes of these si»« ■»> «*►— —J    ». . . 
tion of hot „truslon followed by either h« or "idd^S? ' * 

.ii      J  Jh! '"u8" 0f makln8 l:111"-"«1!  large-diameter tubes  10-lnch CO x 1/2 
wal and 10-lnch OD x O.l-lnch wall will be determined förf'.e hSoaStlc 
extrusion process and compared to the ccst of conventional    rLe«^!    T^s. 
tube dimension« were selected to represent  in  the  first c«.e.  the Sit of 
thaTcLr    :XKrUSlr f^^y a"ä ^ **'<** case,  to r^reserr a p.rt 
iTLlTlt shlr'f^ln^ COnVenti0nal —^ "<**^:** "ould^e to 

«„H inn Jh* *elling costs  for aerospace parts made  from 7075 Al, T1-6A1-4V 
This III r" ""ep0rted by Evan8' Str°hecker. Olofson, and CUTIUV.      ' 
This reference is a source of cost  information  for both mlchinina and   '0™in. 
operations and will be used several times  In this  report      The .2tho« cUta 
the cost information to be accurate within ^0 percent of the actu.rjrLe^ 

Wh „.ii  Jn
K
th%£ollowl'»8 sections,  the cost of producinß 10-lnch OD x 1/2- 

inch wall tubes  fro« various materials was calculated aJcompared to *he 
I.L r8fP    C! 0f I***)" tUbe8 produced ^ conventional process Cg.    Next 
a cost  for shear  forming  tubes  10-lnch OD * O.l-lnch wall was detS™in!d «d 

extrusion 
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Hvdrotilatic  Extrusion Costs  for  Producing 
10-lnch OP x  1/2-inch-WaU Tube« 

The cost  for  producing  hydrostatic  extruded   tubes,   10-Inch 0D x  1/2- 
inch wall tubes were determined using the  following parameters and tooling 
coats: 

Extrusion Conditions: 

Billet dimensions: 
Extrusion ratio: 
Extrusion dimensions: 
(allows  5 percent  loss) 

11-inch OD x 1-lnch wall x 8  feet   long 
2:11:1 
10-lnch  OD x  1/2-lnch wall  x  16  feet   long 

Die Costs: 

Die blank size 
Die blank weight 
Die material: 

12-inch diameter x 4  inches   long 
128  lb 
A1SI-M-50 

Material cost: $384 
Machining coat: 225 
Scrap allowance 

(IS percent material cost): 57 
Net die cost: $552 
Expected die  life: 

150 extrusions   (minimum) 
Die cost per extrusion $3.68 

Msntael Cm: 

Mandrel blank size 
Mandrel blank weight: 
Mandrel material: 

9-inch OD x 120 inches  long 
2160 lb 
AISI-D7 

Material cost: $2160 
Machining cost: $2245 
Scrap allowance (15 per- 
cent material cost) $ 324 

Net mandrel cost: $4081 
Expected mandrel life: 100 extrusions 
Mandrel coat per extrusion: $4.08 

Total Convaralon Costs: 

Die coat per extrusion $  3.68 
Mandrel cost per extrusion: $ 4.08 
All other costs per extrusion: $46.29 

TOTAL COST PER EXTRUSION: $54,05 
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In order to determine the manufacturing costs for these tubes, the 
starting material costs mist be considered. The material costs for tubes 
measuring 11-Inch OD x 1-lnch wall are:

7075 Al; 

4340 steel: 

T1-6A1-4V:

$87.83/ft 

$23.80/ft 

$296/ft

The manufacturing cost to prr^uce tubes were determined as follows: 

Starting Materials Cost + Conversion Costs
Length of Material Produced 

For example, for 4340 steel:

- $/ft

f$23.80/ftU8 ft) + $54.05 
16 feet $15.28/ft

These manufacturing costs of hydrostatically extruding the tubes are shown on 
Table XXVIII with selling price of the same tubes produced commercially.

The manufacturing cost for hydrostatic extrusion of these tubes allow 
price markups from 59 to 112 percent, based on the selling price of commercial 
tubes. These percentages for markups are generally considered ample in many 
Industrial operations and especially In the metals processing Industry. These 
data Indicate that hydrostatic extrusion techniques may be able to produce 
close-tolerance, large-diameter tubes at costs perhaps significantly below 
those by conventional processing methods.

Hydrostatic extrusion techniques can produce large diameter seamless 
tubing which have very thin walls which cannot be produced by conventional 
tube making techniques. Ratios of wall thickness to diameter of 0.01 are 
considered practical using hydrostatic extrusion techniques. An example of 
this product would be a tube 10 inches OD x 0.100 Inch wall x 60 inches long.
The only other common technique that could make this size tube would be shear- 
fom'ng. The conversion cost of shear forming a tube of these dimensions will 
be determined and then compared to making the same tube by hydrostatic extrusion.



TABLE XXVIII.  SELLING PRICE OF COMMERCIALLY PRODUCED 10-INCH 
OD BY 1/2-INCH-VIALL TUBES AND THE MANUFACTURING 
COST OF A SIMILAR TUBE PRODUCED BY HYDROSTATIC 
EXTRUSION TECHNIQUES 

Material 

Selling Price        Manufacturing Costs 
of Commerically      of Hydros tatIcally 
Produced Tubes Extruded Tubes 

7075 Al $   75.00/ft 

4340 steel^") $ 26.47/ft 

T1-6A1-4V titanium alloy $321.00/ft 

$ 47.29/ft 

$ 15.28/ft 

$151.38/ft 

Potential Markups 
Using Hydrostatic 

Extrusion Techniques 

67% 

59% 

112% 

(a)  Price for this steel was assumed to be equivalent  to that for 4130 steel which 
was evaluated by Evans.(62) 
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Shear-Fonnlng Costs for Producln£ 
10-Inch OD X 0.I-Inch Wall Tubes

Shear-forming costs were estimated from cost equations derived by 
Evans, et al.(62) Equations were derived for shear-forming which separata 
the material costs, tooling costs, material preparation costs and forming 
costs. The material costs per pound would be the same for both shear-forming 
and hydrostatic extrusion. The tooling costs for shear-forming are insignificant 
for quantities In excess of 1000 pieces. Thus, only the equations dealing with 
material preparation and forming costs were evaluated. Each of these equations 
will he described and evaluated for production of a tube lO-lnch OD x 0.1-lnch 
wall X 60 inches long.

Material Preparation Costs. Material preparation consists of machining 
the blank to obtain a good surface finish. These costs were evaluated fraci tha 
following formula:

where,

Cp - (0.00353 0 C T) L2

Cp ■ processing costs In collars 

D ■ tube OD, In.
H ■ tube length. In.
Y ■ machlnablllty factor

• 0.333 for 7075 aluminum alloy 
■ 4.54 for TI-6A1-4V titanium alloy 

- 2.22 for AISI 4340 steel 

L2 ■ labor rate, $15.00/hr.

■■

Forming Coat. The actual cost to shear form a tube was determined 
from the following formula:

where.

Cf - 0.093 D H X L2 q + 0.00314 D t c H Li

Cf " forming costs In dollars 

X “ forming factors
■ 1 for mild steel
- 1.25 for aluminum and low alloy steel

■ 4.0 for titanium
q ■ learning curve factor 0.3499 
t "wall thickness, Inch 

e " material density 
Li ■* labor rate, $12.00/hr

All other terms are as previously deilned.
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The preceding equations were pvaluati'd ft producing tubes 10-lncli 
OD x 0.1-inch wall x 60 Inches IOHR from T1-6A1-4V itanlum alloy, AIS1 4340 
«teel, and 7075 aluminum alloy. The results of th individual equations and 
the sum of the equations which equals the total conversion cost are shown in 
Table XXIX. 

Hydrostatic  Extrusion Coats  for Producina 
10-Inch OD bv  0.1-Inch Wall  Tubes 

The  hydrostatic  extrusion  processing  costs  of  producing   10-Inch OD 
x 0.1-inch wall   tubes were  estimated   from  the  following parameters  and 
tooling coats : 

Extrusion Conditions 

Billet  dimensions: 
Extrusion  ratio: 
Extrusion dimensions: 
(allows  5 percent   loss) 

)0.7Wnch OD x  9.80-lnch  ID x  8  feet   long 
S:! 
10-lnch OD x 0.1-inch wall  x  38  feet   long 

Die Cost» 

Die blank size: 
Die blank weight: 

12-inch diameter x 4  Inches   long 
128  lb 

laterlal: AIS1-M-50 

Material cost: $384 
Machining  cost: 225 
Scrap allowance (15  percent  material 

cost) 57 
Net  die  cost $552 

Expected die   life:     150 extrusions 
(minimum) 

Die cost per extrusion 

Mandrel Cost 

$3.68 

Mandrel blank size: 
Mandrel blank weight: 
Mandrel material: 

9.8-inch OD x  120  Inches   long 
2560  lb 
AISI-D7 

Material  cost: $2560 
Machining cost: $2664 
Scrap allowance   (15 percent 

material  cost) $  384 
Net mandrel cost: $4838 
Expected mandrel  life:     1000 extrusions 
Mandrel  cost  per  extrusion $4.84 
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TABLE XXIX.     COSTS   FOR CONVERTING VARIOUS MATERIALS TO 10-INCH 

SLX
TJ?,1"INCHWALL   X   60-INCH LONG  TUBES  BY SHEAR- 

FORMING AND BY HYDROSTATIC  EXTRUSION(") 

—-  naieriai 
Oper'tlon T1-6A1-4V 4340 Steel 7075 Al 

Shear-FOI^B r?ti 

Materials  prep«ratlün(a) 

Formin?, C) 

Total conversion cost/pc 

.llY<lrostatlc ExtruHlnn r.r,*t 

Material preparatlon(b) 

Extrusion 

Total conversion coat^ 

Total conversion cost/pc 

Conversion Cost Reductlon/pc 
by Hydrostatic  Extrusion 

$   144.00 $   70.50 $  10.50 
11,2.00 367.00 366.00 

$1316.00 $437.50 $376.50 

$1154.00 $564.00 $ 85,00 
54.81 54.81 

$618.81 

54.81 
$1208.81 $139.81 
$  172.66 $  88.40 $  19.97 

877. 807. 95% 

00 S!75rr;;T"irf the 8tarttn8 mater,ai for both proce"" ~—<« 

(b)   These costs were calculated  from equations developed by Evans/62) 

(C)   In Ser^"t1CJ:trU8i0n  7  len8th6  0f  "^ eflCh 60  lnChe"  ^ *" P^-ced 
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Total Conversion Cost 

Die  cost  per extrusion: $   3.68 
Mandrel cost per extrusion: 4.84 
All  other costs per extrusion: 46.29 

TOTAL COST PER EXTRUSION: '   $54.81 

Hydrostatic  extrusion conversion  costs  per  60-Inch  long  tube would be: 

$54.81 ;   7 pc  - $7.63/tube. 

One hydrostatic extrusion would  make  38 feet or seven tubes each 5  feet  long. 

To  obtain the desired  extruded  tolerances   It  may  be   necessary  to machine 
the starting  hydrostatic extrusion  tube billet all over,  much  like the shear- 
forming billet.    The starting  length  of a hydrostatic extrusion billet was 
assumed  to be  8  times  that   of a  shear-forming blank and  therefore  the machining 
cost was  estimated at  eight   times   that   for  shear-forming.     Adding  this  material 
preparation  factor to the hydrostatic extrusion conversion costs,  the total 
conversion costs  for various materials were calculated and are  shewn in Table 
XXIX. 

Hydrostatic extrusion techniques are shown to be  potentially capable 
of producing  large-diameter,  thin-wall  tubing at 80 to 95  percent  less  than 
cost of similar parts produced by shear-forming. 

Production of Large Thin Sections 
of a Moderately Complex Shape 

There are requirements   in  the aerospace  industry   for thin-section 
extrusions  of  large circumscribed sizes.    These  sections are currently 
produced by hot extruding  relatively  thick sections  and  then machining all 
surfaces  of the parts.    The  technical  feasibility of drawing some shapes  to 
size using draw benches  has  been demonstrated elsewhere  on various developmental 
programs,  but   this  operation apparently  Is  not  economically  Justifiable  at 
the present  time.    The hydrostatic extrusion process could use hot-extruded 
sections as  preformed billets and hydrostatically extrude  the preform to 
produce a  finished thin-section part.     This  technique will be evaluated and 
compared to a machining operation. 
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There are infinite combinations of shapes and sizes that could be 
compared; therefore, an arbitrary cize, shape, and material was selected as 
a typical aerospace part. The part selected was a channel section of Ti-6A1-4V 
titanium alloy, circumscribed by a 9-inch circle and assumed to measure 8 
Inches across the flat, have legs each 4 inches long, a total length of 30 
feet, and have a uniform section thickness of either 1/4-inch or 1/8-inch. 
Conventional extrusion techniques can produce such a shape which could have 
a section thickness from a miniiraim size of 3/8 inch up to 1-1/2-inches.
The minliTOim section thickness of 3/8-inch is a function of the billet size 
needed to extrude a shape circumscribed by a 9-inch circle and is not an 
absolute minimum for titanium alloys.

The processes that will be coirqiared are;

(a) Conventionally hot extrude to a thick cross 
section; straighten; machine lightly all 
over, and hydrostatically extrude 4:1 to 
size (either 1/4 or 1/8-inch thick).

(b) Conventionally hot extrude to the minimum 
section thickness (3/8 inch); straighten; 
and machine to finish cross section (1/4- 
or 1/8-inch thick).

Costs for Hydrostatic Extrusion 
of T1-6A1-4V Channels

An extrusion ratio of 4:1 was used for hydrostatic extrusion of 
T1-6A1-4V titanium alloy in this analysis although a 5:1 extrusion ratio Is 
theoretically possible. The reduced extrusion ratio will allow for a shape 
factor which tends to increase the extrusion forces for given extrusion ratio. 
The manufacturing costs of this channel would be:

■■

Starting! f • Hydrostatic
Material + Straightening + Machining, + Extrusion
, Costs , Costs , 1 . Costs J . Costs

Extruded Length

These costs were estimated as follows;

“ Cost/ft



Finish Section 
1/4  In. 1/8 in, 

1-1/8 5/8 

34.56 19.20 

2 76.40 153.00 

$1824.77 $1013,76 

(«) Starting material cost 

Base  cost;     $6.60/lb   in an  extruded shape 

Starting material section  thickness,  in. 

Starting material cost, $/£t 

Starting billet weight  per  8  feet,   lb 

Starting billet cost 

(b) Straightening costs 

It was assumed that:     (1)   straightening is  done  immediately af er 
extrusion on a 35-ft stretch-straightener,   (2)   it  requires  5 
minutes of machine time,  and  (3)  the  labor required would be two 
helpers each at $12/hr and one operator at $15/hr.     Straighten- 
ing cost per starting billet would then cost: 

(2)   ($12.00) + (1)   ($15.00)        5 min/hr . ,n  ., 
4 billets per operation 60 min        :;,u-öi 

(c) Machlnlpg Costs 

Machining costs were estimated from the  following  formula developed 
by Evans'")  for milling costs: 

C- 0.01662^, Y(w,l,t)  + 0.5755 nl^Q"0,132 

where: 

0.0166 - a conversion  factor between .nlnutes  and  hours 

w,l,t - width,  length, and thickness  of cut  (equivalent to volume removed) 

Zm " reclptical metal removal rate for B  1112  steel,  0.831 min/ln.3 

Y " machlnability  factor for Ti-6A1-4V 4.54 

0.5755 ■ allowance  for nonproductive time «nd Inspection 

1,2 ' labor rate assumed to be Sl'j/hour 

Q ■ quantity 

n " number of operations. 
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Application of the preceding formula to remove 1/16 inch all over the 
hydrostatic extrusion blank results in a machining cost of $88.63*

(d) Hydrostatic Extrusion Conversions Cost

The hydrostatic extrusion conversion costs were calculated as
follows:

Die Cest

Die blank size: 
Die blank weight: 
Die material:

12-inch diameter x 1-1/2 inches l<w»g
48 pounds
AISI-M50

Material costs: $143.90 
Machining costs: 375.00 
Scrap allowance (15 percent material cost): 21.58
Net die cost: $497.31 

Expected die life: 150 extrusions (minimum)

Die cost per extrusion:

Total hydrostatic extrusion conversion costs:

Die cost per extrusion:
All other costs per extrusion:

(as shown in Table XX)
Net cost:

$3.31

$ 3.31 
$46.29

$49.60

Costs for Conventional Processing 
of Ti-6A1-4V Channels

The conventional hot extrusion proce^ss can produce a section thickness 
as thin as 3/8-inch. This section would have to be straightened, and machined 
all over to the final size. The manufacturing costs would be:

Cost/ft

Starting f
Material + Straightening + Machining

. Costs . Costs Costs

(Extruded Length)

These costs were estimated as follows:



Starting mafprlal  cost:: 

Bast cost:    $6.60/lb  in an extruded  shape: 

Starting  material  section  thickness,   In. 3/8 

Starting  extruded weight,   lb/ft 11^5 

Starting extruded weight  per  30  feet,   lb 345.6 

Starting extrusion cost: $22 77 00 

Straiahtpnlpfi  mct-c- 

It was assumed  that:     (1)   the  straightening  is  done  on a 35-foot 
stretch-straxghtener.   (?)   it  requires  5 minutes,  and   (3)  the   labor 
required would be  tvo helpers each at  $12/hr and one  operator at 
*13/hr.     Straightening cost per 30  foot  section would  then cost: 

U)   ($12,00) t  (I)   ms.nn) 3 mln/hr       .,  ,e 

1  extrusion 60 min     ' 53,25 

Machining coat a ; 

Costs were determined   to machine section  thickness  of  1/4 and   1/8- 
inch from a  3/8-inch  extrusion using  the  same equation applied  to 
the hydrostatic extrusion billet.    These costs were  found to be: 

Finish Section Size 
_1Z4 l/8_ 

Machining costs:        $332.39 $670.15 

Suranarlzing and adding  the processing  costs   in Table XXX illustrate 
that hydrostatic extrusion techniques  can produce  this channel   from 
W to 75 percent cheaper  than the conventional  processing.    This 
analysis should be a  typical comparison between the two processes, 
■ince neither process was unduly restricted. 

Suronarv of the Economic Analysis 
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TABLE  XXX.     PROCESSING  COSTS   OF Ti-6A1-4V  TITANIUM ALLOY  CHANNELS 
PRODUCED BY   HYDROSTATIC  EXTRUSION TECHNIQUES AND 
CHANNELS  MACHINED  FROM  HOT  EXTRUSIONS 

Operation 

Hydrostatic   lj:xl-ru3i0n  Costs 

Starting material  (8  ft billets) 
Straightening 
Machining 
Hydrostatic  extrusion conversion 

Total conversion cost 

Cost   per   foot 

Cost per pound 

Conventional Pfocessing Cost 

Starting material (30 ft extrusions) 
Straightening 
Machining 

Total caovariion cost 

Cost per  foot 

Cost  per pound 

Cost  Savings  per pound by 
Hydrostatic  Extrusion 

Finish Section Size 
1/4-lnch      1/8 inch 

$1824.77 
0.81 

88.63 
49.60 

$1013.76 
0.81 

88.63 
4?. 60 

$1963.81 $1152.80 
$    65.46 $    38.43 
$      8.52 $    10.00 

$2277.00 
3.25 

332.39 

$2277.00 
3.25 

670.15 
$2612.64 «12943.40 

$    87.09 $    98.11 
$     11.34 $    25.55 

25% 607. 
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(a) Thin-wall,   large-diameter  tubes   (10-lnch OD x 0.1  Inch 
wall)  could  be  made   from aluminum,   steel,  and   titanium 
at  a respective  potential  savings   of 95,   80,  and  87 percent, 
compared  to tubes produced by shear  forming. 

(b) Large-diameter  tubes   (10-inch OD x  O.i-inch wall)   could 
be  produced   from aluminum,   steel,   and   titanium at  a cost 
that would  allow potential  markups   of  67,   59,  and  112 
percent,   respectively.     These markups were  based on  the 
market  selling  price  of  tubes  made  by  conventional hot 
extrusion   follcved  by conventional   tube  drawing.     These 
markups  are  believed  to be  appreciable   for  the metal- 
working  industry and   indicate  that  perhaps  a potentially 
significant  cost  saving may  be  possible   by hydrostatic 
extrusion. 

(c) Titanium hot  extruded  channel  shapes  may be  re-extruded   into 
finished  channel  shapes by hydrostatic  extrusion techniques 
25  to 60 percent  cheaper  than hot-extrusion and machining 
techniques currently employed. 

(d) Simple  shapes   of steel,   titanium,   molybdenum,  nickeP'based 
alloys,  and beryllium may be  produced  at  a  lower cost by 
hydrostatic extrusion when the  long die  life achievable 
in hydrostatic extrusion   Is   related to that obtained in 
the conventional extrusion operation.    Die life  in hydro- 
static extrusion is predicted to be  10 to 30 times greater 
than that  In the conventional process. 

(e) Aluminum alloys  can be  hydrostatically  extruded at  a  lower 
cost than conventional processing,   independent of relative 
die  life,  ^cause of the high extrusion exit  speeds 
obtainable   i.   the  hydrostatic  extrusion  processing of  these 
materials. 
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APPENDIX i 

ESTIMATEP TIMETABLE AND MILESTONE CHART FOR CQSSTRUCTTON 
Of A PVAL PURPOSE mDROSTATlc/coNVKimnNAL> JEBaaa w«ss 
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Milestone Points 

Months Engineering Manufacturlne Work at Site 
6 Layout completed - - 

9 Structural portion ■ - 

12 Plate rolled - - 

15 Material handling 
completed 

Foundation design 
completed 

Forgings   forged 

" 

18 - High pressure con- 
tainer finished 

Foundation 
completed 

21 ■ All   ratings 
completed 

- 

24 Press erection 
completed.    All 
work completed 
Press start-up 

27 Test runs completed 
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